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ABSTRACT 

Drainage systems for the desert Southwest are currently designed 

without much consideration for the climatological or surficial conditions of the 

region. The "lOO-year" flood has become the design standard throughout the 

United States due to misunderstandings about requirements of the National 

Flood Insurance Program. The effect of larger floods is virtually ignored, 

seasonal variations of rainfall patterns and intensities are neglected, and 

hydrologic data collection is extremely limited in watersheds of the urbanizing 

Southwest. The laws of nature are obscured by the rules of man during the 

planning and design of desert drainageways. 

Procedures for extrapolating runoff records and estimating the 

magnitude of the lOO-year flood, including the LP III probability density 

function, the NOAA Atlas, and HEC-l, have been widely adopted in the arid 

regions as part of local drainage regulations. Plans are normally not approved 

unless the basis of design complies with the regulations. Assumptions inherent 

in the methods are questionable and data to verify the assumptions are limited. 

Drainage design can be improved by using available field data and a 

simple method - based on the Rational Method - is developed. Benefit-cost 

analysis is a valuable tool for establishing project alternatives, project size, and 

cost/benefit allocation. An equitability index is defined for evaluating fairness, 

and it is combined with the benefit-cost ratio for refining and selecting project 



design. Estimates of flood peaks can be improved by considering channel 

abstractions as "negative base flow"; by recognizing the presence of the n-value 

paradox; by extending flood records through paleohydrologic study; by 

monitoring rainfall, runoff, and the effectiveness of design strategies in urban 

catchments; and by using more suitable rainfall estimates. Drainage design can 

be made more rational by also considering sediment transport; by including 

non-structural design alternatives; and by evaluating a range of flood 

magnitudes, not just the lOO-year flood. A conceptual drainage ordinance not 

based on the NFIP is presented. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 

To the most casual observer, the Southwestern states have obvious 

and startling differences from the remainder of the United States. The most 

obvious differences include vegetation and climate conditions which, in a large 

part, are reasons for the dramatic economic growth of this region since the late 

1940's. These environmental attributes and the growth attributable to them 

produce a "healthy", recession-resistant economy attractive to developers and 

employers. Regional growth is a seldom-disputed fact of life in the southwest. 

Subtleties of desert life provide regular challenges to planners, 

engineers, developers and politicians responsible for facilitating growth in some 

logical fashion. For the many migrants to the region, the ways of the more 

humid states seem inappropriate. This is certainly true in the disciplines and 

sub-disciplines of hydrology and hydraulics. Here, rivers are steeper, the soil 

is more porous, the plant cover is less dense, the air is drier, and the streams 

experience flow infrequently. To see an intense summer storm and the damage 

potential of a desert wash under flow is at first astounding. 

To better accommodate imminent urbanization of the desert, the 

engineer should possess a profound understanding of its hydrologic and 

meteorological characteristics. However, the design professional may lack this 

understanding, or may be guided solely by agency regulations that tend to limit 
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the quality, creativeness, or effectiveness of thought. This" dissertation is 

intended to help fill the gap in drainage design processes created when the 

designer ignores the desert physical system, or relies too much on guidelines of 

regulatory agencies. It attempts to strike a reasonable balance between the laws 

of nature and the laws of man in the design process. The emphasis of this 

paper is to review development of the field of civil engineeringlhydrology, 

discuss current practices and trends, present more reasonable methods for use 

in the desert Southwest, and recommend ways to improve the field. This paper 

represents a synthesis of many existing concepts and several new ideas; it is not 

merely a detailed investigation into one highly confined sub-area of hydrology. 

Drainage Infrastructure and Its Purpose 

Drainage systems carry surface waters generated by excess rainfall 

safely to some downstream location. For natural conditions in an uninhabited 

region, safety is not a concern. The natural system of arroyos, channels, and 

rivers is therefore sufficient. However, when human occupancy occurs near 

these natural watercourses, modifications are sometimes necessary to protect life 

and property from this sometimes unwise intrusion. The inverse proposition 

would be for human occupancy to not intrude. 

Typical drainage modifications include curbs, gutters, and storm drains 

associated with roadways as well as the arrangement, alignment, and profiles of 
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the roadways. They also include the construction of open channels and river 

improvement projects such as levees and revetments. In the semi-arid southwest, 

these local drainage systems are usually open channels rather than the buried 

conduit systems of the eastern states. One reason for this difference is the lack 

of freezing weather; another is the many days of dry weather. Drainage 

systems can also include detention and retention basins designed to decrease or 

retard storm water flows. Non-structural management techniques such as 

zoning controls and land use restrictions are also integral parts of the 

stormwater management system. 

Designers are further compelled to meet federal, state, and local 

requirements of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). In many 

instances, these requirements supersede all others and are understood to 

preclude consideration of alternative designs. These requirements have been 

misunderstood and misapplied to projects not affected by the insurance program. 

Although this dilemma is not peculiar to the southwest, its effects are 

exacerbated by anomalies of desert environments. 

Climatic and hydrologic characteristics have lead to some departures 

from design standards frequently used in other regions. Examples include the 

common use of dip sections rather than hydraulic structures along 

roadway/watercourse intersections. Dry river beds are used to mine aggregate 

used in new construction or to infiltrate sewage effluent into the aquifer. In 

other regions, these practices may be unfeasible or impossible. 
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Typical Facilities 

Despite the predominant reliance on ground water and importation 

of flow from exotic peremlial rivers for domestic water supplies, storm water 

runoff has traditionally been regarded as a problem rather than a resource. This 

attitude is changing as state and local laws begin to mandate water conservation 

practices, including the recharge or supplemental use of excess rainfall in urban 

areas. Detention and retention facilities in arid regions have become more 

prevalent recently, and serve purposes other than exclusively flood control. 

Typical detention and retention facilities today may include parks, landscaping, 

and other open space land uses that are damaged only slightly by stormwater 

inflow or impoundment. 

Other differences between arid and non-arid regions in resolving the 

inconvenience of runoff are apparent. Desert cities appear less finished because 

curb and gutter systems are not always an integral part of roadway design. 

Roadways sometimes serve as drainageways through the use of an inverted cross 

section. Dip sections rather than hydraulic structures accommodate cross flow 

of drainage. Porous pavement can be used in warm desert areas with less risk 

of freeze/thaw failure than in colder regions. 

In light of the hydrologic and climatic conditions prevalent throughout 

the southwest, the designer must adopt a different set of considerations in 

tackling a drainage problem. Designers must recognize the following: 
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• desert floods are infrequent but sometimes severe 

• streams are often steeper than in other regions 

• runoff flows more quickly, and is more sediment laden, and 

• bank erosion is extensive during major floods 

Only when an engineer or hydrologist is aware of these differences 

can a design adequately protect life and property from the desert flood. 

The Problem 

Meteorological, hydrologic, and climatic conditions of the arid 

southwestern states are distinctly different from regions east of the 105th 

meridian (Hansen, 1977). These variations need to be considered in the design 

of drainage systems, streets, and subdivisions, as well as in the management of 

land use within floodplains. Reality indicates that these variations are often not 

fully recognized, understood, and addressed by design professionals or federal, 

state, and local regulatory agencies. 

Many communities throughout the United States are subject to flooding 

and have subscribed to the federal flood insurance program. This program 

offers the communities subsidies for the actuarial based rates for insurance for 

damages from flooding of private property if certain federally-mandated 

procedures are followed by the community. The Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA) typically applies its rules similarly in the southwest 
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and other states. There is a lack of differentiation of the special characteristics 

of the arid states that makes these policies inappropriate. 

These policies are implemented by state and local agencies to comply 

with the federal program requirements. Some local agencies recognize that 

policy-related problems exist and have tried to correct them. Most local 

agencies, however, do not have the expertise to recognize the problems. 

Similarly, many engineers and hydrologists in both public and private practice 

have either accepted "standard" solutions and procedures or have not recognized 

this problem. 

Simply stated, the flood insurance program requires, at a minimum, 

protection of residential structures from the lOO-year flood. This relatively 

imprecise goal has evolved into a standard for most drainage projects, and all 

to often the only solution considered is structural design for the lOO-year flood. 

Non-structural solutions at different recurrence intervals are often not considered, 

and economic analysis of alternative designs is seldom developed. The rules 

have evolved to a point where engineering judgment based on an analytic 

approach is applied only on large scale federal projects. 

Subsequent Sections 

The history, development, and application of federal, state, and local 

flood control programs are discussed, beginning long before the Flood Control 
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Act of 1936. This discussion demonstrates that federal requirements have been 

misunderstood and misapplied. Rules have become so inflexible at the local 

level that project design has been limited and, in some cases are ineffective or 

inappropriate. The guidelines of professional associations are discussed along 

with their failure to differentiate between hydrologically different regions. Both 

professional organizations and universities provide only limited training about 

water law and professional liability in drainage system design. Collectively, 

these discussions represent the laws of man regarding applied hydrology. 

The physical phenomena affecting drainage design, as well as the 

differences between arid and non-arid regions is addressed. The development 

and application of several hydrologic methods are discussed and compared. 

Concepts of statistics, probability, and regionalization are presented. The need 

to incorporate "unbelievable" data (outliers) rather than disregard these data is 

discussed. Paleohydrology is identified as a valuable resource to planners and 

engineers. Finally, the concept of the lOO-year flood is defined and compared 

with the concept of probable maximum precipitation. Collectively, these 

discussions represent the laws of nature regarding applied hydrology. 

The concept of benefit-cost analysis as an alternative analytic tool is 

discussed. More importantly, the issue of who pays for and who benefits from 

typical drainage system improvements is presented. The balance between cost 

and benefit to various entities is defined as equitability, and an index is 
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developed to help quantify this balance. The various costs of Clrainage system 

improvements are briefly discussed with reference to cost allocation methods. 

Strategies for improving the plight of the hydrologist and engineer in 

the design of drainage systems in the arid region are presented. An improved, 

more rational methodology for estimating discharge from small desert catchments 

using available data is presented. Further research needs are suggested and 

recommendations for engineering education and legislative change are identified. 

Interim and ultimate solutions and recommendations for the design professional 

and regulatory agency are presented. 

The reference matter reproduces two landmark papers in the field of 

engineering and applied hydrology by Mulvany (1852) and Kuichling (1889). 

Both are frequently cited as the origin of the commonly used "rational method". 

This dissertation emphasizes the need to obtain and use local rainfall and runoff 

data, as Mulvany and Kuichling did over one hundred years ago. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REGULATIONS AND AGENCY INVOLVEMENT 

The design' of drainage systems is affected by laws, rules, and regulations 

that are implemented by numerous agencies at all levels of government. These 

range from the general state requirement that a registered professional engineer 

oversee project design to project-specific detailed analysis mandated by the 

Federal Emergency Management Agency through the National Flood Insurance 

Program. The project engineer is supposed to be familiar with the myriad of 

laws and ordinances as a condition of registration (Arizona State Board of 

Technical Registration, 1983), but it is unlikely that any engineer is familiar with 

all these laws, much less their legislative intent and effect on the design process. 

Technical drainage issues are compounded by these regulations and their 

administration. This chapter deals with the laws, rules, and regulations that 

have a direct and noteworthy impact on the design of drainage systems and 

the agencies that implement them. It also discusses why many of the rules may 

have technical validity in the non-arid regions, but should not be blindly 

transposed to the desert states. The concluding sections discuss some of the 

professional organizations which provide drainage design guidelines to 

practitioners, and legal issues in handling storm water and runoff. 
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Federal Government 

Many agencies of the federal government are directly or indirectly 

involved in drainage system design. Their involvement ranges from 

meteorological research to residential construction practices. Table 2-1 provides 

a summary of the more important agencies and their research or regulatory 

function. Evolution of the various federal flood control programs, including 

FEMA and the FIA, have been discussed by Arey (1971), White (1975) and others. 

The programs' history has been traced to the Swamp Lands Act of 1849. Table 

2-2 identifies major ·federal actions in flood control regulation since the Swamp 

Lands Act. The table also indicates whether the action defines a problem or 

reacts to (solves) a problem or natural disaster. Most of the actions are attempts 

to solve crises and are necessarily dependent upon the legislatures' perception 

of the problem at hand. According to Arey, "decision-making in flood control 

over the years can be seen as a spiraling pattern of changing perceptions of the 

problem leading to the adoption of a new set of adjustments which then lend 

to new perceptions of the problem, and so on." 

Despite the development of federal laws and the creation of agencies to 

implement them, the technology available for design engineers to solve 

drainage-related problems has not changed much since the beginning of federal 

involvement. The most important changes have been use of energy rather than 

animal power in construction and the availability of federal project funding. 
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Year 

1849 
1861 
1874 
1874 
1879 
1890 
1908 
1909 
1917 
1921) 

1925 
1933 
1936 
1944 
1956 
1958 
1960 
1967 
1968 
1973 
lW6 
1'll7 

TABLE 2-2 

FEDERAL ACI'lONS IN FLOOD CONTROL 

Major Events in the History of Flood Control 
in the United States 1849-1'll7 

Event 

Swamp Lands Act provides incentive for local levee building-Lower Mississippi 
Humphrey-Abbott Report by Corps of Engrs. recommends federal levee building 
First direct federal relief provided for flood victims 
Mississippi River Study Commission established 
Mississippi River Commission established to improve navigation (flood control implied) 
Flood forecasting shifted to U.S. Weather Bureau 

Defines (0) 

Governor's Conference on ConseIVation &£ Inland Waterways Comm. recommend multipurpose development 
Corps of Engrs. directed to assess hydro-power potential of all projects 
Flood Control Act allocates first federal funds exclusively for flood control 
Flood Control Act requires local cooperation in flood control surveys 
"308- Reports authorized. To be comprehensive and on basin wide basis 
TVA established with flood control as one of its main purposes 
Flood Control Act asserts federal responsibility in solving all flood problems 
Flood Control Act extends 1936 Act to include -comprehensive coordinated development" 
Flood Insurance Act passed but no funds are allocated to establish program 
Flood Control Act includes water supply as a purpose of federal reservoir construction 
Flood plain management officially recognized - FP Infonnation Office in Corps of Engrs. 
Water Resources Council recommends use of Log-Pearson Type IV distribution by federal agencies. 
National Flood Insurance Act of 1%8 established NFIP as we know it 
Flood Disaster Protection Act requires local coordination and public review during flood insurance studies. 
House Document 465 calls for Unified national program to manage flood losses. 
Executive Order 11988 requires federal agencies to avoid supporting development within floodplains. 

Adopted from Arey (IWl) 

Solves (S) 

S 
D 
S 
D 
S 
DIS 
D 
D 
S 
D 
D 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
DIS 
D 
S 
D 
D 
S 

.... 
N 
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These two changes have increased the scale of federal drainage and flood 

control projects and the perception of flood control technologies. Development 

of the federal flood control program has generally been construction o:dented, 

which, according to key and others, has focused public attention on 

construction and diminished perception of the non-structural and less extensive 

alternatives to large scale construction. 

Major changes in the federal programs are also related to the economic 

state of the nation. Large-scale construction programs occurred during post-war 

recessions, and the Flood Control Act of 1936 was part of the Roosevelt 

administration's "New Deal" during and after the great depression. The public 

became reliant upon the federal government to solve local flooding problems 

through capital-intensive projects that disbursed federal taxes to the region. The 

purpose of the Act was as much to provide "good things to do" during the great 

depression, in contrast to the '1eaf raking" of the WP A, as to control floods. 

Unfortunately it reinforced the notion that the federal government would pay 

the largest part of project costs and beneficiaries, who were sometimes hard to 

identify, would not absorb their "share". 

The economic effect of this policy has been compared in the literature to 

non-structural solutions such as zoning controls and floodplain regulation. 

Federal approaches to flood control changed dramatically in the early 1960's with 

the Flood Control Act of 1960 which established a flood plain information office 

within the Corps of Engineers. The next major action was publication by FEMA 
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(1976) of A Unified National Program for Managing Flood Losses adopted by the 

89th Congress. This document has been subsequently revised and updated in 

1979 and 1986 and is frequently referred to as House Document 465. 

The importance of House Document 465 as a management tool can not 

be overstated. Its purpose is to alter the typical sequence of events that 

continues to be flooding, flood losses, disaster relief, structural flood control 

projects, renewed flood plain encroachment, flooding, and more flood losses. 

The document points out that although structural solutions have saved lives, 

protective works alone are not able to keep pace with development within flood 

prone areas. In many cases, they encouraged unwise use of flood plains with 

resultant additional losses. 

Despite the shift in federal policy to one of apparent enlightenment, 

there was still a lack of recognition of regional variation in climate, runoff 

characteristics, and flood plain development problems. This is apparent by the 

title of House Document 465 which calls for a "unified" national floodplain 

management program. Conditions of the arid regions are so unlike other 

regions that a unified program may be an inappropriate goal without adequate 

consideration of these regional variations. 

National Flood Insurance Program 

The National Flood Insurance Program is administered through the 

Federal Emergency Management Agency and is the center of the federal 
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government's effort to minimize flood losses through non-structural measures. 

The NFIP began with passage of the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 and 

has two major goals. First, the NFIP attempts to reduce flood losses nationally 

by requiring communities who want to participate in the insurance program to 

adopt and enforce land use regulations that encourage safe building practices 

within flood prone areas. Communities that do not comply with these 

requirements are ineligible for federal heavily-subsidized flood insurance and 

may be subject to other sanctions and penalties by the federal government. 

Insurance rates are based on risk premium zones, on a broad basis, not by 

specific geographic region. The rates for new structures are actuarial, and 

subsidized. On a broad basis the insurance program may tend to discourage 

uneconomic development in flood hazard areas. Insurance rates for existing 

structures are subsidized as much as 90 percent. 

The second goal of the NFIP is the transfer of the economic burden of 

flood losses from the general public, i.e. the taxpayers, to the owners and 

occupants of developed flood prone land. This is accomplished by federal 

refusal to provide anything but emergency disaster relief in non-participating 

communities. The effectiveness of the NFIP has been researched in surveys of 

community leaders in 1979 and 1983 and reported by Burby and French (1985). 

Their underlying conclusion is that the FIP will work better if incorporated with 

other regional land use goals, and with less emphasis on structural solutions. 

The NFIP has been praised for its emphasis on flood plain land use 
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management and criticized for its perpetuation of existing unwise land uses. It 

could also be criticized for an over-reliance on uniform standards and techniques 

in the development of flood plain management ordinances, flood insurance rate 

maps, and hydraulic and hydrologic methods. Although there is some sympathy 

at the federal agencies for desert conditions, the emphasis is to treat Phoenix like 

Pittsburgh and Tucson like Tampa, even though conditions are radically 

different. 

Flood insurance is big business. According to GAO (1988), there are 

about two million flood insurance policies written for total coverage of $1.6 

billion. The average annual premium is about $260, and can be almost $500 

for coastal, high hazard property. Table 2-3 provides a summary of NFIP 

premiums and revenues as of August 31, 1987. The desert is contained in the 

"other regions" category. Although the rates shown are the lowest, further 

analysis is needed to determine if desert dwellers' participation in the program 

is cost-effective. 

Drainage system designers and flood plain managers must become 

familiar with the technical provisions and terminology of the insurance program. 

Particularly important is the definition of critical terms such as "flood", 

"flood way", and "flood hazard zone". These terms and others are defined in 

Table 2-4, and further definition of terms is contained in NFIP Regulations, Title 

44, Code of Federal Regulations. 



TABLE 2-3 

NFIP STATISTICS 

NUMBER OF TOTAL AVERAGB INSURANCE AVERAGB 
RBGIOtl POUCIES PREMIUM PREMIUM IN FORCE POUCYVALUE 

(000) (000) (000) 

Coastal 1,454 $381,502 $262 $120,673,721 $82,986 
% of Total 71.6 72.6 76.9 

Coastal High Hazard 64 29,7% 469 5,200,729 81,793 
% of Total 3.1 5.7 3.3 

Great Lakes States 197 50,827 258 10,899,118 55,330 
% of Total 9.7 9.7 6.9 

Great Lakes Coastal 65 18,552 285 4,868,312 74,681 
% of Total 3.2 3.5 3.1 

Other Regions' 251 44,457 177 15,299,322 60,954 
% of Total 12.4 8.5 9.8 

PROGRAM TOTAL 2,031 $525,134 $259 $156,941,202 $77,277 
% of Total 100 100 100 

• Includes the desert Southwest as well as other non-coastal, non-Great Lakes regions. 

Table derived from GAO, 1988 

PREMIUM 
PER·Sum 

$3.16 

5.73 

4.66 

3.82 

2.90 

$3.35 

..... 

.....;J 
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TABLE 2-4 

DEFINITION OF NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM TERMINOLOGY 

"Base flood" means the flood having a one percent chance of being equalled or 
exceeded in any given year. 

''Development'' means any man-made change to improved or unimproved real 
estate, including but not limited to buildings or other structures, mining, 
dredging, filling, grading, paving, excavation or drilling operations. 

"Flood" or "Flooding" means: 
(a) A general and temporary condition of partial or complete 

inundation of normally dry land areas from: 
(1). The overflow of inland or tidal waters. 
(2) The unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff of surface 

waters from any source. 
(3) Mudslides (i.e., mudflows) which are proximately caused by 

flooding as defined in paragraph (a)(2) of this definition and 
are akin to a river of liquid and flowing mud on the surfaces 
of normally dry land areas, as when earth is carried by a 
current of water and deposited along the path of the current. 

(b) The collapse or subsidence of land along the shore of a lake or 
other body of water as a result of erosion or undermining caused 
by waves or currents of water exceeding anticipated cyclical level 
or suddenly caused by an unusually high water level in a natural 
body of water, accompanied by a severe storm, or by an 
unanticipated force of nature, such as flash flood or an abnormal 
tidal surge, or by some similarly unusual and unforeseeable event 
which results in flooding as defined in paragraph (a)(l) of this 
definition. 

"Flood Insurance Rate Map" (FIRM) means an official map of a community, on 
which the Administrator has delineated both the special hazard areas and the 
risk premium zones applicable to the community. 

"Flood plain" or "flood-prone area" means any land area susceptible to being 
inundated by water from any source (see definition of "flooding'1. 

"Flood plain management" means the operation of an overall program of 
corrective and preventive measures for reducing flood damage, including but not 
limited to emergency preparedness plans, flood control works and flood plain 
management regulations.''Flood plain management regulations" means zoning 
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TABLE 2-4 (continued) 

ordinances, subdivision regulations, building codes, health regulations, special 
purpose ordinances (such as a flood plain ordinance, grading ordinance and 
erosion control ordinance) and other applications of police power. The term 
describes such state or local regulations., in any combination thereof, which 
provide standards for the purpose of flood damage prevention and reduction. 

''Regulatory floodway" means the channel of a river or other water course and 
the adjacent land areas that must be reserved in order to discharge the base 
flood without cumulatively increasing the water surface elevation more than a 
designated height [usually one foot]. 

"Scientifically incorrect". The methodology(ies) and/or assumptions which have 
been utilized are inappropriate for the physical processes being evaluated or are 
otherwise erroneous. 

''Technically incorrect". The methodology(ies) utilized has been erroneously 
applied due to mathematical or measurement error, changed physical conditions, 
or insufficient quantity or quality of input data. 

Source: FEMA (1987) 
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The definitions of "flood", "floodplain", and "floodway" appear innocuous; 

however, they raise concern when applied to arid regions. None of the terms 

have natural significance. That is to say, the concept of a flood in relation to 

a recurrence interval (Le., the base flood, lOO-year flood, 500-year flood), and the 

concept of floodway, as used in the program have no physical significance. The 

magnitude of a flood can be estimated, predicted, or in-easured, but the 

significance of a given flood is not in its recurrence, as much as its 

damage-causing potential. The designation of a floodway, on the other hand, 

could have some physical meaning to a geologist or geomorphologist, but not 

as defined by FEMA. 

The two concepts of floodplain and floodway are very often 

misunderstood and misapplied. Figure 2-1 is intended to help clarify the terms 

and further illustrate their artificial nature. As presented in Chapter 4, neither 

of these concepts are valid in the desert southwest where (1) ephemeral streams 

readily change course during flow events, (2) incised channels rarely experience 

over-bank flow, (3) erosion is more threatening and damaging than flooding, 

and (4) alluvial fans are numerous and do not fit neatly into any hazard zone. 

Sheet flow is common on alluvial fans, penoplains, and floodplains; in sheet 

flow the water can be everywhere and anywhere. 

Federal programs addressing flooding and flood control measures are 

widespread throughout several federal agencies. Table 2-1 indicates some of the 
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primary agencies and their responsibilities. Lack of agreement between agencies 

occurs from time to time and other agencies are asked to resolve conflict. 

This occurred in the 1950's when flood frequency analysis became 

widespread and different agencies preferred different statistical approaches. The 

Water Resources Council, a now-defunct independent executive agency of the 

U.S. government, was called upon to recommend a singular method to be used 

by all agencies in all federally sponsored programs. The WRC (1967) 

recommended, and some federal agencies now require, use of the Log-Pearson 

Type m (LPIII) distribution unless special permission is granted to use another 

method. Use of this statistical concept was reaffirmed by WRC in 1976, 1977, 

and 1981. Log-Pearson Type m is still the recommended probability distribution 

for use in flood frequency analysis in the United States. 

Selection of statistical methods in hydroiogic research has a direct effect 

in the design of drainage systems by controlling the magnitude of the estimate 

of the design parameter, i.e., precipitation or discharge. For many purposes, 

the l00-year flood is used as a design standard and the selection of statistical 

approach is crucial in determination of l00-year flood discharge. It has been 

demonstrated, by Reich (1981) for instance, that the choice of distribution can 

result in range of 3.5 to 1 in the estimated discharge. Adoption of the Log 

Pearson m method was based upon clear understanding that improved methods 

would eventually be developed and subsequently adopted by the WRC (1976). 
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This has not been done although the difficulties and deficiencies of the Log 

Pearson m have been noted time after time. 

Federal Emergency Management Agency 

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), as administrator 

of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), has profound impact on the 

design of drainage systems throughout the United States. FEMA requires use 

of LPIII in most flood insurance studies. Regulatory discharges - those required 

by regulation - are then used to delineate the 100-year and sometimes the 

SOO-year flood plains within the study area. Insurance rates are based upon 

designated tlzonestl within the study area on a national actuarial basis (FEMA, 

1987, 1987a). Local agencies use the flood insurance studies to implement local 

flood plain management ordinances and as a design basis for flood control 

projects undertaken by the local agency. 

Flood insurance studies must follow a format prescribed by the FEMA 

(1985). Results of the flood insurance studies contain not only insurance rate 

maps, but also written text, water surface profiles, figures, tables and other 

documentation. Consultation with local officials and public review and comment 

of the study are required by the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973. Final 

approval of the study methodology and recommendations are by federal, not 

local agencies. The importance of statistical methods and the flood insurance 

program are discussed from the perspective of arid lands in later sections. 
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Oean Water Act 

Another federal program which bears upon drainage system design is 

Section 404, Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 USC 1344), also known as 

the Oean Water Act (CWA). The act prohibits the placement of unauthorized 

fill or dredged material in "waters of the United States". According to Lueck 

(1986), this includes ephemeral streams, washes, and arroyos of the arid 

southwest up to the "n-th order tributary." 

The CWA was enacted to maintain the quality of surface waters and 

riverine habitats. Although effective in 1972, the law was not enforced in 

regions with ephemeral streams until 1986, when environmentalists became 

active in the federally-mandated coordination of plans through the 

Environmental Protection Agency and the Fish and Wildlife Service. In contrast 

to other federal efforts that tend to emphasize structural improvements, the 

Section 404 permitting process, together with the flood insurance program, has 

partial emphasis on non-structural measures. The CW A 404 permitting process 

is a responsibility of the Corps of Engineers. The Corps has taken a realistic 

position in reviewing permit applications, and generally only regulates streams 

that appear as blue lines on the USGS quadrangles. The blue lines indicate 

larger channels, and in the desert, they are usually dry. 

The Corps' approach allows minor alteration to insignificant dry washes 

without excessive regulatory burden on the agency or the permit requester. 

Small scale projects are usually covered under a nationwide or blanket permit. 
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However, larger projects such as bank protection along more major ''blue-line'' 

streams can be delayed by environmental groups and federal or local agencies 

that are required, authorized, or allowed to comment on a proposed project. 

The 404 process then becomes a political mechanism to attain environmental 

goals other than fulfilling the program's primary goal of water quality 

protection. 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

The Corps of Engineers has grown from a combat support military unit 

into a large peace time public works design and construction agency. The 

Corps undertakes construction of large-scale flood control works in major river 

basins, in addition to its research and engineering activities. Since the early 

1970's, the Corps has been involved in urban flood control, including areas of 

the desert southwest. The Corps' emphasis has always been on structural 

control measures, using benefit cost analysis (BCA) as one means of evaluating 

alternative solutions. The BCA also is used in deciding whether the Corps 

would participate in a project, and at what level of financial participation. 

In 1974, Congress passed Public Law 93-251 allowing federal agencies 

including the Corps to participate up to 80% in non-structural flood control 

projects. This significant change in federal policy was the result of intensive 

objection to a structural project in Colorado. The Army Corps of Engineers 

coordinates the Section 404 program of the Oean Water Act and is responsible 
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for other regulatory, construction, and research programs.' - Through its 

Hydrologic Engineering Center, the Corps became a leader in many phases of 

drainage system design. Their computer programs in flood discharge analysis, 

backwater analysis and other areas are widely used by engineers and 

hydrologists. 

Soil Conservation Service 

The SCS is a branch of the Department of Agriculture and many of its 

programs have traditionally been non-structural or a combination of structural 

and non-structural. The SCS conducts ongoing research related to range land 

management, watershed management, erosion, sediment transport, and other 

aspects of hydrology and runoff. The so-called SCS Method is widely used in 

estimating runoff in urban and rural areas. The SCS also participates in regional 

storm water management and conservation programs. 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

The EPA is primarily responsible for protecting and restoring the 

country's environment The agency was created after the enactment of the 

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Public Law 91-190. NEPA also 

established the Council on Environmental Quality which prepares guidelines for 

the EPA and other federal agencies. Water resources programs include 

protecting the quality of ground water and surface water, as required by Federal 
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Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972. The EPA also deals with 

sewage disposal and treatment methods, and designates sole-source aquifers in 

regions that rely entirely on a single aquifer for their domestic water supply. 

U.S. Department of Transportation 

Transportation projects often affect natural drainage patterns, and about 

25% of the funds expended for roadway construction are used to provide 

drainage facilities, including bridges. Elevated roadbeds act as berms that collect 

surface flows which are carried under the roadway in culverts or bridge 

structures. Depres~ed roadbeds intercept cross drainage which needs to be 

channeled either over or under the roadway. 

The USDOT's Federal Highway Administration (FHW A) is responsible for 

construction of the federal highway system and for funding, construction, and 

maintenance of state and local portions of the federal system. The USDOT 

published guidelines and standards for roadway planning, and for design of 

roadway drainage appurtenances. Administrative procedures exist to minimize 

conflicts between flood plain management programs and roadway construction 

practices. It is sometimes presumed that the intergovernmental-interagency 

coordination provisions of the Office of Management and Budget and successor 

programs would provide adequate coordination during project planning phases. 

This alone is generally inadequate because these programs were intended more 

to minimize redundancy in federal spending than mitigate conflicting agency 
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goals. For example, the flood insurance program requires residential protection 

or elevation above the l00-year flood. However, the USOOT requires only 

5O-year conveyance in culverts. Property upstream of a highway culvert could 

become inundated from backwater, thereby creating or increasing the lands 

subject to flood plain regulations. Federal transportation agencies recognize the 

importance of hydrology and hydraulics, particularly as applied to transportation 

system components. The Department of Transportation by itself and in 

conjunction with State DOT's continues to conduct research in both fields and 

disseminates its findings widely in journals and government publications. 

Executive Orders 

Presidential Executive Orders affect federal agencies as if they were laws. 

Executive Orders are published in the Federal Register along with all major 

decisions, rules, and announcements of federal agencies. Executive Order 11988, 

published on May 24, 1977, requires federal agencies to (1) avoid supporting 

development within floodplains, (2) avoid actions located in or affecting 

floodplains unless no other choice exists, and (3) require that their actions 

minimize potential harm to or within floodplains. 

The intent of the EO 11988 was interpreted for use of federal agencies by 

the Water Resources Council. According to a study by FEMA (1982), EO 11988 

and the l00-year base flood standard have been effective in reducing flood losses 

and were supported at all levels of government. Executive Order 11990, also May 
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24, 1977, deals mainly with the preservation of wetlands and therefore has 

limited application in the arid portions of the country. 

Other Federal Programs 

Discussion of other federal agencies' role in the design of drainage 

systems not discussed above are left to the reader's curiosity. However, these 

agencies are identified previously in Table 2-1, and for purposes of this paper, 

their role is minor. 

State Laws and Agencies 

The states have enacted legislation or follow common (unwritten) law to 

implement or comply with federal programs. For example, the Arizona 

Department of Water Resources is designated by Arizona Revised Statutes (1979) 

as the state agency responsible for implementation of the national flood 

insurance program. Major responsibilities of the agency include technical and 

financial support to local flood control districts, audits of local programs, and 

coordination of local programs between jurisdictions. 

Other state agencies involved in drainage system design review, approval, 

or funding include the Department of Real Estate, Department of Transportation, 

Land Department, and Department of Environmental Quality. These agencies 

essentially have roles parallel to their federal counterparts. Other states 
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undertake similar responsibilities in different or differently-named departments. 

The general responsibility of state agencies is shown in Table 2-5. 

Local Laws and Agencies 

Most drainage system improvements in smaller watersheds are the 

responsibility of city or county government. Local taxes such as flood control 

district revenues, general revenues, transportation funds, and bonds are utilized 

to implement storm water management plans and construction programs at the 

local level. Urban development and its associated drainage improvements are 

the responsibility of counties and cities. Local agencies have state counterparts, 

as shown in Table 2-6. Many local agencies in the southwest and other areas 

develop flood plain management ordinances, drainage design standards, 

engineering plan review and approval procedures, basin management plans, and 

subdivision (development) regulations. Authority to undertake these activities 

is necessarily vested in the local agencies as a police power by state law or 

constitution. Because most urbanizing areas in the southwest participate in the 

flood insurance program, the drainage system designer must comply with local 

standards and procedures that respond to federal and state mandates. 

Many smaller jurisdictions have few, if any, trained staff to deal with 

drainage or flood plain management issues. In many cases agency employees 

must "wing it" or seek advice from their peers, counterparts, or consultants. 
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TABLE 2-5 

STATE AGENOES INVOLVED IN FLOOD CONTROL AND DRAINAGE 

AGENCY FUNCTION 

Water Resources Department Coordinates flood insurance program within 
state, funds state water projects 

Environmental Quality Protects environment, surface and ground water 
protection 

Transportation Department Develops drainage guidelines, conducts research 

University System Conducts research, educates hydrologists and 
engineers 

Legislature Empowers agencies and political subdivisions, 
funds protective works and studies. 
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TABLE 2-6 

LOCAL AGENCIES AND THEIR FUNCTION 

AGENCY 

Flood Control District 

City/County Engineer 

City/County Board 

Planning Department 

FUNCTION 

Flood plain management and regulation, 
protective works and non-structural 
programs 

Reviews engineering plans for private 
development, design and construct 
protective works 

Adopts and enforces zoning and flood 
control regulations 

Prepares land use plans, enforces zoning 
codes, issues building permits 
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Some communities use boilerplate ordinances and design standards distributed 

by professional organizations or agencies. This is obviously a poor practice in 

the southwest were special considerations such as erosion hazards and alluvial 

fans must be addressed. It can be generally stated that the smaller jurisdictions 

can not retain highly competent engineers and hydrologists to address drainage 

issues. However, assistance may be available from state or federal agencies, 

particularly if the community participates in the national flood insurance 

program. 

. Engineering Guidelines and Standards 

Design guidelines and engineering standards are prepared by numerous 

professional societies and associations. The level of detail is' a function of the 

organization's special interest. For example, the American Association of State 

Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO, 1982) is highway oriented, the 

National Association of County Engineers (NACE, 1986) is directed towards 

small, maintenance-oriented county highway departments, and the American 

Society of Civil Engineers offers technical publications that represent 

state-of-the-art research and design applications. Manufacturers of drainage 

system components provide designers with guidebooks for the selection, 

installation, and maintenance of their products (National Oay Pipe Institute 

(1974), American Iron and Steel Pipe Institute (1980». Publications of 
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professional or manufacturing associations are typically general and directed 

towards the design engineer or applied hydrologist seeking a safe and effective, 

though not necessarily optimal, solution to a design problem. Obvious 

exceptions to this rule are academically-oriented research publications of ASeE, 

the American Geophysical Union, and other associations cited herein. A wide 

range of information is available to the engineer, with an equally wide range 

in ease of use, ease of understanding, and regional applicability. 

A common characteristic of this literature is its limited usefulness in 

semi-arid or arid southwestern states. Special considerations of ephemeral 

streams, alluvial fans, channel bank erosion, rainfall patterns, and so on are 

either lacking or discussed only briefly. An engineer "transplant" to the 

southwest may be used to a higher degree of appropriateness of these standard 

reference materials. This expectation can lead to design decisions yielding 

less-than-desirable accommodation of storm water flow. 

Once aware of the differences between regions, engineers will probably 

find a lack of consolidated design information for dealing with the desert 

drainage, and they may be compelled to rely on agency standards. These 

standards probably will not reflect desert conditions either for the reasons 

discussed above, and the designer will be compelled to use less-than-desirable 

design tools. 
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Surface Water Law 

Alteration to natural drainage paths by construction of engineered 

facilities occurs regularly and unavoidably. Alteration of natural flow is the 

subject of surface water law. There is tremendous variation of surface water law 

throughout the country, and. the southwest is no exception. In the southwest, 

drainage project design is affected by these laws, and also by ground water 

protection or conservation laws. Legal issues regarding drainage are complex, 

if not confusing. The designer should become familiar with two general rules 

of surface water law. They are (1) the natural drainage rule and (2) the 

common enemy doctrine. The two have been combined in some states to form 

the reasonable use rule. The natural drainage rule states that: 

" ... every landowner must bear the burden of receiving upon his 
land the surface water naturally falling on land above it and 
naturally flowing to it therefrom, and he has the corresponding 
right to have the surface water naturally falling upon his land or 
naturally coming upon it, flow freely therefrom upon the lower 
land adjoining, as it would flow under natural conditions. From 
these rights and burdens, the principle follows that he has a 
lawful right to complain of others, who, by interfering with 
natural conditions, cause such surface water to be discharged in 
greater quantity or in a different manner upon his land, than 
would occur under natural conditions." (Heier v. Krull, 160 Cal 441 
(1911)) From AASHTO (1980) 

The common enemy doctrine is at the opposite end of the spectrum of 

logic. It permits each landowner to fend off surface waters as they see fit. 

Under strict interpretation of this concept, surface flows are truly deemed to be 
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enemies and each landowner may fight as he sees fit. This is a harsh doctrine 

and has been combined with the natural drainage rule to form the more 

tempered "reasonable use rule". This rule states that the possessor of land 

incurs liability whenever his harmful interference with surface drainage is 

unreasonable. The question of what is "reasonable" is usually resolved in 

arbitration or litigation. 

The experiences of professional practice can provide the designer with 

enough knowledge to avoid litigation relative to inverse condemnation, property 

damage, tort liability, malfeasance, or other civil or criminal violations of the 

constitutional rights of property owners. Usually, but not always, fulfilling 

agency design standards is accepted as meeting standards of professional 

practice. Anyone involved in the design of drainage projects or floodplain 

management should be aware of the issues, be familiar with the legal principles, 

and, if they are not immune to personal suit - as are many government 

employees - they should know a good lawyer. 

Engineering registration generally requires working knowledge of local 

and state rules and design standards. This knowledge is distinctly different 

from adequate knowledge of surface water laws in the region of practice. Legal 

aspects of design are not always complex, and they should not be ignored. 

Although this subject matter is not part of the formal engineering education, 

some professional associations have introduced the subject through publications 

and seminars. Recognition that applied hydrology deals with natural forces and 
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that these natural forces are variable in time and space should foster an 

appreciation of legal ramifications of project design. The special concerns of the 

desert should not be overlooked, but rather incorporated into design philosophy 

for both structural and non-structural drainage projects. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE PHYSICAL PHENOMENA 

Deserts are formed, expanded, and continued by natur~ conditions 

distinctly different from non-arid regions. In order to understand these 

differences and the hydrometeorological conditions unique to desert 

environments we must appreciate what deserts are. Kirk (1973) provides the 

simplest definition of the word "desert" as land where average annual rainfall 

is 10 inches or less. Semi-deserts have rainfall of more than 10 inches but less 

than 20 inches per year. Using these definitions, nearly one-seventh of the 

world is desert and another one-seventh is semi desert. All continents except 

Europe contain at least some desert lands. The North American deserts include 

nearly 500,000 square miles of the southwestern United States and northwestern 

Mexico. The North American desert has been classified by Hastings and 

Turner (1964) and many others into five distinct regions: Chihuahuan, Colorado 

Plateau, Great Basin, Mohave, and Sonoran. Deserts of the southwest are 

shown in Figure 3-1. 

The definition of "desert" can be further refined by taking temperature 

into account. In deserts, high temperature, low humidity, and infrequent 

rainfall prevail resulting in low soil-moisture and sparse vegetal cover. 

Delineation of deserts of the world can be approximated by identifying areas 

without a network of perennial rivers. A better method of delineation, 
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Figure 3-1 

The North American Desert and its Subdivisions 
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as reported by Simons (1980), is the use of a formula that incorporates average 

annual variation in regional rainfall and temperature. One commonly used 

method is that of the German climatologist W. Koeppen. The method, as 

described by Simons, has been used to classify major cities in Arizona as desert 

or semi-desert and as warm or cold. Results of this classification are shown 

in Figure 3-2, and it can be seen that the four combinations of these two 

variables lie close to the Tucson area. This illustrates the dramatic changes in 

weather conditions that can occur between nearby regions. The benefit of such 

methods, however, is not so much in identifying variations within a desert 

region, but in defining desert margins. Climatic extremes such as the American 

"dust bowl" drought of the 1920's can dramatically alter the range of desert 

land. Permanent deserts have long records of drought due to separation from 

cloud moisture sources, proximity of mountain barriers, or other natural 

reasons. Desertification, the creation of new desert land, is often the result of 

human alteration of the natural environment. New desert can be created by 

agricultural practices, surface water diversion, and deforestation. 

The global range of desert lands is increasing, and the nature of the 

deserts of the American southwest is changing. Trends have been tracked 

and reported by others, but for the southwest, the trend is towards desert 

expansion. Although these changes are of environmental importance, the 

economic and social significance is not as severe as in other parts of the world 
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where agricultural land and wood fuel supplies are threatened by 

desertification. 

The deserts of America are expected to expand not only in area, but 

in population. Urban areas of the southwest are growing at an annual rate 

of two to four percent. The metropolitan areas of Phoenix, Arizona, and Las 

Vegas, Nevada, grew about 25% between 1980 and 1986 (Urban Land Institute, 

1988). As human presence increases, sensitive desert lands give way to 

subdivisions, municipal ground water withdrawals increase, and water from 

exotic rivers - perennial streams flowing through arid regions - such as the 

Colorado River, are regulated and transported to urban population centers and 

agricultural districts. 

It is also of value to understand how deserts are formed. Miller (1973) 

states that no single factor created the American deserts - the creation is a 

combination of atmospheric circulation patterns, rain shadow effects, proximity 

to ocean moisture sources, and cold ocean currents. The mountains of the 

southwest cause an uplift of moist air, resulting in precipitation on the 

windward side. The leeward side is deprived of the moisture, receives little 

precipitation, and is therefore said to be in the rain shadow. The northern 

portion of the American desert is caused mainly by rain shadow. The Sierra 

Nevada and Cascade ranges create precipitation and prevent moist clouds from 

the Pacific from reaching the Great Basin desert. Further south, the Mohave, 

Chihuahuan, and Sonoran deserts also lie in the rain shadow of western 
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mountain ranges, and do not benefit much from tropical precipitation. The 

Sonoran desert is further influenced by the cold ocean currents along western 

Baja California. 

Rainfall reaches all portions of the American desert, and precipitation 

patterns are relatively predictable. Winter storms from the north and west 

bring some moisture despite the rain shadow affect Moisture for summer 

storms is supplied predominantly by the Gulf of Mexico, and to a limited 

extent by the Gulf of California. Pickwell (1939) describes how summer storms 

reach across the Chihuahuan Desert into southern Arizona. As a rule, winter 

rains predominate in the northern and western desert region, and summer 

rains predominate in the southeastern portion of the desert. The two primary 

storm seasons meet in the Sonoran Desert, thereby producing an intermediate 

zone with two distinctly different summer and winter rainy seasons. Tucson, 

Arizona, for instance, lies in this intermediate zone and receives about eleven 

inches of rainfall annually. Tucson's rainfall is fairly evenly divided between 

winter general storms and summer thunder storms. 

The driest regions of the American desert are at the head of the Gulf 

of California where the Sonoran desert meets the Gulf. Yuma, Arizona and 

Mexicali, Mexico, receive total annual precipitation of about three inches. In 

thirty years of record, Yuma has an average rainfall of 0.00 inches for the 

month of May, even though Yuma is close to the Gulf of California and the 

Colorado River (Arizona Department of Commerce (1988». In comparison to 
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Tucson, rainfall in Yuma is much less because Yuma is farther -from the Gulf 

of Mexico, is 'distinctly in the rain shadow of the Sierra Nevadas, and is 

affected by the cold currents of the nearby Gulf of California. Yuma is also 

at a lower elevation, and this provides additional time for rain from higher 

elevations to evaporate before reaching the ground. 

There is great diversity of rainfall in different parts of the desert. The 

physical phenomena of the desert should be understood by civil engineers, and 

this understanding should be applied in protecting residents from flooding. 

Desert Rainfall and Precipitation Patterns 

Desert rains and flow in ephemeral channels must be separately 

understood before one can attempt to understand their inter-relationship. 

Annual rainfall and its spatial variation are a function of several factors. As 

described by Miller (1973), these factors include elevation, barriers to airflow, 

distance to moisture source, location Oongitude and latitude) and they are 

commonly used to explain the difference between recording weather stations. 

The National Weather Service (NWS) monitors the weather, analyzes 

the data, and publishes technical reports covering various regions of the 

country. Generally, storms have either intense precipitation over a small area, 

or less intense precipitation over a broader region. Thus, storms are classified 

as thunder storms (or local storms, if there is little thunder) and general storms. 
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For much of the Southwest, the two storm types occur during clj~tinct seasons 

depending on the region of interest. The intensity-precipitation relationship 

also varies by region. Meteorology of the western states is described by 

Hansen (1977, 1981) and Miller (1973) and others. The seminal work of 

Hansen is most significant because of its differentiation of summer 

thunderstorms and winter general storms. 

General storms differ from thunderstorms in several ways. Most 

importantly, general storms have greater areal extent, longer· duration, and 

less intense precipitation. General storms occur at a different time of year 

and have different directions of motion and different moisture sources. Also, 

the magnitude of general storms is affected by orography and convection more 

than thunderstorms are. General storms may contain thunder storm cells, but 

the intensity of these thunder storms is not as severe as in isolated local storm 

cells. 

Applied Meteorology in the Desert Southwest 

Meteorology is important to engineers and hydrologists because rainfall 

characteristics of a region need to be considered during the design of drainage 

systems. Sometimes site-specific or regional meteorologic data is gathered for 

the project. More commonly, however, some readily available alternative or 

"default" methodology is used in lieu of coUecting new data. Default methods 
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may include transferring data from similar nearby watersheds or using a 

rainfall prediction method developed by or for a governmental agency. For 

most civil engineering projects on small and intermediate size watersheds, the 

later situation is typical. Assumptions about the intensity, duration, and areal 

extent of a rain storm are essential to the design process. And, these 

assumptions are often subject to more uncertainty than any other because they 

address natural phenomenon that are not fully understood. 

The most widely used default meteorological studies are prepared by 

the National Weather Service, a branch of NOAA, and consist of 

precipitation-frequency relationships. According to Miller, the first general 

study of the precipitation-frequency relationship for the United States was 

conducted in the early 1930's by Yarnell (1935). His study provided rainfall 

maps for 5- minute to 24-hour durations and frequencies of 2- to 100-years. 

It served as a basic source of information for engineering design and economic 

analysis until the 1950's. The maps were based on data from about 200 

first-order weather stations using recording rain gauges. In 1940, the Army 

Corps of Engineers helped install a network of recording gauges to supplement 

the existing Weather Bureau network. The additional gauges reportedly 

increased the amount of short-duration (1- to 24-hour) rainfall data used in 

subsequent research by a factor of 20. 

In the 1950's the Weather Bureau and other federal agencies examined 

the depth-area-duration relationship as well as precipitation-frequency based on 
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the augmented data base. These studies showed a need for addj~onal data in 

the mountainous regions of the western United States. Comparison of these 

studies with Yarnell's showed a factor of three difference, Yarnell's being 

usually higher. Hershfield (1961) combined data for the conterminous United 

States into a single report commonly cited as Technical Paper 40. The effect 

of topography was considered only in a general sense in all these studies. 

The Precipitation-Frequency Atlas of the Western United States consists 

of a series of volumes, one each for Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New 

Mexico, Idaho, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, Washington, Oregon, and California. 

The approach used in the atlas is essentially the same as in Technical Paper 

40. Precipitation-frequency relationships for any location are estimated from 

generalized maps based on a simplified relationship between rainfall and 

recurrence. The maps contained in the volumes are for 6- to 24-hour duration 

rainfall for 2- to l00-year recurrence intervals. There is no attempt in the Atlas 

to segregate rainfall records by season or areal extent. All records are 

statistically aggregated using the Gumbel procedure for fitting annual series 

data to the Fisher-Tippett Type I probability distribution, a special case of the 

Pearson Type ITI distribution. The Atlas is the standard default precipitation 

estimation technique for many agencies and is incorporated in hydrologic 

methods such as those of Pima County (1979) and the aty of Tucson (1982). 

It is important to note that, although widely used in drainage design, 

these default methods are based upon reports that express concern about the 
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applicability of the methods to regions where seasonal variation in storm 

patterns occur. TP 49 states that seasonal variations were not presented for 

states west of the Rockies " ... because of the effects of local climatic and 

topographic influences" and that "[s]easonal probability curves were not 

derived ... because the relatively small number of stations providing the basic 

data preclude the delineation of the boundaries of areas of representativeness 

for seasonal probability curves." Similarly, Technical Paper 40 states: 

"[A] practical problem concerned with seasonal variation may 
be illustrated by the fact that the l00-year 1-hour rain may 
come from a summer thunderstorm, with considerable 
infiltration, whereas the l00-year flood may come from a lesser 
storm occurring on frozen or snow-covered ground in the late 
winter or early spring ... No seasonal variation relationships are 
presented for the mountainous regions west of 105 W. because 
of the influence of local climatic and topographic conditions. 
This would call for seasonal distribution curves constructed from 
each station's data instead of average and more reliable curves 
based on groups of stations" (TP40, page 7) 

Most important is the following statement of the Atlas: 

"The maps of this Atlas are based upon data for the entire 
year. In certain sections of the West, precipitation is highly 
seasonal. Thus, rainy season precipitation-frequency values 
approach the annual values... Generalizations about the 
seasonal distribution of large storms can be obtained from ESSA, 
U.S Weather Bureau Technical Paper No. 57 (Environmental 
Science Services Administration, Weather Bureau, 1969). 
Currently, there is no convenient manner of applying this 
knowledge to maps of this Atlas, other than subjectively." 

There is great variance between desert thunder storms and general 

storms - not only in season of occurrence, but in depth, area, and intensity of 
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rainfall. Local storms can have durations ranging from about .10 minutes to 

6 hours, whereas general storms can drizzle for several days. The NOAA 

Atlas contains procedures for developing short duration frequency-recurrence 

estimates, but they are based on the segregated annual precipitation data that 

are not separated by season. The procedures rely on empirical methods and 

the factoring of longer duration ( 6- and 24-hour) events to obtain estimates of 

the one-hour event. Then, the one-hour event is again adjusted to obtain 

values for even shorter duration events. This round-about method is perhaps 

better than nothing, but its acceptance for design and planning purposes 

certainly does not stimulate the collection of ''better'' localized rainfall-frequency 

data. If one disregards issues about the accuracy of probability distribution 

functions, it can be reasoned that the procedures of TP 40 and the NOAA 

Atlas probably underestimate local storm intensity and overestimate general 

storm intensity for the arid southwest. 

Hansen (1977) presents methods to compute estimates of the probable 

maximum precipitation (PMP) of any watershed up to 5,000 square miles for 

durations up to 72 hours in the desert southwest. The approach varies 

markedly from Miller, both statistically and meteorologically. A major 

difference is that PMP is estimated, not a l00-year rainfall. PMP is defined 

by the American Meteorological Society (1959) as "the theoretically greatest 

depth of precipitation for a given duration that is physically possible over a 

particular drainage basin at a particular time of year". This definition, in 
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contrast to the 100-year event, is a function of location, time, and area and is 

frequency independent. PMP is based not only upon historic rainfall records, 

but also upon the science of meteorology and (alas) the principles of statistics. 

In a nutshell, general storms are estimated by separately predicting 

convergence PMP (rainfall due to atmospheric processes) and orographic PMP 

(rainfall due to mountain slopes). The two components, calculated for a 

specific location, basin size, and time of year, are then added to estimate total 

PMP. The approach used for local or thunder storm PMP is adjusting the 

most intense rainfall for maximum moisture and then developing a 1-hour, 

1-square mile PMP map. Therefore, the approach separates intense thunder 

storm predictions from general storm predictions. The approach recognizes 

that the local storm is the greatest potential rainfall threat for small desert 

watersheds and for short durations on portions of larger watersheds. It 

recognizes also that thunder storms are isolated spatially and temporally in the 

southwestern states, whereas less intense thunder storms occurring within 

general storms constitute the convergence portion of general-storm PMP. 

The counterpart of HR 49 is HR 51, which covers the states east of the 

105th meridian. The procedure in each report is almost identical, and 

according to personal communication with Henz (1988) and Hansen (1988), 

HR 51 is accepted and widely used within its study area, whereas HR 49 

generally is not. HR49 is not widely referenced in the literature. This is 

unfortunate because the methodology of HR 49 seems to be much better suited 
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for the desert southwest than the procedures and methods of the NOM Atlas. 

Several reasons could explain its lack of acceptance: (1) it uses PMP instead of 

the typical agency-mandated l00-year event, (2) it produces higher, yet more 

realistic, rainfall prediction for small basins, and (3) it was published after the 

NOM Atlas, TP 40, and TP49. Rejection of HR 49 for these reasons is invalid 

because (1) a reasonable methodology is presented for estimating l00-year 

rainfall from PMP, (2) the most defensible, not necessarily the lowest, default 

values should be used, and (3) ordinances, standards, and procedures of 

governmental agencies should be updated whenever "better" methods come 

along. 

Recognizing that default precipitation values often must be used in 

drainage design and flood plain management, a direct comparison of various 

methods might seem useful, but would be inappropriate because the methods 

can not be compared directly. HR 49 produces PMP as a function of area 

and duration for a given location. This is shown in Table 3-1 for the Tucson 

area. The table also shows that for the Tucson region, the local storm 

dominates basins less that about 100 square miles, and the general storm 

dominates basins larger than 500 square miles. Basins between 100- and 500 

square miles should be evaluated with both local and general storms to see 

which has the worst impact. The NOM Atlas l00-year precipitation is shown 

in Table 3-2, also for a Tucson location. The methods of the NOM Atlas and 

HR 49 are tested on hypothetical watersheds differing by orders of magnitude 
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TABLE 3-1 

PMP FOR TUCSON AREA 

LOCAL STORM PMP (Inches) 

DURATION (HR) 

AREA (MP) 114 1/2 3/4 1 6 

1 8.5 10.2 10.9 11.5 15.0 
5 7.1 8.8 9.6 10.2 14.0 

10 6.2 8.0 8.7 9.4 13.2 
20 5.4 7.0 7.8 8.5 12.3 
50 3.9 5.5 6.2 6.9 10.8 

100 2.8 4.1 4.9 5.6 9.3 
200 1.9 3.0 3.6 4.1 7.7 
500 1.1 1.7 2.2 2.6 5.3 

GENERAL STORM PMP (Inches) 

DURATION (HR) 

AREA (MP) 6 12 24 48 72 

100 7.6 9.8 12.1 14.4 15.5 
200 7.0 9.1 11.4 13.6 14.7 
500 6.3 8.3 10.5 12.7 13.7 

NOTE: To approximate l00-year precipitation, use 40% to 60% of 
PMP. 



DURATION (HR) 

24 
6 
3 
2 
1 
1/2" 
1/4" 

TABLE 3-2 

NOAA ATLAS PRECIPITATION 
TYPICAL TUCSON LOCATION 

PRECIPITATION (INCHES) 

STORM RECURRENCE 
INTERVAL (YEARS) 

100 50 25 10 5 

4.2 3.7 3.2 2.8 2.4 
3.4 2.0 2.6 2.3 2.0 
3.0 2.7 2.4 2.0 1.8 
2.8 2.5 2.2 1.9 1.7 
2.6 2.3 2.0 1.7 1.5 
2.0 1.8 1.6 1.3 1.2 
1.5 1.3 1.1 1.0 0.9 

.. Estimates based on Pima County (1979) 
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. 1.8 
1.5 
1.4 
1.3 
1.2 
0.9 
0.7 
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(1000, 100, and 10 square mile areas are used). For the HR 49 approach, PMP 

is estimated, then it is adjusted according to H~nsen to determine the l00-year 

precipitation. The Pima County method is tested only on the small watershed 

because of areal limitations cited in that methodology. The variation between 

the methods also illustrates the previous statement that combining rain-fall data 

of all seasons skews the results of the TP 49 and NOAA Atlas methods.' 

Without a doubt, accurate long-term local data should be used to 

estimate precipitation whenever possible (Bax-Valentine, 1988). These data 

seldom exist for points (Le. isolated record stations) much less for recording 

networks. The latter is particularly important for small basins that are effected 

by local storms. One desert watershed that has been monitored for over 

twenty years is Walnut Gulch, located near Tombstone, Arizona. The Soil 

Conservation Service (SCS) records rainfall, runoff, and sedimentation within 

the 58 square mile study area. Numerous technical analysis have been 

published by Renard, Osborn, Lane and others based on data from this 

experimental watershed. Extreme rainfall intensity observations for Walnut 

Gulch and Tucson are shown in Table 3-3. 

Areal Distribution of Rainfall 

The areal distribution of rainfall is affected by location, season, and 

other factors. For a given recurrence interval, it is axiomatic that area and 

intensity are inversely proportional. In other words, for a given location in the 



TABLE :>3 

PRECIPITATION EXTREMES IN SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA 

MAXIMUM OBSERVED POINT RAINFALL (Inches) 

DURATION Q-Iours) 

1/4 

Phoenix, Arizona 1.17 
Tucson, Arizonal 

Walnut Gulch, Arizona2 1/8 

lFrom various sources (actual duration 35 min) 
2From Osborn and Renard (1988) 

1/2 3/4 

1.27 
2.75 
2.7 3.1 

1 

3.52 
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American desert and a given recurrence interval, a storm of 1 square mile will 

be more intense and of shorter duration than a storm covering 10, 100 or 1000 

square miles. Conversely, storms of less than 1 square mile could be even 

more intense. Many rainfall estimation methods, including the NOAA Atlas 

and HR 49, provide means to adjust for area. Figure 3-3 shows the storm 

pattern used by Hansen (1977), and it is very similar to the shape used by 

Osborn (1970) for the area near Tombstone, Arizona. 

Rainfall-Runoff Relationships 

Runoff is created whenever rainfall exceeds surface storage, infiltration, 

evaporation, and transpiration capacities of a drainage basin. The generalized 

relationship between rainfall and runoff is discussed in most hydrology 

textbooks. Quantification of the relationship is the difficult task assumed by 

the science of hydrology and many hydrologic methods to evaluate this 

relationship have been developed over the years. Some are basic and simple; 

others are sophisticated and complex. All have limitations in their application 

and none can give an exact "answer." The best that can be expected is a 

reasonable answer which can be used in decision making with some degree of 

confidence. 

Desert soils range from highly porous sands to impervious caliche and 

clay layers and rock. Antecedent moisture content (AMq of a soil is a 
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function of soil type and time between rain storms. The greater the AMC or 

the more impervious a soil is, the more runoff will result if all other factors are 

the same. For impervious soils, of course, antecedent moisture content is of 

little interest compared to well-draining soils. In drainage design, the proposed 

land use changes within a watershed are important because of their effect on 

impervious cover, and therefore, upon runoff. Surface storage of rainfall 

occurs in natural depressions, within drainage channels upstream of the point 

of analysis, and in man-made detention or retention basins. Natural detention 

is usually diminished by urbanization and is sometimes replaced with artificial 

detention. 

Surface detention, channel storage, and antecedent moisture content are 

the primary variables of most mathematical equations used to estimate the 

amount of runoff and peak discharge from a catchment for a given rainfall. 

Frequently-used analytic procedures are described in Chapter 4 and include the 

SCS Method, HEC-l, and the Rational Method. The common element of each 

method is their reliance on an assumed rainfall for the design storm as model 

input; therefore, each method consists of two components - rainfall and runoff. 

They also assume that a direct relationship between rainfall frequency and 

runoff frequency exists, i.e., a 10-year rain causes a 10-year flood. 

Drainage design and flood plain management frequently involves an 

ungauged catchment where the relationship between rainfall and runoff has 

not been the subject of field analysis. Actual rainfall records within the 
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catchment may be short-term or nonexistent. Drainage outlets are infrequently 

monitored relative to runoff volume and discharge rates. Soil types, as a proxy 

for measured infiltration rates, are estimated from generalized soil classification 

studies. Natural and artificial depression storage are estimated from available 

topographic maps at contour intervals that do not afford much accuracy for 

this purpose. 

The rainfall-runoff relationship must be estimated by use of a 

hydrologic "model" to estimate basin response to a set of precipitation events. 

Just as precipitation is assumed to follow some default conditions such as 

described in HR 49 or the NOAA Atlas, runoff is assumed to follow the 

response of a hydrologic model. In estimating basin factors such as soil type, 

moisture content, and storage volume, nothing is "known"; assumptions are 

usually based on available information according to the best judgment of the 

designer, or they are mandated by a regulatory agency. 

Probability Theory and Statistics 

Statistics play an important role in estimating the magnitude of the 

design storm on un gauged watersheds. The accepted practice is to "fit" 

available (and often limited) rainfall data to a probability density function or 

frequency curve arbitrarily chosen by someone. The data are extrapolated to 

extreme values on specially prepared graph paper, or mathematically. Once 
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plotted, precipitation for any desired frequency or recurrence interval can be 

estimated for the distribution function used. Of the many statistical methods / 

available, the federal government suggested the LPll distribution for use in 

federal or federally-sponsored programs in the hope that the third parameter 

would prove useful. Selection of a distribution curve has a direct and 

important impact on the magnitude of the selected design storm. 

A common problem in statistical hydrology is the assumption of direct 

correlation between precipitation "frequency" and runoff "frequency". This is 

a simple assumption to make, but it can lead to even more imprecision in the 

design discharge estimate. It should be dear from the previous discussion 

about rainfall and runoff that they are distinct natural phenomenon. The only 

valid generalization is that precipitation might cause runoff, and will do so 

only if storage and infiltration are exceeded. Infiltration rates, antecedent 

moisture conditions, and sometimes depression storage and time of 

concentration can vary over time. A rainfall of a given frequency without 

regard for both area and duration will not necessarily produce runoff of the 

same frequency even on a totally impervious watershed having no depression 

storage or other forms of abstraction. Few catchments meet these conditions, 

and it is safe to state that the probability of a.100-year storm causing a 

100-year runoff is less than 1. 

To demonstrate this concept, consider a watershed, say 1 square mile, 

and a storm with a core of 1 + square mile centered on the watershed with a 
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maximum intensity and a duration of the time of concentration. The 

hydrograph would be as shown in the example hydrograph of Figure 3-4. If 

there is no infiltration, the maximum flood (Q.ax) would be ... 

Where i.ax is maximum rainfall intensity, and A is area. 

If there is infiltration, the maximum flood would be ... 

QlIlax = Ci •• xA or = (illlax-f)A, 

Where f is the infiltration and C is a coefficient of runoff less than unity. 

Now a lesser flood could result from a lesser i-everything else being 

the same. Note that C would be less if f was the same. A lesser flood would 

also result from a smaller area storm so i(average) is less than i(point), or the 

storm not covering the watershed or the storm not positioned ''best'' on the 

watershed. A lesser flood could also result from shorter duration storms which 

don't result in the entire watershed contributing flow to produce the maximum 

asymptotic flow rate. 

This last effect - that of time - is perhaps the most important, even for 

quite small watersheds. All of these aspects reduce the C value - but not as 

simply as the textbooks say. Note that the same flood can result from 

different storms of different intensity, area, distribution, and position, and 

duration and time variation, and infiltration, and slope (and Q) which effects 
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Probable Maximum Precipitation 

The use of statistical methods in applied hydrology has been a topic of 

debate for years, and, although many universities require a course in statistical 

methods in the undergraduate civil engineering curriculum, few engineers are 

comfortable with the subject. Use of statistical methods to extrapolate data is 

an uncomforting practice for which there are few acceptable alternatives. One 

concept that is popular with some agencies and individuals is "probable 

maximum precipitation", as defined earlier. The estimation of PMP is based 

more on the science of meteorology and less on statistics than frequency 

analysis is. However, PMP does not produce the relationship between rainfall 

and frequency that is usually mandated in project design. The "tOO-year" 

storm is not a product of the analysis. There are many detractors of the PMP 

concept, mostly those like Yevjevich (1968), who are inclined towards 

probabilistic hydrology instead of deterministic hydrology. Their objection is 

founded in the statistical concept that every probability must have an assigned 

value between zero and one. Their objection is therefore one of semantics, 

and the abuse of the word "probable". 

This sensitivity is unfounded because there is an upper limit to the 

magnitude of natural events in our finite world (at least for practical purposes). 

Use of the word "probable" in the concept of PMP should not be consbued as 

a technical adjective, but merely as a subjective, non-technical qualifier. PMP 
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is simply a best guess at a worst-case rainfall for a given area at a given time 

of year. Others suggest different terminology for the same PMP concept to get 

away from this issue - words like '1arge" or "Noah event". Perhaps a nested 

acronym such as BIG precipitation, meaning "best informed guess" would be 

satisfactory. Other analytic procedures include the recently reported application 

of partitioned multi-objective risk method (PMRM) to water resources problems 

(Karlsson, 1988). Unfortunately, the newer methods seem more complex and 

less understandable than existing practice, and widespread acceptance and 

understanding of anyone statistical approach is not likely. 

Statistical methods are nothing more than an approach for the 

management and use of available data. Engineers and hydrologists have 

complained about the short length of hydrologic and meteorologic data for 

decades, and comments similar to those in Table 3-4 abound in the literature, 

as well as in the vintage work contained in Appendix A and Appendix B. 

The situation can not improve until hundreds of years of record are 

established, or until global hydrology is completely understood. Neither is 

likely in this lifetime. Tools, however, can be borrowed from other scientific 

disciplines to help understand extreme past events and the probabilities of their 

recurrence, as discussed in Chapter 4. 
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TABLE 3.4 - HISTORIC COMMENTS REGARDING HYDROLOGIC DATA 

'The great want of well-established data, and of practical rules 
deduced therefrom, for the guidance of calculations as to the 
maximum flood discharge from catchments of various 
characters, is too well known to require much comment .. 
With a view to obtain information on these subjects, I had 
several rain-gauges prepared about a year ago, of a very 
cheap but sufficiently accurate construction, and got them 
fixed up at any stations where I had assistants who could 
attend to them." 

Thomas J. Mulvany, 1851 

'The numerous observations and measurements of the rainfall 
and contemporaneous flood discharge of a number of large 
sewers which are given in full detail below, will doubtless suffice 
to point out the necessity of securing the rainfall data needed in 
the consideration of the discharge from surfaces by means of 
automatic and self-registering devices, instead of trusting to the 
judgement of even the most careful and well-trained observers." 

Emil Kuichling, 1889 

''Practically no detailed information has been published in regard 
to the areas that may be expected to receive high rates of 
precipitation for short periods ... The lack of sufficient gauges, as 
well as operating difficulties, made it impossible to obtain records 
of value on the distribution of intense rains." 

Frank A. Marston, 1924 

''With rainfall and stream flow, the controlling factors become so 
complicated that it is impossible to evaluate them, at least with 
the present limited knowledge of the causes of natural 
phenomena. One cannot expect, therefore, to determine a law 
or formula by which to calculate the rainfall at any given date, 
but some other line of approach to this problem must be sought .. 
[T]he hydrologist can examine the rainfall records and compute 
the probability of occurrence of a given intensity of rainfall." 

H. Alden Foster, 1924 



TABLE 3-4 (continued) 

''Because hydrology is basically a collection of phenomena 
related to distributions in time and space of random variables 
of water quantity and water quality, probability theory is the 
main branch of mathematics applicable to hydrologic 
phenomena." 

Vujica Yevjevich, 1972 

"Minimal progress [in the field of hydrology] has been made 
when methods that were useful before the availability of 
computers have been programmed for computer use. The 
greatest progress has come from and will continue to come from 
efforts which recognize that computers are machines that can 
augment human minds ... We cannot expect to extract much more 
information from our past measurements." 

Stephen J. Burges, 1986 
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Stream Bed Abstractions 

The desert contains countless ephemeral streams, many of which are 

highly porous infiltration galleries to the underlying aquifer. Flow in ephemeral 

channels can infiltrate over relatively short reaches of stream bed. Excess 

rainfall on the upper portion of a watershed may totally infiltrate within the 

streambed and not reach a downstream concentration point. In sharp contrast, 

perennial streams have a base flow resulting from constant inflow of runoff 

from tributary streams and from ground water. Additional storm runoff is 

added to the base flow, as shown in Figure 3-5, and the time-variant discharge -

the peak - travels downstream. By definition, ephemeral streams are usually 

dry. Either they have no base flow or infiltration is so high that this 

abstraction can be considered the opposite of base flow, i.e. a negative base 

flow condition. 

The concept of the extreme infiltration loss is presented by Lane (1982), 

and represents a new emphasis on the importance of this characteristic of desert 

streams in understanding the rainfall-runoff relationship. Although infiltration 

also occurs on perennial streams, it is a storage phenomenon which attenuates 

the hydrograph. Loss of flow is a more significant factor on ephemeral streams 

with a steepening of the rising limb of the hydrograph. Figure 3-6 shows a 

normal stream hydrograph (dashed line) and the result of uniform linear 

channel abstraction (solid line hydrograph). In contrast to a perennial stream 
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where runoff adds to base flow to create a higher discharge, ephemeral streams 

have increasing and then diminishing downstream discharge. At some point 

downstream the flow is often zero. The stream bed base flow (abstraction) can 

therefore be considered a negative value. 

Changes in Watershed Conditions 

Watershed conditions change naturally or through human alteration. 

Natural changes include soil erosion and deposition, channel meander, avulsion, 

and vegetation changes. These changes can occur almost instantaneously during 

a stream flow event, or may take millennia to be noticeable. Some changes are 

cyclic and some are not. Manmade changes include alterations to topography, 

impervious cover, vegetation, diversion of flow, and "improvement" to natural 

water courses. Bouvette (1982) describes how extreme changes within an urban 

watershed of Houston may not only change runoff characteristics of the basin, 

but also alter local rainfall patterns. One of the more interesting phenomena 

of the southwestern desert is the formation of arroyos. Arroyos are alluvial 

channels that have almost vertical banks of collapsible sand mixtures. They are 

created by very complex sediment transport processes that result from both 

natural and manmade basin alterations. There are historic accounts that attempt 

to pinpoint the date that certain streams eroded to become arroyos and to relate 

the new arroyo with some singular cause. These simplistic explanations have 
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been generally discounted by more thorough analysis by Cooke (1976) and 

others. It can be stated, however, that activities such as human modifications 

to the surface of a watershed or lowering of ground water tables exacerbate this 

sedimentation process. The newly-formed arroyo is at a somewhat different 

slope and elevation, and has different cross section to carry flow than its 

previous configuration. In addition, once formation begins, the arroyo may 

continue upstream, downstream, or in both directions. 

Arroyo formation is not only interesting, it can also be expensive. 

Roads, bridges, utilities, pipelines, and related infrastructure crossing an 

ephemeral stream may be threatened by arroyo formation. Tributaries may be 

affected by concomitant headcutting, and manmade drainage or irrigation 

structures may not perform satisfactorily after the bed lowering. Arroyos are 

strictly unique to desert lands, and probably can not be prevented. The best 

we can expect is to understand the phenomena and plan accordingly in the 

drainage design process. 
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CHAPTER 4 

APPLIED HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS 

Hydrology is one of the oldest fields of scientific study. According 

to Biswas (1970), large dams were constructed as early as 2800 B.C. Egyptians 

priests predicted flooding of the Nile by the position of certain stars, and 

irrigation systems were constructed by many early societies, including Indians 

of the American southwest. The earliest attempts were directed more towards 

controlling than understanding nature. These early structural improvements 

functioned for short periods before being destroyed by unexpectedly large 

floods. Then, a more detailed inquiry was needed to help determine what 

went wrong. 

Hydrology is a bona fide earth science that seeks to understand and 

explain naturally-occurring phenomena discussed in the previous chapter. Man 

is affected by the forces of nature, including flooding. Primitive cultures are 

primarily agricultural, and they rely on rain or surface flow to produce crops 

and care for cattle. Advanced civilizations rely upon farmers to produce food 

crops and government to provide reliable water supplies for agricultural 

production through the construction of water resource projects. In urban areas, 

surface waters are considered more a liability than an asset Storm water 

runoff is increased by urbanization, and these flows must be safely carried 

away from cities to some downstream location. Hydrologists, by definition, are 
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not designers. They are studiers, researchers, and investigators. Engineers, 

therefore, are routinely asked to design storm water conveyance systems to 

protect the health and safety of the public and must borrow from, as well as 

contirbute to, the science of hydrology to do so. 

Applied Hydrology 

The application of the earth science of hydrology to engineering 

design is known as applied hydrology or engineering hydrology. The goal of 

applied hydrology is to help determine reasonable design parameters for a 

water resources project. These parameters are then used by a flood plain 

manager or hydraulic engineer to fulfill the goals of the project. Project scope 

can range from large-scale multi-purpose reservoir construction to 

non-structural flood plain management programs. In many design projects, 

such as water supply or irrigation, low flow is often as important as peak 

discharge. In single-purpose flood control projects the sole design parameter 

is peak discharge. Design parameters are always estimates, and the accuracy 

of the estimates are limited by both data availability and lack of understanding 

of the physical phenomena effecting the rainfall-runoff relationship. Applied 

hydrology is traced to the late seventeenth-century, when members of scientific 

academies reported the theories and findings of their members. Precipitation 

gauges cam.e into use in the eighteenth-century, and the well known equations 
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of Chezy, Darcy, Kutter, and Manning, among many others, were developed 

during this period. Peak-runoff prediction equations were needed in sewer and 

drainage design, and several were developed in the 19th century before 

extensive rainfall and stream gauge data became available. The most 

frequently encountered of these equations, as reported by Hjelmfelt and 

Cassidy (1975), are: 

where ... 

and, 

Meyers equation 

Talbot equation 

Burkli-Ziegler equation 

The Rational Method 

Qp = bAo.s 

a = cAo.'15 

Qp = Ami(S/ A)o.s 

A = drainage area 

a = culvert area 

S = stream slope 

i = rainfall intensity 

m,b,c = coefficients 

Qp = peak discharge 

The most widely used method is the so-called rational method first 

introduced by Mulvany (1852). The first reported use of the method in the 

United States was by Kuichling (1889) in a combined storm/sanitary sewer 

project. The rational method, also known as the Lloyd-Davies equation in 
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England, is so widely used that virtually every water resource related 

engineering text and civil engineering handbook explains it. In discussing the 

history of the rational method, Biswas (1970) also suggests that, in fairness, it 

should have been called the Mulvany Method. 

The Rational Method is an important part of the history of applied 

hydrology, but its development is not often discussed in the literature. The 

method was developed to help design sewer systems at a time when combined 

sanitary/storm sewers were commonly used. Backflow into occupied structures 

could occur if storm inflow exceeded conveyance capacity. A better technique 

was needed to establish design parameters, and the familiar equation was 

developed. The term "rational method" apparently comes from a comment in 

the concluding section of Kuichling's work wherein he states ... 

"In the choice of the several processes of estimating the 
required capacity of a combined sewer for a populous 
district, it must be remembered that with the heavy rains of 
frequent occurrence in this country, the proportioning of 
sewers by Hawksley's formula has usually resulted in 
floodings, and that an extensive experience with the other 
formulas has not yet been gained. The above investigations, 
moreover, show that larger quantities of storm-water run off 
from urban surfaces than is commonly supposed, and hence 
it is obvious that a more rational method of sewer 
computation is urgently demanded. lvfuch room for 
improvement in this direction is still left, and it is sincerely 
hoped that the efforts of the writer will be amply 
supplemented by many valuable suggestions and 
experimental data which other members of the Society may 
generously contribute." (Emphasis added) 
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The seminal papers by Mulvany and Kuichling ar~ worthwhile 

reading even today. However, they are relatively difficult to obtain and 

therefore have been reproduced in the appendices of this paper. 

The rational method is frequently criticized for its limitations and 

inaccuracy, and other "more sophisticated" computer-based methods are in 

vogue. When properly applied by an experienced engineer, however, the 

rational method is as good as the others and about as good as one could 

expect (Hiemstra, 1967). Criticism of the rational method notwithstanding, the 

method may be viewed as the basis for all readily accepted hydrologic methods 

is use today. The .SCS method, HEC-1 and regional methods such as those 

adopted by Pima County are nothing more than modifications of the rational 

method. Many agencies restrict use of the rational method without prior 

approval. A notable example is FEMA, which specifies in its Flood Insurance 

Study Specifications for Contractors (FEMA 1985) that "[e]mpirical equations, 

such as the rational formula ... must not be used unless approved by the 

[project officer]." 

The rational method is deceptively simple looking and somewhat 

tricky to apply correctly. In the method, 

Q = CIA 

where... Q = peak basin discharge in cubic feet per second (cfs) 

C = runoff coefficient (dimensionless) 

I = rainfall intensity (inches per hour) and 
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A = drainage area in acres 

Although the units are inconsistent, a factor of 1.0083 converts 

inch-acres per hour to cubic feet per second. The conversion factor is usually 

rounded to 1.0 and dropped from the expression in recognition that other 

assumptions - precipitation, time of concentration - are not all that precise in 

any hydrologic method. Application of the rational method is presented in 

most civil engineering and hydrology handbooks and textbooks. The trick to 

using it well is learned by experience and with adequate knowledge of the 

watershed being studied. Watershed area is not difficult to determine with 

some precision from topographic maps and aerial photographs. Rainfall 

intensity and runoff coefficients are very difficult to estimate and are usually 

based on published tables or other default methods. It is important to know 

the inherent assumptions and limitations of any hydrologic method before it 

is applied to a design or planning problem. The rational method is no 

exception. It is interesting to note that the method has remained virtually 

unchanged since Kuichling's publication and his request for additional 

improvements by subsequent investigators. 

Mulvany and Kuichling discuss the general relationship between 

rainfall and surface conditions within the watershed. The basic assumption is 

that runoff is proportional to the product of area and rainfall intensity. 



Expressed mathematicaly ... 

where ... 

Q - iA 

Q = discharge 

i = rainfall intensity 

A = watershed area 
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However, most basins contain impervious cover, and the relationship 

can be modified accordingly ... 

Q - (i -f)A 

where f = infiltration 

The relationship can be made an equality by using a constant of 

proportionality .. 

Q = C1iA 

where C1 = (i-f}/i 

and C1 varies from 0 to 1. 

Hi is the maximum point rainfall rate, then a further refinement can 

be provided ... 

Q = C1C;JA 

where C2 = i(average)li(point) 
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and C2 < 1 

If i varies with time and has a duration longer than the time of 

concentration (tc), then ... 

Q = C1C2CJA 

where C3 < 1 

And, if i has a duration less than tc, then portions of the runoff will 

not contribute to peak flow ... 

Q = C1C2C3CJA 

where C..... tltc 

t = duration of rainfall 

and C. < 1 

All four of these coefficients are probably time variant, further 

compounding what is usually assumed to be a simple relationship. In practice, 

the equation is simplified by reducing the runoff coefficients to a single 

constant, and a value for C is usually selected from a handbook, or by 

"experience". Kuichling suggested using a runoff coeffiecient that represents 

the per cent of impervious cover within the catchment. This over-simplification 

is present in current applications of the rational method. 

Major assumptions of the rational method include: 

(1) Peak discharge for a catchment is directly proportional to drainage 

area, average rainfall intensity during the time of concentration, and physical 
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characteristics of the basin. This is the rational method stated in words rather 

than an equation. 

(2) The recurrence interval of the discharge is the same as the 

recurrence interval of the rainfall. This is a common assumption in all 

frequently used hydrologic methods. As presented in Chapter 2, this 

assumption is not always valid because some basin attributes - antecedent 

moisture content, for instance - vary with time and the same rainfall can result 

in significantly different runoff volumes and peak outflows. 

(3) The variables C, i, and A are independent and should be estimated 

separately. This assumption is also simplistic because rainfall intensity can be 

a function of drainage area and the runoff coefficient probably changes during 

a flow event as soil moisture increases. 

(4) Rainfall duration equalling the time of concentration yields the 

maximum discharge rate. This further assumes a constant distribution of 

rainfall over the basin and that there is little, if any, rainfall before or after the 

design event. This is rarely true because rainfall intensity varies during a 

storm, both in time and in space. 

Advantages of the rational method include its relative ease of use, 

availability of default precipitation data, and its widespread acceptance in 

engineering and regulatory practice. Major limitations include its inability to 

provide runoff volumes or hydrographs, and its frequent misuse. Although the 
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rational method appears simple, its use requires considerable skill and 

judgement to produce reasonable and defensible answers. 

Variations of the Rational Method 

Common modifications to the rational method facilitate the estimation 

of runoff volume or the development of a runoff hydrograph to help size 

detention or retention basins. The Modified Rational Method (MRM) assumes 

the period of rainfall averaging to be the duration of the design storm rather 

than the time of concentration, and that urban runoff hydrographs can be 

typified as triangular or trapezoidal. The latter assumes that tributary area 

increases linearly with duration until the entire catchment contributes to 

discharge. Application of the MRM is discussed by American Public Works 

Association (1981) and other references. 

The Soil Conservation Service (1975) method is described in Technical 

Release Number 55 (TR55). This method can be used to estimate both peak 

discharge and runoff volumes. Basin characteristics are specified in a manner 

more complex than the simple runoff coefficient, C, of the rational method. 

In the SCS method, a curve number (CN) is determined based upon the extent 

of impervious cover and the type of soil wi thin the basin. After the design 

recurrence interval, basin area, slope; soil type, and percent imperviousness are 

determined, a series of charts and graphs are used to manually estimate basin 

discharge rates. Rainfall is estimated by any appropriate means as an 
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exogenous input to the SCS procedure. The manual SCS method is based on 

simulations made with the TR-20 computer program (SCS, 1965) and has been 

widely adapted for local use by governmental agencies. 

The SCS method is based on assumptions similar to the rational 

method. The most obvious change is a more detailed consideration of the 

physical characteristics of the basin. Application of the method is limited to 

basins less than 2000 acres (about 3 square-miles) in area. It also assumes that 

a standard rainfall type is used, such as the 24-hour Type II rainfall 

hyetograph. Antecedent moisture conditions are assumed to be average, but 

can be adjusted for. drier or wetter conditions. 

Other methods, such as the British Road Research Laboratory (BRRL) 

method, are based on empirical data and provide reasonable results when 

catchments are small and fairly impervious. The inherent assumptions in all 

these models, however, are not markedly different from the original rational 

method and must be used with care, and in recognition of their limitations. 

None of the methods provides a rainfall input procedure. That critical piece 

of information is left to the user to find. And although there is often much 

discussion about the most "appropriate" discharge method to use, there is often 

little discussion about the equally-important design rainfall. The fact that 

adequate precipitation data rarely are available for project design is readily 

admitted - and then ignored. The lack of understanding of natural 

phenomena is either accepted or it is unrecognized, and debate about the best 
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hydrologic method can be intense, yet meaningless in the broad-sense of true 

problem solving. 

Computer Applications 

Computers are a tremendous aid in managing vast amounts of data 

and in performing time-consuming or repetitive calculations. Computer 

applications of hydrologic methods have been available from many sources and 

for many applications. All of the variations described above are computerized, 

and many local modifications such as the Pima County Method (1979) are 

coded by consultants, agency staff, or both. The basic problems in the field 

of hydrology - inadequate data and unknown relationships - are not addressed 

by computerization. In a landmark publication of the American Geophysical 

Union (1986), several authors criticize the introduction of computer methods as 

detracting from basic research and the improvement of hydrologic 

understanding. Computerization speeds repetitive calculations and iterative 

processes, and is a valid aid to design and research. However, mere 

application of computer processing to otherwise unreasonable hydrologic 

methods tends to falsely lend credibility to the output. Concerns of agencies 

and engineers too often emphasize arbitrary input parameters instead of 

assumptions about physical process and the validity of the method. An 

exception to this concern is the development of the manual procedures of TR 

55 by the SCS. The method is based upon computer simulation of historic 
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data which is used to aid in generalizations about the data which would have 

been difficult without the aid of a computer. The more common case today 

is to use a computer to manipulate general data to produce more specific 

design parameters. This is simply poor science and is similar to concluding 

that if a carp is a fish, all fish must be carp. 

Use of computerized hydrologic methods as management tools is also 

a concern to some planners and engineers. At a recent conference of the 

Water Resources Planning and Management Division of the American Society 

of Civil Engineers, a young consulting engineer presented a paper about a 

hydrologic model his firm developed for a non-engineer client. The method 

was reasonably straightforward and would be acceptable for its limited intent 

in the hands of a knowledgeable user. Diversity of opinion expressed during 

the subsequent question and answer period indicated that some listeners were 

interested in the approach, perhaps for their own use, while others were 

adamantly opposed to the potential of untrained non-technical people having 

access and actually using a computerized hydrologic method. One attendee 

even questioned the ethics of the speaker and his employers. 

This example is mentioned because it illustrates three uncomforting 

trends in the discipline of applied hydrology. First, computers can be 

misapplied through intent or ignorance. It's not difficult to use the wrong 

method if a point needs to be "proved" or from lack of knowledge of 

limitations of some significance. Errors are difficult to catch without thorough 
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review of input assumptions, model development and "coding, and 

understanding the meaning of the output. An opinion of reasonableness or 

lack of it based on experience is sometimes the best that can be expected. 

Second, computerization leads to a feeling of more precision in 

numerical results. Using the concept of significant digits and recognizing that 

Manning's "n" values, channel shape, and hydraulic radius are not well known 

under varying flow conditions, estimated discharge from a channel reach 

probably should not be expressed in five significant digits. It is common to 

see this assumed precision used as a regulatory consideration or hydraulic 

design criteria. In a practical sense, applied hydrology is a quasi-technical tool 

between planning and design, or between legislation and litigation. In 

consideration of the true state of hydrologic knowledge, computer-generated 

pseudo- precision should be avoided unless the precision can be honestly and 

fully explained. 

Third, and last, computerization has detracted from research into the 

basic science of hydrology. Admittedly, numerical methods of optimization, 

statistics, and theory testing are greatly facilitated by electronic data processing. 

There is a recognizable difference in computer applications, i.e. data processing 

in scientific research versus presumed problem solving by automated 

hydrologic methods. 
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Regionalization 

Hydrologic methods can be regionalized in recognition of special 

climatic characteristics of a locality. Rainfall and runoff data for a limited area 

of some hydrologic homogeneity is collected and analyzed. The net result is 

an adjustment to an otherwise acceptable but more general method. Most 

commonly used methods such as the rational method and the SCS method are 

empirical and based on aggregated data or data from another disparate region. 

This holds true of most of the widely accepted equations in hydrology, such 

as evapotranspiration, which need local calibration with available data to be 

most meaningful. 

Regionalization requires not only local data, but also a structured and 

creative view of local hydrologic mechanisms. In the southern Arizona area, 

the work of Lane (1982), Renard (1984), Reich (1981), Osborn (1970, 1981, 1988), 

Malvick (1980), and others is notable. Their work is based mainly on or 

includes data collected at the Walnut Gulch experimental watershed near 

Tombstone, Arizona. The network of about one hundred rain gauges is 

supported by stream flow monitoring and sediment transport data. The results 

of these regionalization efforts are similar, that is, they all provide runoff rates 

within a confined range. This is to be expected from research using the same 

data and similar analytic methods. Despite the obvious value of this body of 

work, it has met only minimal acceptance by designers and regulatory agencies 

within the general region of southern Arizona. The previously discussed 
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default methods are utilized much more often than these methods in public 

works projects and private development. 

Probability Density Functions 

Oimatic history of catchments are non-existent at worst and of short 

duration at best. In the former situation, the best one can do to solve an 

immediate problem is assume some degree of transferability of rainfall data 

from a similar nearby watershed or utilize some type of default values. In the 

latter situation, the shortcomings of the data are artificially overcome by 

assuming that the brief historical record is an accurate section of a distribution 

function. It is assumed that given a section of the distribution and 

assumptions about what the distribution looks like, that the data can be 

extrapolated with some level of confidence for recurrence intervals both within 

and beyond the length of record.. That is, it is generally assumed that a 

twenty year record indicates the magnitude of a twenty-year event, and that 

when the data is fitted to an appropriate distribution function, the 100-year or 

500-year or any other recurrence interval event can be estimated. The 

probability density function recommended for use by agencies of the federal 

government, and for participants in federal programs such as flood insurance 

programs, is the Log Pearson Type m distribution. Use of the method was 

encouraged by the Water Resources Council in 1967, and reiterated in 1976, 

1977, and 1981. The LPm distribution is based on the work of Professor Karl 
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Pearson of University College, London during the early 1900's as reported by 

Foster (1924). According to the WRC (1981), 

"Flood events are a succession of natural events which, as far 
as can be determined, do not fit anyone specific known 
statistical distribution. To make the problem of defining 
flood probabilities tractable it is necessary, however, to assign 
a distribution. Therefore, a study was sponsored to find 
which of many possible distributions and alternate fitting 
methods would best meet the purpose of this guide. ... The 
Work Group concluded from this and other studies that the 
Pearson Type ill distribution with log-transformation of the 
data (Log-Pearson Type nl distribution) should be the base 
method for analysis of annual series data using a generalized 
skew coefficient ... " 

The skew coefficient is an indicator of asymmetry of the data and is 

estimated using a three-phased analysis procedure. The skew coefficient is 

adjusted to reflect zero flood years, that is, years with no recorded flow above 

some base gauging level. This condition is common on ephemeral streams in 

arid regions of the southwest. This situation precludes use of the 

recommended LPill distribution because the logarithm of zero is minus infinity. 

Therefore, a "conditional probability adjustment is recommended for records 

with zero flood years ... " and synthetic statistics are calculated and added to the 

base data according to recommended procedures. 

The numerical results of statistical analysis is dependent upon the 

distribution used in the analysis. If a given data set is applied to several 

distributions, different design flows will be produced for a given recurrence 

interval. The magnitude of the difference is greatest at large recurrence 
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intervals where extrapolation of the data occurs. Within the data range itself, 

the variation between distribution functions is less than in the extremes, and 

one can conclude that the longer the period of record, the less variation there 

would be. Likewise, if additional data elements are introduced into the data 

set, the distributions will respond differently to these changes. These attributes 

are illustrated by Reich (1981) where several PDF's are plotted for the same 

limited data set and the projected l,OO-year discharge of the watershed in 

question varied from about 5000 cis to over 25,000 cis. 

The WRC recommends that a data base of at least twenty years of 

annual peak flood flows be used in the LPll procedure. Assumptions about 

the data include (1) the local climate does not change during the recording 

period, (2) the data represent random and independent events, (3) the 

watershed characteristics are constant, (4) the data represent one type of event 

and is homogeneous (snowmelt data is separate from rainfall data, for 

example), and (5) that the data are reliable and accurate. 

Paleohydrology 

Extreme events are sometimes called "outliers" to the statistician and 

they are considered persona non grata for their disgusting habit of not fitting 

an assumed distribution pattern. Justification and methods for discounting 

extreme values from a limited sample abound in the literature. Although 
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statisticians may reject extreme values, scientists seek them out using the tools 

of paleohydrology, literally, the study of old water. 

The goal of paleohydrology is the determination of rare events 

relating magnitude with frequency. As described by Gregory (1983) current 

endeavors include paleoclimatology, paleogeomorphology, paleohydraulics, and 

paleopedology. Each of these related fields are important to paleohydyrology 

because determination of historic peak flows by themselves, is not of much 

value. The peaks need to be related to basin characteristics and climatology 

of the time of occurrence to help understand the relationship between rainfall 

and runoff over time. He describes the difficulties confronting interpretation 

of paleohydrologic data as it might effect contemporary river channels and 

explains that although uncertainty exists, the field is promising. 

Baker (1983) and Patton (1987) further describe some tools available 

to the paleohydrologist. They include the structure and composition of ancient 

soils, tree rings, pollens and spores, archaeology, written or oral records, 

sedimentology, geomorphology, distribution of flora and fauna, topography, 

and isotopic dating of ancient waters. Used in some combination these tools 

can help define previous hydrologic conditions and large ancient floods. 

Related work by Thomes (1983), Maizels (1983), Graf (1983), O'Connor (1985), 

Ely (1985), Costa (1978, 1987) and others are convincing enough to stimulate 

discussion about the application of such methods to contemporary desert flood 

studies. Certainly if one uses such methods to "think back", there should be 
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a better understanding of the hydrology of today, the relatiortship between 

rainfall and runoff, and the magnitude of rare events .. 

The one-hundred year flood is defined as the flood that has a 

one-percent chance of happening in any given year. The terminology is 

unfortunate because it fosters an artificial sense of security that the 100-year 

event can happen only once every one hundred years. In reality, what is 

thought to be the 100-year flood could occur much more often, and usually 

does. Flood data is limited, and hydrologic models so imprecise that the 

100-year event is underestimated until its magnitude is adjusted upwards by 

new data. The US Congress public hearings (1979) discussed the Phoenix, 

Arizona experience of three tOO-year floods in less than to years. The estimated 

magnitude was increased due to statistical acceptance of these "outliers." A 

detailed paleoflood record could help establish the magnitude and frequency 

of large floods much better than simply assuming that limited data needs to 

fit a given PDF. Palaeoflood analysis is the opposite approach for handling 

outliers - rather than discounting outliers, they are sought out and cherished. 

The inverse of frequency or recurrence interval is probability. Using 

this concept, the "l00-year flood" translates to the "0.01 probability flood". This 

terminology is perhaps more confusing, though less misunderstandable and less 

imprecise. Nonetheless, the federal government mandates use of the tOO-year 

flood for flood insurance program participants. They do not require structural 

improvements, nor do they prohibit use of less frequent (bigger) events. The 
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magnitude of the lOO-year flood could be refined through palaeohydrology so 

that a greater confidence in the projection is developed. Then, flood insurance 

rates could be more accurately established within and between geographic 

regions, and design guidelines for structural improvements and non-structural 

management programs could be refined. 

Applied Hydraulics 

Hydraulics is the practical application of knowledge of liquids in 

motion. It is distinct from hydrology and is further refined here to mean the 

design of civil engineering hydraulic structures. In an idealized world, a 

hydrologist estimates the amount of water a stream will carry in the design 

storm, and the hydraulic engineer designs the runoff conveyance system based 

on this estimate. As often, or more often than not, the hydrologist and the 

hydraulic engineer are the same person. 

Understanding the difference between hydrology and hydraulic 

engineering leads to perception of the differences in precision in each 

profession. The hydrologist deals with the dynamic, stochastic processes of 

nature and in so doing can only provide crude estimates for design criteria. 

The hydraulic engineer must recognize that an estimate should be qualified 

within a range or confidence interval of some sort, and that reasonable design 

alternatives should be considered and evaluated. In essence, a sensitivity 
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analysis of design alternatives can help overcome the imprecision of the 

hydrologic estimate. At best, the design engineer can say something like " the 

bridge is designed to pass a discharge of 50,000 cfs without failure, and this 

discharge is approximately a 50- year event" To say that the bridge will pass 

a 5O-year event without failure is not accurate because of the imprecision in 

the hydrologic prediction, i.e., no one "knows" what the 5O-year event really 

is. And since the bridge has a fifty-year structural design life, the statement 

should be that the bridge will "probably" fail or be damaged sometime during 

its fifty-year life. 

Hydraulic Analysis 

Hydraulic analysis involves the flow of water, water surface profile, 

sediment transport, scour, and other related factors in a given flow regime. 

The analyses are useful for design of structures such as berms, levees, 

detention basins, bridges, dams, culverts, and storm drains. Non-structural 

storm water management solutions such as flood plain mapping and structural 

setback limits are based upon hydraulic analyses. Research and publication in 
~ 

hydraulics is prolific, and the typical undergraduate civil engineering core 

curriculum contains more on the subject than on hydrology. Use of physical 

models and flumes are practicable for many areas of hydraulics, whereas 

hydrologic modelling is extremely difficult. Both fields, however, generally do 

not emphasize regional differences that affect project design. The purpose, of 
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this section is to provide an introduction to that differentiatioil. It is not 

intended as a comprehensive discussion on hydraulics, but rather as a means 

towards understanding the relationship between the two fields. 

Water Surface Elevations 

Hydraulic analysis relies on fundamental understanding of fluid flow 

as applied in available analytic tools. As discussed earlier, the rational method 

is commonly used to estimate design flow through a conveyance system. Once 

a design flow is determined, a conveyance system can be designed. The 

design flow is used. to correctly size the closed conduit to carry the flow. In 

the case of open channels, water surface elevations must be determined to help 

locate and design the channel system and its ancillary structures. The most 

commonly used method of analysis is the standard step method. The U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers has adopted the method in its HEC-2 water surface 

profile program. The Corps of Engineers (1982) described and documented 

HEC-2 in a program users' manual, and only a brief introduction is provided 

here. The HEC-2 program is based on the principal of conservation of energy, 

which states that the total energy upstream is the downstream energy plus any 

energy losses between stations. The result is a one-dimensional energy 

equation for gradually varied flow. The loss of energy head is based on 

channel characteristics such as expansion and contraction, length of various 

reaches, and friction slope. Input variables include actual or design cross 
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sections, design flow rates, reach lengths, channel roughness factors, and 

expansion or contraction indices, and an assumed starting water surface 

elevation. Using the above equations, the program iterates until the equations 

are satisfied. Output is water surface elevation at input cross sections and a 

smooth transition through the channel reaches is assumed. 

The HEC-2 program is one-dimensional and does not readily account 

for abstractions through the channel bed. In the Southwest, abstractions can 

be significant losses, and bed profiles may be appreciably altered during flood 

flows. The program has been widely applied to southwestern perennial and 

ephemeral streams by hydrologists and engineers with little consideration for 

its limitations. Without doubt, the program is applicable to fully-lined open 

channels where bed form is fixed and the continuity equation is valid. 

However, Lane (1982) states that its use in ephemeral streams where channel 

beds lower during flow and where transmission losses are substantial results 

in a conservative estimate of water surface elevation and backwater effect. The 

program is even less applicable in sheet flow areas, over-bank areas, and 

within alluvial fans. At any rate, HEC-2 is the most commonly used and most 

widely available computer software for estimating water surface elevations. Its 

use is a major factor in floodplain delineation, in the Southwest and 

elsewhere. 

A simple yet effective way of determining water surface elevations is 

the use of Manning's equation or a comparable equation. For a given reach 
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of watercourse, and known conditions of discharge, slope, and. cross section, 

the elevation in that reach can be readily determined. For many simple design 

projects, this is all the sophistication that is needed, and the method is 

appropriate. 

Working backwards from a known water surface elevation that 

occurred during a flood, a hydrologist can estimate the peak discharge. Here, 

the water surface elevation is known with some degree of accuracy, but all the 

other factors affecting flow need to be estimated. If the channel has rigid 

boundaries such as bank protection or concrete lining, the cross sectional flow 

area is easy to determine accurately. If, however,the channel is natural, then 

the analyst has the complex task of trying to figure out the cross section, 

profile, flow velocity, and channel roughness during the peak flow. Any 

inaccuracies that occur could result in a poor estimate of the flood's 

magnitude. In rigid boundary conditions, water surface elevations for a given 

discharge can be computed accurately, and equal accuracy is achieved in 

working backwards from flood elevation to determine discharge. This 

relationship between elevation or stage and discharge is commonly determined 

along natural or manmade streams for data collection purposes. However, the 

strength of the relationship decreases as boundary conditions become less rigid. 
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Control Structures 

Structures are commonly used to control the horizontal and vertical 

position of a watercourse. In the Southwest, river banks are hardened to help 

prevent erosion into adjoining property. Grade control structures are also 

commonly used to "stabilize" the bed of the watercourse. The design of these 

structures for ephemeral channels is dependent upon depth of flow, velocity, 

sediment transport characteristics, and composition of the natural bed and 

banks. Often, both types of structures need to be built because changing the 

banks will eventually alter the bed, unless it too is protected from erosion. 

Various materials have been used successfully to minimize bank 

migration. Included are soil cement, gunite, concrete, interlocking blocks, 

rock rip-rap, metal jacks, and even old car bodies. Grade control structures are 

almost always reinforced concrete, placed either vertically, or sometimes sloped 

downstream. These structures must resisted greater forces than bank 

protection, and are designed accordingly. Energy dissipators are sometimes 

needed to slow and disperse the flow, thereby decreasing total energy in the 

flow and minimizing erosion potential. 

Detention and Retention Basins 

Drainage improvements often incorporate some type of detention or 

retention system, intentionally or not Detention basins are designed to slow 

the discharge to some pre-determined rate; retention basins decrease the 
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volume of flow. A combined basin can be designed to control basin outlet 

rates and volumes to certain conditions such as those that are assumed to 

occur prior to urbanization, for example. Using detention, retention, and 

creative outlet design, it is quite possible to provide almost identical pre- and 

post-development hydrographs for recurrent flow even though the flow 

characteristics into the basin are very different after development within the 

basin. Larger floods are affected only minimally by detention or retention 

basins. 

Although it is possible to maintain and control the flow of water 

through the basin, it is next to impossible to maintain a balanced sediment 

flow. If the flow into the basin is sediment laden, the basin will fill up over 

time, and some sort of maintenance is needed to continually provide the 

design storage volume. Flow out of the basin will be sediment starved, and 

erosion will occur immediately downstream of the outlet. Outlet erosion needs 

to be considered during design of the basin, as does the downstream erosive 

effect of the water. These problems are more pronounced in the arid 

Southwest where steeper slopes produce higher flow velocities that can 

transport more sediment. If this sediment is deposited in a detention/retention 

basin, downstream erosion of the arroyo is inevitable. Chang (1982) provides 

a discussion about erosion in alluvial channels and presents analytic methods 

to evaluate long term changes and stable bed profiles based on sediment 
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transport properties. This methodology has been widely accepted in regions 

of arid Southwest where the problems of erosion have been recognized. 

An additional concern in the design of flood control facilities 

incorporating storm water retention is that highly recurrent flows do not leave 

the basin. A basin designed to retain flow will cut off small flows entirely, 

and diminish the rate and volume of intermediate flows. This could be a 

concern to riparian properties downstream, particularly if these small flows 

provide irrigation for natural vegetation and wildlife. Bearing this in mind 

during project design could lead to exclusion of retention as a design 

alternative, or providing some type of flow bypass for small events. 

Sediment Transport 

Sediment transport is probably the most often ignored drainage design 

consideration, and it is also one of the most important. The fact that 

sedimentation is often ignored is evident in scour around bridge piers and 

abutments, at the outlet of detention basins, at roadway drainage crossings, 

and at drainageway inlets to major channels of the arid Southwest. The 

catastrophic effect of scour was evident in Tucson's flood of October 1983 

(Saarinen, 1984; Reich, 1984) and numerous other desert floods. In the 

Southwest, erosion is a major cause of damage during rare flow events, 

probably more so than inundation. 
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In the above discussion regarding detention basins, it is evident that 

sedimentation is critical to the design of the project, as well as its operating 

costs, and the definition of project limits, both upstream and downstream. 

Sediment transport is a critical component of drainage system design, and more 

than any other factor forces a systems approach to comprehensive design. 

Drainageway design that considers only the flow of water is much easier to 

design, much less adequate, and much less rational than an approach that 

includes sedimentation as well. 
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Flood control and drainage projects result in many social benefits, 

most notably the protection of public health and safety from the forces of 

rapidly flowing water. These benefits are not achieved without significant 

public and private investment for planning, engineering, land acquisition, 

construction, and maintenance. Physical alteration or protection of natural 

drainage ways is common in civil engineering projects, and yet the benefits 

and costs of the drainage portions of these projects are usually not examined. 

This chapter presents an informal survey of public officials that demonstrates 

the general lack of formal or even informal economic analysis in state and local 

drainage projects. 

The practicing civil engineer has been conditioned by regulatory 

policy that mandates design for the "l00-year" flood and the assumption that 

structural solutions are preferred over non-structural approaches to flood plain 

management. Project design is frequently limited in definition, goals, scope, 

and range of alternatives. For example, a typical subdivision project might 

contain a natural channel that needs to be considered during the development 

process. The conditioned goal of the design engineer/hydrologist is to meet the 

standards set forth, and standard solutions regularly accepted, by the local 

regulatory agency, e.g., to comply with the national flood insurance program. 
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The range of alternative designs is severely restrained by these 

parameters and is limited to different channel cross sections, materials, and 

hydraulic structures that meet the perceived goals. The analysis becomes 

nothing more than cost estimates of various construction materials and 

techniques, without quantifying the benefits or consideration of a range of 

design goals. The apparent least-cost alternative is often selected. However, 

the economic efficiency of project alternatives, if any, has not been addressed. 

One of several useful tools in evaluating the economic performance 

of any set of alternatives is benefit-cost analysis, abbreviated herein as BCA. 

BCA is nothing more than a systematic accounting procedure that weighs 

project benefits against project costs. When the benefits exceed costs, i.e. when 

the B/C ratio is greater than unity, a project ~ be warranted. The higher 

the ratio, the better a specific design appears in relation to the other 

alternatives. The words "may" and "appears" are underscored to emphasize that 

BCA is only a tool in the decision-making process. Its proper application 

requires interpretation of results, not blind acceptance of the alternative with 

the highest numerical rating. BCA can be confusing and complex, and be 

difficult to apply fairly to a multi-purpose water resources project. For 

example, construction costs may also provide local economic benefits, and the 

inexperienced or contriving analyst may sway the results by putting this 

big-doUar item on the wrong side of the ledger. A simple example of BCA is 

provided later in this chapter and it shows how BCA can be used to raise 
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important issues that otherwise remain ignored. The example is comparable 

to that used by Riordan (1978) but is more relevant to the desert Southwest. 

BCA has several important purposes. It can be used effectively to (1) chose 

between alternatives, (2) to establish project scale, (3) to chose between projects, 

and (4) to help evaluate the economic impact of flood control policies. 

Benefit-cost analysis is a standard tool of economic evaluation that has a 

reputation for being misapplied and, even more recently, it has been neglected 

by designers of state and local drainage projects. This chapter discusses the 

need for and uses of BCA or similar techniques, and why it should be applied 

in drainage projects~ 

An Informal Survey 

The use of alternatives evaluation by government agencies in Arizona 

and Nevada was the subject of an informal telephone survey of county and 

city flood plain managers, administrators, and engineers. Responses 

demonstrated that BCA is rarely used by the agencies on non-federal projects, 

that the 100-year flood is the universal design standard, that the damage 

potential of less frequent, or more frequent, floods is not considered, and that 

projects are not prioritized based on performance indicators. 

These results are not too surprising in the light of state statutes that 

empower local agencies to resolve drainage problems. Of the desert states, 
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only Nevada requires some type of accounting and pay back from flood control 

projects. Nevada Revised Statutes 543.580.2 says, in part ... 

''The chief engineer and general manager [of a flood control 
district] shall make and file reports from time to time, which 
must show ... [a]n estimate of the cost of each project or 
work of improvement inc1uding ... [a] comparison of the total 
cost of the proposed works with an estimate of 
condemnation and relocation or replacement of property 
within the boundaries of the flood plain." 

The section requires a district to verify that construction cost is less 

expensive than condemnation of flood-prone property before building a flood 

control structure. 

Most survey respondents also indicated authority for both public and 

private drainage improvements. Several respondents mentioned that they 

should be conducting the types of analysis suggested in the questions, but do 

not. The survey and aggregate responses are shown in Figure 5-1. 

Using BCA to Choose Between Alternatives 

The structured evaluation of alternatives relies on the quantification 

of costs, benefits, and intangibles for each alternate design or approach. 

Project financing techniques are also important, particularly if the project has 

several participants. 
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1] In the design of drainage ways or flood control works, does your 
agency routinely use BCA or similar methodology to ... 

a) evaluate alternatives? 
b) establish project priorities? 
c) size projects? 

{YES 1* 
{YES 1* 
{YES 1* 

NO 6} 
NO 6} 
NO 6} 

2] Do you routinely design flood control or drainage projects to a fixed 
standard such as the "loo-year" flood, standard project flood, or the 
like? 

a) "lOO-year" flood {7} 
b) SPF to} 
c) Other to} 

3] Do you routinely evaluate the effect that a rare hydrologic event may 
cause? For example, if you design for the "100-year" flood, do you 
assess the impact of a "lSO-year" or larger flood? 

{NO 6 YES 1**} 

4 ] My responses address ... 

a) public works of my agency {2} 
b) private works approved by my agency {1} 
c) both a and b, above {4} 

Note: Two respondents commented that BCA was used on federally 

sponsored projects in their community. 

* For dams and related structures 

** Sometimes evaluates the SOO-year flood 

FIGURE >1 

INFORMAL BCA SURVEY 
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Project Costs 

In the Southwest, consideration of costs for drainage improvements 

of local and regional scale is typically limited to the cost of construction. A 

better evaluation would also include the value of right-of-way, the present 

worth of project maintenance over the design life of the project, the cost of 

mitigating environmental or cultural resource degradation, and an assessment 

of otherwise intangible disbenefits. The latter category includes such 

considerations as visual impacts, and, although they may seem difficult to 

quantify, Peterson (1986) presents viable analytical methods. Other cost 

categories may exist and should be determined and assessed for each specific 

project. For example, Laursen (1985) suggests designing some bridge 

approaches to be damaged or lost during floods smaller than the 100-year 

flood. The costs of repair and inconvenience would need to be considered in 

the evaluation process. 

Project Benefits 

The selected alternative should have attributes beyond being the 

lowest cost to construct. However, for any project where a BCA is not 

conducted, the basic question "Am I getting a good deal?" is unanswered. 

Certainly, the proponents of "standard design" may suggest that ''You get 

your project approved expeditiously by the regulatory agency", or ''You get 
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those irate citizens off your back". These are benefits of a sort, but the 

answers don't identify whether or not there is a ''better'' solution. 

Benefits of drainage improvements include the usual flood control 

benefit of (depending on your perspective) increased land value, damage 

reduction, or development potential. But in the Southwest, where storm runoff 

should be considered an asset rather than a liability, every project is 

potentially multi-purpose. This is the significant difference of drainage projects 

in the arid regions where water is a valued, scarce resource and not just a 

nuisance to be transported downstream. 

The assignment of value to harvested water is not a conventional 

approach in BCA. But, according to French (1988) "the great majority of [BCA] 

have not been performed in areas classified as arid." Guff (1985) has long 

been a proponent of harvesting storm water runoff in southern Arizona, but 

due to federal, state, and local commitments to water importation via the 

Central Arizona Project, his views have met continuing resistance from those 

who take the position that the supply and allocation of CAP water is assured 

and sufficient to meet long term needs. Benefits, therefore, should, as a 

minimum, include the flood damage reduction and the value of harvested 

water. This, in itself, is a radical departure from the present practice of 

designers and regulatory agencies in the Southwest An example of past 

consensus of flood plain management in the arid region is presented by Weisz 

(1973), in which land use planning and flood control in the Tucson area are 
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addressed. Weisz pays particular attention to BCA, but fails to ... consider the 

value of increased runoff associated with urbanization. Oearly, the motives 

and benefits of flood control projects in arid regions are different from humid 

regions. The analysis can be similar, but the determination of what is a cost 

and what is a benefit may be different. 

Project Financing 

Project financing can be public or private, the difference being that 

public financing spreads the cost over direct and indirect beneficiaries whereas 

private financing is provided by only the direct beneficiaries. There are few 

if any drainage projects that can be categorized as truly "private", except in 

terms of initial capital investment. Maintenance, repair, and other secondary 

costs are routinely passed on to government agencies. Project financing needs 

to be addressed carefully in the BCA because costs can be inadvertently 

excluded, double counted, or mis-allocated during the analysis. The effects of 

inflation and the time-value of money also should be carefully considered for 

the results of the analysis to be meaningful. 

A Suggested BCA Methodology 

It should not be inferred that all federal flood control programs and 

procedures are inappropriate to the Southwest. The federal government's 

Methodology for Evaluating Alternative Economic and Environmental Plans for 
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Water and Related Land Resources Implementation Studies (US· WRC, 1983) 

is an exemplary tool that can be readily adapted to non-federal projects. The 

approach defines general planning considerations and economic procedures 

and establishes accounts for national economic development, environmental 

quality, and regional economic development. Other effects may be addressed 

in separate accounts, as warranted. The WRC procedure is utilized by federal 

water resources agencies including US Army Corps of Engineers (petersen, 

1984), Bureau of Reclamation, Soil Conservation Service, and Tennessee Valley 

Authority. A key element of the WRC procedure is the allocation of project 

costs to the beneficiaries by project purpose. The "without project" condition, 

also referred to as the "do nothing" alternative, is the basis for economic 

comparison. This multi-dimensional analysis departs from the previously 

discussed restrained one-dimensional or univariate analysis practiced by 

engineers and local agencies for non-federal projects. Federal guidelines do 

not necessarily limit flood control or water resources projects to a perceived set 

of design standards. Instead, USWRC (1983) states that alternative plans may 

either "be in compliance with existing statutes, administrative regulations, and 

established common law; or ... propose necessary changes in such statutes, 

regulations, or common law." The procedure encourages consideration of 

non-structural and combination structuraVnon-structural alternatives in the 

generation of alternative plans. This progressive position is in contrast to the 
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state or local agency perception of federal policy, particularly as interpreted in 

the adopted ordinances for these agencies. 

Additional Considerations 

Logical decision makers base their recommendations on how well an 

alternative meets their needs, and not on the overall economic performance 

of the alternative. In public projects, costs can be spread among a wide 

population base. Conversely, in privately funded projects, only project benefits 

can be spread among a wide population base. This leads to some difficulty in 

deciding what is the ''best'' alternative to construct. However, in the usual 

contemporary situation, this issue does not arise. Benefits are neither 

evaluated nor assigned; therefore, no one knows who gains and who loses. 

According to recent article by Cochran (1988), one must consider the 

nature of riparian habitat and its irreplaceability in the design of drainage 

ways and flood control systems. This is a direct analog to wetland protection 

afforded by federal law to perennial stream systems. The environmental issues 

raised by such discussions should not be ignored because they represent a 

developing trend in flood control projects to provide flood protection with a 

minimum of environmental change. In other words, the standard engineering 

solution of "building something" is no longer readily acceptable to the general 

public or to our professional colleagues in other related disciplines. 
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The result of this emerging philosophy is that aesthetics, habitat 

preservation, and environmental sensitivity are important factors in project 

design.· These factors, more than many others, tend to spread the benefits of 

drainage projects over a broader base than merely the project "owner", 

particularly in development-related projects. 

Maintenance costs can be excessive in a poorly designed project, and 

the BCA analyst needs to be aware of the magnitude of these costs. A design 

that ignores sediment transport characteristics of an ephemeral stream could 

easily result in excess scour or sedimentation that lead to functional or 

structural failure. In private projects, these considerations seem unimportant 

to the owner, in public projects, these concerns often go unrecognized. The 

ultimate maintenance experience is failure-induced reconstruction, the cost of 

which is invariably a public expense. Another public expense is the cost of 

flood damage repairs associated with an extreme event that exceeds the 

project's hydraulic design criteria. The magnitude of damage for an event 

larger than the design flood is an unasked, and therefore, unanswered 

question. BCA can help address this problem by evaluating the economic 

efficiency of projects designed for events larger and smaller than the design 

flood, and then selecting something that seems optimal and rational. This 

concept also is in contrast to routine design procedures. 

Land, like water, is a finite resource and can be an expensive 

component of drainage projects in urban areas. The cost of right-of-way for 
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a project is readily estimated by an experienced appraiser, but the true land 

cost of the project may exceed the obvious acquisition. Indirect but 

quantifiable costs include use restrictions to adjoining land, erosion hazard 

setbacks, and inherent commitments to future drainage improvements by 

upstream or downstream property owners. 

The indirect economic impact of flood control actions was the subject 

of a recent US Supreme Court decision (1986) which declared that Los Angeles 

County's application of a local flood plain management ordinance prohibiting 

a church's reconstruction of flood damaged structures resulted in a 

compensable temporary "taking" of the Church's private property in violation 

of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. The ordinance, the Court ruled, 

went "too far" and denied any economic use of the property. Constructed 

within a flood plain prior to adoption of the local ordinance, the property was 

destroyed in a flood that was exacerbated by a prior upstream forest fire and 

by cloud seeding. 

This case, along with other recent related Court findings resulted in 

a Presidential Executive Order 12630 requiring federal agencies to consider the 

legal implications of day-to-day project-related decisions. In the absence of 

basin-wide flood plain management strategies, inverse condemnation issues 

can be complex and potentially litigious, but are often totally ignored by local 

agencies, developers, and design consultants. 
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A Qualitatiye Example 

A simple hypothetical example illustrating the potential significance 

of BCA is presented to help clarify the previous discussion. The example 

involves watershed changes associated with an urban development, and 

although hypothetical, it is not far-fetched. In the rapidly growing arid 

Southwest, this example is appropriate because most watershed changes -

construction of a new subdivision, or a new roadway, or an open channel 

aqueduct - result from urbanization. The example involves a square 160 acre 

parcel of native desert traversed by an ephemeral channel. The channel has 

obvious physical evidence of lateral migration; therefore the local floodplain 

ordinance requires a 5O-foot building setback from the 100-year flood plain. 

The ordinance allows construction of structural bank. protection up to, but not 

within, the floodway to replace the erosion setback requirement. Any 

construction within the floodway violates the local ordinance and jeopardizes 

the community's participation in the federal flood insurance program. 

General conditions of the site are shown in Figure 5-2, in which the 

flood plain and floodway are determined by FEMA-approved methods, and 

the erosion setback is a local initiative derived from local considerations. The 

flood plain contains natural vegetation which helps foster riparian wildlife and 

animal migration. Riparian habitat of this type has been assigned a value 

through university research and political action. The value is often less than 
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the fair market value of the property. Further, the region is largely dependent 

on ground water for its municipal water. Water flowing through the site is 

eventually recharged by natural forces. Development of the site is expected to 

increase runoff into the channel by 500 cfs, and there is adequate channel 

capacity downstream to accommodate this increased flow. The increased 

imperviousness of the development will also increase the volume of runoff 

from the site. 

The developer purchased the property with existing zoning that 

authorizes up to four homes per acre. The intent is to provide a quality 

development that m~ets market needs and maximizes profit for the developer. 

Each new home sold represents a profit of $5000, and the development is 

expected to sell quickly. A reputable planning and engineering firm has been 

retained to conduct a hydrology study and prepare other plans and reports 

necessary to produce a subdivision plat for the parcel. 

Two Scenarios 

For purposes of this example, two scenarios are presented. The first 

is the usual case in which the consultant's primary goal is to meet the client's 

needs while complying with local ordinances and standards of professional 

practice. Mter some head scratching, it is determined that the lowest cost 

acceptable solution is construction of reinforced concrete bank protection at the 

regulatory floodway. The naturally wandering channel is replaced by a 
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straight channel. Bank protection would be placed away from the flood way, 

but the internal circulation of the subdivision mandates two bridges across the 

wash. This alternative reclaims about 12 acres from the flood plain and 

erosion hazard setback, and provides 48 extra home sites, each with $5000 

profit. The cost of the bridges is minimized by shortening them as much as 

possible. 

The hydraulic performance of other construction techniques was 

evaluated in the hydrology and hydraulics studies. Bank protection of various 

types, also following along the floodway, were evaluated. Each of the other 

construction techniques exceeded the $50 per lineal foot ($132,500) cost of the 

selected concrete alternative. Construction plans are prepared and approved 

by the local regulatory agencies, a subdivision plat is recorded, homes are built 

and sold. Roads, bridges, and drainage improvements are built under agency 

inspection, and accepted as public facilities upon completion. 

In the second scenario, nothing changes except the analytic technique. 

The local agencies have become enlightened and now require a simplified BCA 

along with the hydrology/hydraulic studies and engineering plans. The new 

procedure requires consideration of maintenance costs, the value of augmented 

recharge, and the value of lost riparian habitat. The procedure requires 

separate calculations of an overall BCA, an evaluation of the BCA solely to the 

developer, and solely to the public. The analysis is completed for the 

previously acceptable alternative, and is summarized in Table 5-1. Here, the 
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TABLE 5-1 

EXAMPLE BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS 

ACCOUNT PRIVATE PUBLIC 

48 Additional 
homes @ $5000 $240,000 

Aquifer Recharge" $ 25,000 

TOTAL $240,000 $ 25,000 

COSTS 

Construction $132,500 

Maintenance" $ 75,000 

Habitat Reduction 
($10,000/acre) $120,000 

TOTAL $132,500 $195,000 

DCA 1.Sl 0.13 

.. indicates present worth 

COMBINED BENEFIT 

$240,000 

$ 25,000 

$265,000 

$132,500 

$ 75,000 

$120,000 

$327,500 

O.Sl 
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overall BCA is 0.81 with a private BCA of 1.83 and a public BCA of 0.13. In 

this analysis, it becomes clear that, although the alternative meets local and 

federal floodplain guidelines and the developer's profit goal, the drainage way 

design is not desirable from the public perspective. Other alternatives need to 

be generated and evaluated with the intent of finding a better solution than 

one that merely "works." 

In the example, a critical factor is the assumed value of the riparian 

habitat which can be matter of intense argument - much more than for the 

other items in the BCA. However, just the arguments, in this analytical 

context should be useful and could lead to new alternatives that could 

optimize the ledger in all three BCA accounts. Perhaps the developer would 

be willing to protect the riparian habitat in exchange for a somewhat higher 

overall density that yielded the same number of lots. Perhaps the local 

government would acquire the habitat for public use through right-of-way 

negotiation or eminent domain. A better solution is agreed upon, and the 

project is constructed. The analytic approach used in the second scenario has 

forced consideration and recognition of issues and policies ignored in the first 

scenario. 

Equitabilit,y Index 

The basic questions of who benefits from and who pays for flood 
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control projects has been raised previously by Laursen (1985, 1985a) and others. 

The issue is equitability, or a general balance between what a project 

participant pays for and what they receive. Agencies of the federal 

government use a cost allocation method that attempts, albeit indirectly, to 

assign project costs in proportion to benefits accrued. In comparison, the 

informal survey indicated that benefit-cost analysis used by local agencies are 

limited and probably do not normally assess costs to the beneficiaries in a 

prescribed manner. 

The success of a project is dependent on many factors including (1) 

the perceived need for flood damage reduction, (2) the quality of design, (3) 

the range of alternatives considered, (4) the breadth of project purposes in 

fulfilling public and private need, (5) the availability of project funding, and 

(6) the political acceptability of the project. Each of these factors is important, 

and this brief listing can be considered to be arranged in increasing order of 

importance with political acceptability being the most crucial to the project. 

The last three factors relate directly to the often-ignored concept of equitability. 

Obviously, funds must come from one or more accounts or sources, hopefully 

in some sort of parity with project purpose, and attributed so that 

politically-oriented decision makers will make a "good" decision. 

One way to help assess parity between financial participation and 

benefits received is what is introduced herein as an "equitability index". This 

index is simply an indication of the correlation between the amount of 
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funding, which may be either money or in-kind contribution, and the benefits, 

which may be either loss-reduction or value-added, associated with that 

funding. The equitability index is defined by the following relationship, which 

is not unlike the statistical concept of coefficient of variation. 

EI = BC Equation 5.1 

~ I;(BC-~C;)2 

where ... 

EI = equitability index 

BC = benefit-cost ratio for the project 

BCi = benefit-cost ratio for participant i 

n = number of project participants 

The EI represents the inverse of dispersion of the project participant 

B/C ratios (BCi) around the overall project B/C ratio (BC). Because of the 

inverse relationship, a small dispersion produces a large EI which represents 

a high level of equitability in that project alternative. Using this relationship, 

an EI of zero means the project is perfectly inequitable, that is, the 

beneficiaries do not bear any project costs, and the funding sources receive 

no benefits. (A public project with an EI of zero would be the quintessential 

"pork barrel".) Conversely, an infinite EI means that each participant has 

exactly the same B/C ratio, which is also identical to the overall project B/C 

ratio. The likelihood of achieving a perfect balance or perfect imbalance is 
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slight in any project with more than a few participants; therefore, the meaning 

of intermediate values between zero and infinity is of practical interest. 

Consider a hypothetical situation in which all the BCi's are either 

greater than or less than the project BC by exac~y the same amount, say 10%. 

Each BCi is either .9 BC or 1.1BC. Then, Equation 5-1 reduces to the 

reciprocal of the difference, as shown in Equation 5-2. 

EI = V(1-d) Equation 5-2 

where 

and 

d = a dispersion constant 

1-d = variation of BCi from BC 

If each BCi is exactly 10% different from the overall BC, then the EI 

is exactly 10. An acceptable EI is one that represents a reasonable range of 

dispersion for a given situation. This is a value judgement by the project 

analyst. If a dispersion greater than 50% is unacceptable, then an EI more 

than 2 would be sought. Likewise, an EI of 5 indicates that the BCi's are 

generally within 20%. 

To be meaningful, both the Be ratio and the EI for each project 

alternative or each project competing for funding must be considered. The 

benefit-cost ratio indicates the return on investment while the EI indicates the 

distribution of benefits and costs. It is quite possible to have perfect 
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equitability in an uneconomical project, just as it is possible to have a 

warranted, yet inequitable project Table 5-2 illustrates the continuum of 

project acceptability considering both indices. In the table, several alternatives 

are evaluated, each with a BC of about 2.0, but with different EI's. Assuming 

that each alternative is technically feasible, alternatives D, E, and F are clearly 

better than A, B, and C. Depending on actual circumstances, the decision to 

choose between E and F could be based on which factor is more important, 

the economic performance of the project (Bq or the economic return to each 

participant (BCi). The point is to use both analytic tools to help decide what 

is most desirable, on the basis of benefits, costs and their distribution. Projects 

can be reconsidered in the light of this continuum to help assure that a 

reasonably optimal solution is selected for implementation. 

To further clarify the EI concept, consider an example project with an 

infinite EI, such as structural bank protection designed to prevent lateral 

migration of an ephemeral stream where the only beneficiary is the adjoining 

property owner, who is also funding and maintaining the project. If this same 

project is instead financed totally with public funds, the EI would be zero. 

More realistically, a project of this type might be paid for with a combination 

of public and private funds ·(such as with an improvement district scheme) and 

maintained at public expense if the watercourse will be publicly owned. In 

this case the EI would probably be greater than one, depending on the level 

of public funding and the average annual expense of maintaining the project. 
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TABLE 5-2 

EQUITABILITY INDEX EXAMPLE 

BC FOR PARTICIPANT i PROTECT 
AL TERNA TIVE 1 2 3 4 BC EI 
A. PERFECT 

lNEQUIT ABILITY 0 0 00 00 2.0 0 

B. 0.5 0.9 2.0 4.5 1.98 1.3 

C. 1.25 2.0 2.0 2.75 2.0 3.8 

D. 1.5 1.75 2.0 2.5 1.94 5.2 

E. 1.75 1.85 1.95 2.0 1.9 19.8 

F. PERFECT 
EQUITABILITY 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 00 
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In a single-purpose project such as this, the EI would not be too 

difficult to estimate, and the assignment of some level of public participation 

may be politically expedient. However, in a multi-purpose project not only 

is the benefit-cost ratio elusive, but so is the EI. Modifying this simple 

example to include wildlife habitat preservation, public recreation, or ground 

water recharge makes the analysis much more difficult The analyst needs to 

reach some agreement on the value of habitat, recreation, and ground water 

and assign the costs to project participants in some reasonable manner. Then, 

a funding method must be established that either allows beneficiaries to pay 

their fair share, or allows the transfer of the financial burden to some 

participant who is willing to pay more than a fair share. This benevolent 

participant, more often than not, is a governmental agency with an actual or 

perceived responsibility for solving drainage problems and. an obligation to 

protect public safety. 

The development-related example cited in the previous benefit-cost 

discussion can be enhanced by application of the EI concept. In that example, 

the overall BC ratio is O. 81, with the private party's BC ratio estimated at 1.81 

and the public BC ratio estimated at 0.13. In this case, the EI is 0.95 with a 

BC ratio of 0.81, and the project can be considered undesirable because it is 

both uneconomical and inequitable. The project approach clearly needs to be 

revised to address not omy the marginal benefit, but also the distribution of 

benefits and costs to both participants. In so doing, the nature of the project 
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could improve markedly from the single-purpose structural design approach 

mentioned previously to a multi-purpose, mutually beneficial, multi-beneficiary 

project that fits the hydrologic and surficial systems of the desert. These 

simple analytic tools can provide drainage solutions that not only meet flood 

insurance requirements, but also "make sense" in their physical setting. 

Using BCA as a pecision Making Tool 

The purpose of BCA and the equitability index concept is to 

encourage project designers and administrators to think about the project and 

to evaluate alternatives in some rational manner. The sole criteria for local 

drainage projects should not merely be "protection from the 100-year flood", 

but rather application of affordable and implementable design and 

management principles that support local needs. 

Project Financing 

Impact fees, developer fees, exactions and other creative funding 

methods have been used in various parts of the United States to assign costs 

to entities that create a need for public services. This concept can be used to 

finance drainage projects and to allocate costs fairly between public and 

private parties. Combined with benefit-cost analysis and the equitability index, 

creative financing programs can be developed that diminish the need for 
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government to be either financially benevolent or incapable of protecting the 

public from flOod damage. 

Establishing Project Scale 

The sizing or scale of a flood control project can be optimized by 

evaluating three or four alternatives each based on a different flood recurrence 

interval, then plotting the results, as indicated by AASHTO (1982). The 

optimal solution is at the knee of the curve, as indicated in Figure 5-3. This 

approach assumes a linear relationship between recurrence interval, project 

costs, and project risk, as expressed on an annual or amortized basis. It is 

more likely that a non-linear relationship exists to reflect proportionately 

higher costs for more flood protection. This condition is shown in Figure 5-

4. Again, inflation and interest rates enter both sides of the equation and 

need to be adequately considered. Petersen (1984) and others plot Ble ratios 

or a proxy of the ratio to yield a similar curve identifying optimal project size. 

This concept is shown in Figure 5-5. Although all three concepts indicate that 

an optimal design exists, there usually is a range of acceptable designs 

centered arround the optimum. Often, there may not be much difference in 

the benefit-cost ratio between an 5O-year and a 150-year project, and some 

other factor such as the EI could be used to select a project within this range. 

If nothing else, these procedures at least force evaluation of a range of design 

values. 
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Design Flood Frequency 

In benefit-cost analysis, a reasonable range of acceptable solutions 

needs to be fairly evaluated in a consistent manner in order for the results to 

be meaningful. Many engineering design problems lend themselves to 

application of this approach. Included are roadway corridor and alignment 

studies, structural systems evaluation, and many manufacturing decisions. 

Applied hydrology is constrained by the perception that the federal flood 

insurance program requires planning and design for the "100-year" flood, or 

that structural solutions are preferable. These perceptions are part of many 

agency drainage design standards and flood plain management ordinances. 

The Water Resources Council (1967) recommends a procedure for 

estimating the recurrence interval or frequency of floods based on local flow 

records. Other agencies recommend procedures for estimating runoff based on 

historic or assumed precipitation patterns. These guidelines are adopted by 

local agencies in watersheds where stream flow data is not available. These 

default assumptions become the basis of local hydrologic analysis required for 

local projects. The effect on project design is that creative definition of the 

problem is prescribed by local rules and design guidelines that are adopted 

without much question of their applicability. Even worse, the effect of floods 

exceeding the design event is often totally ignored by regulatory agencies and 

project designers. 
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The l00-year flood has become the standard project flood in the arid 

Southwest, as well as most of the United States. It is used in flood plain 

delineation and integrated in land use planning and development regulation. 

Although the l00-year flood has become the sole standard of limited analysis, 

BCA for drainage design alternatives must address a broader range of 

alternatives. The l00-year flood clearly can not be considered sacrosanct if 

analysis of alternatives is to be conducted. 

Three flood categories should be examined: frequent (2-year, 5-year), 

rare (l00-year), and maximum expected flood. Damage - but not a catastrophy 

- can be permitted in a maximum flood that is not likely to happen. Non

major damage can be tolerated in a rare flood. For instance, the l00-year flood 

has a 25% chance of happening in 25-years (the life of a mortgage), a 50% 

chance of happening in 5O-years (the life of a house, more or less), and a 

should happen at least once in l00-years. Little damage, but some 

inconvenience, would be acceptable from frequent floods- but not from every 

thunder storm. 

Osborn and Laursen (1973) discuss the natural limits of precipitation 

or flooding within catchments and state that "[a]mong all the uncertainties in 

the art and science of hydrology, there is one certainty - neither the rainfall 

intensity nor the runoff can possibly be infinite." They chose the terminology 

"maximum expected peak discharge" or MEPD as the practical limit of runoff 

rather than the infinite runoff assumed by commonly used distribution 
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functions such as Log-Pearson m. H their approach is used, or the more 

conventional probable maximum flood (pMF), the design flow could be 

expressed as a percentage of the likely worst case situation rather than as the 

100-year flood. The abscissas (x-axis) of Figure 5-3 through Figure 5-5 could 

be expressed as some per cent of MEPD or PMF rather than using the concept 

of frequency as a design criteria. The false sense of security associated with 

100-year design would be diminished, and a more realistic design descriptor 

introduced. The analysis of risk and uncertainty associated with project design 

could still be evaluated in BeA, but without the common misconception that 

the 100-year design flood could only occur once every 100 years. 

Choosing Between Projects 

Just as BCA can be used to evaluate, compare, and size alternatives, 

it can also be used to help establish project priorities, i.e., help choose between 

projects competing for the same funding. Project prioritization requires 

consideration of when a project should be implemented, as well as other 

factors such as probability of implementation, political significance, and so on. 

The agency survey indicates that flood control projects, like project alternatives, 

probably are not prioritized systematically. 

Evaluating Flood Control Policies 

The final step in the logical chain of potential uses for BCA is policy 

analysis. Alternative policies such as on-site versus regional stormwater 
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detention systems could be evaluated prior to implementing a new policy. 

Similarly, a community may want to know if its participation in the National 

Flood Insurance Program is fair to insurance policy holders. Evaluation of 

flood control policies, prior to implementation, could help minimize the effort 

needed to prioritize projects or choose between alternatives by establishing 

base values and other parameters to be used in the analysis. 

The hypothetical example cited earlier used an assumed value for 

increased runoff volume produced in urbanization. The type of project 

constructed depends on the value assigned. If the value were high, the owner 

may want to keep .the water on site for landscape irrigation or other uses, 

and not pass it through to recharge the public aquifer. On the other hand, if 

the value were low, paving the bed of the channel, which could decrease 

recharge, may be an acceptable element of project design, especially if the 

runoff would recharge to the aquifer somewhere downstream. Policy 

evaluation can benefit from this kind of sensitivity analysis using the BCA 

approach. 

The Benefit of Benefit Cost Analysis 

Benefit cost analysis and similar economic performance indicators are 

regularly used in federal water resource projects, and in other related and 

un-related fields. In the foregoing examples, application of a simplified BCA 
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to a relatively simple design problem and introduction of the EI concept 

resulted in the forced recognition of design issues and public policy issues that 

may have otherwise been unnoticed or ignored. Admittedly, the numbers and 

conditions of the urban development BCA example were manipulated to prove 

a point. They could, however, have been manipulated to show that the 

developer was getting a bad deal and did not know it. BCA has other 

potential uses in evaluating projects, priorities, and policies. The point here is 

simply that BCA is a valuable tool that can help raise, clarify, and resolve 

important issues and help refine project design. The final outcome is 

hopefully more informed decision making that yields a better and more 

creative overall drainage project. 

An often-repeated criticism of BCA is that there are unquantifiable 

benefits or costs which should be considered. However, BCA and EI done 

fully can provide the comparison between alternatives that permits a reasoned 

rather than emotional choice between alternatives - and, thereby, quantification 

of the unquantifiable, say for the money value of looking at a cottonwood tree 

rather than soil cement. Even if the quantification is not precise, and even if 

only a description of impacts is provided to decision makers, it is much better 

than excluding these factors from the project design and alternatives evaluation 

process. 

A major benefit of BCNEI is that it provides a framework in which 

the laws of nature and the rules of man can be rationally and simultaneously 
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addressed. On a broad scale, floodplain management and engineering design 

policies may be evaluated. Then, community needs can be defined and 

prioritized. Projects to fulfill these needs may then be identified, prioritized, 

and approved. Funding for the projects' implementation, construction, and 

maintenance can be assessed with similar techniques. Finally, project 

performance can be monitored and compared with project goals in an on

going evaluation procedure. 

The survey provided in this chapter demonstrates that this level of 

analysis probably is not conducted at the local and regional levels, and 

probably not even at the state level. Without such analyses, it is impossible 

to determine whether our intentional and unintentional investment in drainage 

systems is "profitable". We are unable to tell whether elected officials, 

governmental agencies, and drainage project designers are representing the 

public interest. Oearly, the benefit of BeNEI is its value in identifying the 

best floodplain programs and policies, as well as selecting the best projects and 

people to undertake them. 
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Flood plain managers in the Southwest are becoming aware of special 

hydrologic problems that exist in the desert and have begun a search for more 

acceptable solutions. This new direction from organizations such as Arizona 

Floodplain Managers Association (AFMA, 1987) is encouraging, but sometimes 

professionals are too dose to the problems to find the rational solutions they are 

seeking. Their view may not be broad enough to visualize the political-technical 

framework in which they function, or they may simply be part of the problem 

rather than part of the solution. 

The purpose of this chapter is to further identify some of the more 

important ways that desert flood plain management can be made more rational; 

that is, finding means to fit design and management policies to the desert 

system. Several concepts, problems, and approaches are categorized into four 

general areas: hydrology, hydraulics, sedimentation, and institutional issues. 

Hydrology 

In drainage design and flood plain management, the most important 

goal of hydrology is to establish flood flow criteria to serve as the basis for 

delineation of flood plains and design of hydraulic structures. This goal can 
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not be rationally attained without consideration of desert storm patterns, 

watershed characteristics, the relationship between rainfall and runoff for the 

watershed of interest, and the effects of man-made and natural changes in the 

watershed. Ideally, design flows would be based upon a solid historical record 

of rainfall and runoff data, and a perfect knowledge of the relationship between 

the two for each basin of interest Without this "perfect knowledge", the 

hydrologist can only estimate the design discharge, and the preferred methods 

of estimating today are based more on statistics and assumed distribution 

functions than science. 

Statistics, Science, and Computers 

The literal definition of the word "hydrology" is the study (-ology) of 

the earth's water (hydro-). It is an earth science that in recent years has been 

diverted from disciplined understanding through data gathering, research, and 

experimentation and the other things that "-ologists" do, to an emphasis on 

statistical analysis based on incomplete or artificial data sets. This emphasis on 

statistics is obvious in the journals of hydrology-related organizations and 

professional societies. Criticism of this diversion has come from several bold 

and articulate sources, including Klemes (1986), Lindlsey (1986), and Pilgrim 

(1986). Hydrology is also an important part of hydraulic engineering; since 

hydraulic engineers had to know enough to design and operate water systems, 

they found out almost enough. A broad concern for the direction the field of 
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hydrology has taken is expressed in a special publication of the American 

Geophysical Umon [1986] which contains the views of several of these writers. 

The fact that many regulatory agencies use default hydrologic models 

rather than models. based on local rainfall and runoff data is partially 

attributable to an over-emphasis on statistics. Field calibration of these models 

is impossible or uncommon because small and intermediate-size urban 

catchments are ungauged. There perhaps is unfounded confidence in the 

models because they may (1) result in hydraulically infallible, over-designed 

structures, (2) be so newly adopted that failure producing events have not yet 

happened, or (3) be computer-adapted, thereby reinforcing a false sense of 

accuracy, validity, and sophistication. 

Almost every community, including those of the desert Southwest, has 

an official weather station that collects basic atmospheric data such as 

precipitation, humidity, wind speed and direction, and barometric pressure. This 

data is useful to weather forecasters, contractors, farmers, and picnickers but is 

of limited use in predicting flood elevations, stream discharges, and as general 

engineering design criteria without related stream discharge information. Even 

crude, easily obtained discharge estimates based on debris lines and the 

slope-area method (Baker, 1986) are virtually unavailable for urban catchments. 

Larger ephemeral watercourses that flow through urban areas may be 

monitored by federal, state or local agencies because of floodplain encroachment 

or other safety-related reasons. In desert regions, such large watersheds are 
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affected mainly by long duration, low intensity storms, and their runoff response 

may not be characteristic of urbanized watersheds. Very few rural watersheds 

such as Walnut Gulch (USDA, 1983) are intensely monitored. Transposition of 

data to nearby urban areas may be possible, but great care must be used in its 

urban application. Osborn (1971) discusses that transposition is risky because 

of potential variation in rainfall between nearby regions. 

The emphasis on statistical analysis rather than scientific inquiry can 

also be attributed perhaps to impatient analysts who can not bear to wait one

or two hundred years for complete rainfall and runoff data, and who also can 

not resist using their mathematics for something. That something has been 

statistical analysis of whatever real or synthetic rainfall and runoff data may be 

readily available. With the advent of computers, this approach has been 

compounded (and confounded). 

The computer is an invaluable tool for carrying out repetitious 

calculations. One such type of repetitious calculation is evaluation of alternative 

designs, as discussed in Chapter 5. Unfortunately, not many practicing 

hydrologists and design engineers seem interested in using the computer in 

design analysis, although notable exceptions are evident, but not prevalent, in 

the literature. 

Another area in which computer application could be immensely 

beneficial is trying to understand the meaning of data outliers. Most analysts 

try to "fit" extreme and seemingly out- of-place data to some type of assumed 
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distribution pattern such as the LPIII. If the outlier does not fit the distribution, 

or can not be made to fit, it is discarded or otherwise discounted as anomalous 

if one uses the procedures recommended by WRC (1983). The significance of 

the extreme value is seemingly ignored because it does not fit in. Its 

significance, however, is its extremeness, i.e., its relationship with some large, 

and perhaps limiting natural occurrence (Baker, 1983). Those who investigate 

the origin of outliers rather than merely discard them are likely to benefit from 

the insight gained. Commonly used probability density functions have infinite 

tails, as shown in Figure 6-1, but nature must have limits (Hansen, 1977). If one 

considers the natural limits of precipitation rates and rainfall duration caused by 

moisture availability and other factors, the distribution would become asymptotic 

to this limit, rather than infinite. Failing to recognize the existence of limiting 

values will invariably skew the estimate of the standard 100-year event, and, for 

that matter, any extrapolated recurrence interval. Figure 6-2 shows the effect of 

considering probable maximum events in the magnitude/recurrence relationship. 

The difference has design and policy implications of obvious importance to flood 

control and drainage decision makers. 

Applied Hydrology in Desert Communities 

The common method of estimating peak runoff in urban desert 

watersheds uses no specific local data and relies entirely on default values, as 

depicted graphically in Figure 6-3. Some would object to this statement and 
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claim that local data is included in the NOAA Atlas, but given the tremendous 

variability of' climatology throughout the Southwest, this inclusion is not 

necessarily beneficial. Very little field data is needed, and what is required can 

be obtained from USGS quadrangle maps or, better still, recent aerial 

photographs of the watershed. General information about the time of 

concentration, area, and imperviousness are estimated. Rainfall rates are 

determined using the NOAA atlas, and coupled with the watershed data, the 

rational method or some modification of it, is used to estimate peak runoff. 

Stream flow data for urban watersheds is usually not available to correlate the 

estimate with experience. 

The USGS (Roeske, 1986) fortunately has monitored both rainfall and 

runoff on eight urban watersheds in the Tucson area. The length of data 

collection varies somewhat between the basins, but averages about eight years. 

The data can therefore be considered preliminary, but it is never-the-Iess useful 

in evaluating the relative performance of different runoff models in comparison 

with measured data. In other words, these data do not provide a perfect 

understanding of the rainfalVrunoff relationship for the watersheds, but are 

much better than no data at all. Data from three of the eight watersheds have 

been obtained from the USGS and are used to represent small, intermediate, and 

large basins typically encountered in urban design projects in the Southwest. 

The basin areas range from about 24 acres to 6100 acres, and are described more 

fully in Figures 6-4 through 6-7. Changes within the watersheds over the period 
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of record have not been monitored, but aerial photographs with topographic 

information are available from a commercial firm, and these photographs could 

provide detailed information about changes in land use, slopes, channel 

improvements, and the like. For the analysis presented here, data from only a 

portion of one year is used, and any changes within the watershed during this 

short period are considered negligible. 

Rainfall and corresponding runoff hydrographs for local storms on two 

of these watersheds are shown in Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9. These events all 

occurred in water year 1984, which is cited as a wetter-than-usual period. It 

represents the year with the most rainfall of the eight years of record. It should 

be observed that there is virtually no correlation between flow events on the 

basins during the summer rainy season. When it's raining and the channel 

flows in one basin, the other basins are usually experiencing neither rainfall nor 

runoff. 

On the other hand, Figure 6-10 shows rainfall and runoff for the 

general storm of 1-3 October 1983. A detailed account of this disastrous storm 

is presented by Saarinen (1984), and is also reported by Reich (1984), and others. 

The general storm is very similar to storms of about the same period during 

1977, and documented by the Corps of Engineers (1978). These general storms 

have large areal extent, and the distribution of rainfall was almost uniform 
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throughout the Tucson area. This is evident in the stream flow hydrographs for 

the three Tucson basins, which responded similarly throughout the three day 

event. 

Runoff data from various Tucson-area storms are summarized in Table 

6-1 and compared with predicted values obtained by the City of Tucson and 

Pima County hydrology methods. Computer printouts and manual calculations 

for this chapter are contained in Appendix C. These similar methods are 

modifications of the rational formula, and the City method is a simplification 

of the County method. Both rely on the NOAA atlas for precipitation default 

values, and inherently assume distribution by the Log-Pearson III method, in 

compliance with federal mandate. 

Of the three methods, each takes its tum predicting the highest value 

for one of the watersheds. Comparatively, the rational method is lowest for the 

smallest watershed, and highest for the largest watershed. The City and County 

methods are consistently close numerically because they are based on the same 

procedure, but since the City method is useful only for watersheds less than two 

square miles, it could not appropriately be used for the Alamo Wash. The City 

method defers automatically to the County method whenever the input area 

exceeds model limitations. The County method should not be used for areas 

larger than 10 square miles. This also is continued in Appendix C. 



WATERSHED 

Craycroft Wash 
Tributary 

Cholla Wash 

Alamo Wash 

TABLE 6-1 

Ql00 ESTIMATES - VARIOUS METHODS 

Ql00 (CFS) 

METHOD 

CITY OF PIMA 
TUCSON COUNTY 

175 170 

2,396 2,446 

N/A 5,343 
(watershed is 
too large) 

RATIONAL 
METHOD * 

97 

1,136 

7,923 

*Using NOM rainfall values and handbook value for runoff coefficient, C. 
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Regionalized Runoff Methods for Ungauged Watersheds 

Another approach at estimating peak runoff from a catchment relies 

on two factors: (1) watershed area and (2) a relationship between flood peaks 

and their recurrence within the region. The conceptual framework for such 

methods is shown in Figure 6-11. Other than watershed area, information about 

basin slope, channel characteristics, imperviousness, and· time of concentration 

are not needed. It may be expedient in some cases to use regionalized runoff 

methods to estimate peak discharges from a catchment rather than the methods 

just described. These regionalized methods for Arizona include Malvick (1980) 

and Boughton and Renard (1984). A common element in both of these papers 

is the use of stream flow records over a broad region to create a mathematical 

or graphical relationship between runoff and watershed for various recurrence 

intervals. Again, most of these methods require assumptions about probability 

density functions, and Log Pearson TIl is again prevalent. 

Malvick's approach, which does not use a PDF, resulted in a family 

of curves for different recurrence intervals based on 3500 station-years of record 

for 143 gauging stations throughout Arizona, plus 11 stations within the Walnut 

Gulch watershed. The length of record ranged from six to 69 years, varied from 

site to site, and some station records were discontinuous. Malvick deleted 38 

recorded peak discharges to "avoid biasing the rare events." He also notes that 

"[flew, or perhaps none, of the greatest floods were measured with a current 
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meter and recording stage gauge. Seldom was a competent hydraulic engineer 

present to actually observe the peak flow-or even any part of the event." 

The Malvick method is discussed by Boughton and Renard, who 

indicate that his method results in estimated discharges that are generally 

lowerthan those of other researchers. They suggest that the general shape of 

the curve plotted from his equation envelopes their own data from Walnut 

Gulch and other southern Arizona gauging stations, and that Malvick may also 

under predict Walnut Gulch runoff. They further suggest that if Malvick's curve 

is shifted one-half log cycle to the left it much better matches the higher 

estimates of the other methods. The differences could be explained by Malvick's 

decision to delete the 38 outliers, as mentioned above or for numerous other 

reasons. However, Carmody (1980) provided a detailed investigation into the 

same outliers and the observations that established them. Carmody concluded 

that improper observation and reporting lead to the extreme data, and since 

Malvick apparently used Carmody's results, then the differences must be 

explained by climate variations between the study areas or some other reason. 

The results of shifting Malvick's curve, as suggested, is shown in Figure 6-12. 

Boughton and Renard discuss that peak discharges can not be 

determined precisely and with great certainty. They incorpate a finite-tail PDF 

whose limit is based on flood data. Comparison between watersheds and 

between methods of estimate is valuable. Accordingly, Figure 6-13 also shows 

a modified-Malvick estimate for discharge on the three gauged urban watersheds 
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discussed above. Results of this comparison show that the modified method 

produces values about twice as high. 

An Improved Peak Estimating Method for the Desert Southwest 

The comparisons provided above, the literature, and professional 

experience indicate gross simplification in the flood peak estimation procedure, 

reliance on limited data, questionable assumptions about data distribution, 

ignoring desert storm types and patterns, deletion of potential valid data, 

inclusion of invalid data, or some combination of these factors. A more rational 

method for estimating flood peaks in desert catchments is needed for several 

reasons, the most important of which is improved confidence in the estimate 

itself. Present methods are too simplistic to be credible, they ignore too much 

of what is known, and their continued acceptance discourages basic research 

about desert hydrology. If the estimates are right, it is for the wrong reasons, 

and this itself should encourage consideration of a more soundly-based 

approach. 

The method developed here relies on suggestions introduced in 

previous chapters, and is shown schematically in Figure 6-14. The most 

important considerations are (1) relating rainfall intensity to both time of 

concentration and watershed area, (2) differentiating between local and general 

storm patterns, (3) defining a regional "design storm" based on realization of 

natural1imits to rainfall rates, (4) fitting the design storm over the watershed 
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and determining the worst-case runoff that could be expected based on such 

factors as direction of storm travel, likely antecedent moisture content, and 

surface and channel abstractions; and finally (6) using a pre-determined fraction 

of the design storm runoff for engineering design and flood plain management 

purposes. A stepwise procedure for using this approach follows. 

Step 1] For the watershed in question, determine watershed area; estimate time 

of concentration by the best means available, preferably from rainfall 

and runoff data; identify any significant natural or manmade detention 

basins within the watershed. 

Step 2] Determine from HR 49 whether the basin will experience more intense 

rainfall for its area and time of concentration from either the local 

storm or the general storm. If the differentiation is unclear, i.e. for 

basins between about 100 square miles and 1000 square miles, follow 

both parts of Step 3, otherwise use only the appropriate sub-step. 

Step 3a] If basin rainfall is governed by thunderstorms, determine from HR 49 

(or local data, if available) the general pattern and distribution of 

probable maximum precipitation within the design storm. Prepare a 

design storm diagram at the correct scale to overlay a map or aerial 

photograph of the basin. 

Step 3b] If the basin is governed by the general storm, determine probable 

maximum precipitation intensity for the basin from the general storm 

section of HR 49. 
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Step 4] Determine from local meteorological data the temporal distribution of 

rainfall during rainy seasons and the probable antecedent moisture 

content resulting from previous storms or early portions of the design 

storm relative to the basin characteristics. This will help estimate the 

imperviousness of the basin, the runoff coefficient, and whether or not 

retention within the basin will change peak runoff rates. 

Step 5] Using a suitable rainfall-runoff model, or better yet a known 

relationship, evaluate the peak runoff for the design storm under likely 

conditions of storm travel, and for local storms, at various positions 

within the watershed. Consider the effect of imperviousness, high 

antecedent moisture conditions, and detention or retention within the 

watershed. 

Step 6] Reduce the probable peak discharge from the design storm by an 

appropriate factor to achieve a design discharge value for engineering 

and flood plain management purposes .. Use a factor of about 0.6 to 

approximate the lOO-year discharge, as suggested by HR 49 for local 

storms. This could be referred to as the 60% Maximum Expected Flood 

or 60% MEF. 

Step 7] Compare the results of this approach with available data from the 

watershed or a nearby gauged watershed and look for reasonableness 

in the estimate. If gauged data is not available, the results can be 

compared with Malvick, Modified Malvick, or another method that 
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seems appropriate for the region. Document the assumptions, analytic 

technique, and recommendations. 

This seven-step method has been applied to the three gauged urban 

watersheds in the Tucson area, previously described in Figure 6-5 to Figure 6-7. 

Results are shown in Table 6-2. It can be generally concluded that the results 

lie between the MEF values for Malvick and Modified Malvick methods shown 

in Figure 6-12. The 60% MEF is comparable with the l00-year discharge 

estimates by these methods, which is approximately 40% to 45% of the MEF 

estimated by those methods. It is recognized that the PMP rates are much 

higher than reported observations for even point rainfall in southern Arizona, 

where the highest rate observed by Osborn and Renard (1988) is about 3 inches 

in one-half hour or about 6 inches per hour. Their observations, particularly for 

the SO-year and 100-year point rainfalls, are significantly higher than estimated 

by the NOM Atlas, and would be much lower than PMP estimates from HR 

49. However the period of observation really is not very long, nor is all data 

recorded in short enough time increments to determine the probable maximum 

intensity of extremely small, intense local storms. 

A personal observation of one inch in less than five minutes occurred 

in September 1988 in the Tucson Mountains. This intensity/duration relationship 

is approximately what Osborn and Renard report for Walnut Gulch in l00-year 

rainfall, and is also similar to estimates prepared by Peterson (1986) for Billings, 

Montana. This represents an intensity of about 12 inches per hour. The basin 
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TABLE 6-2 

DISCHARGE ESTIMATES 

DESERT RUNOFF METHOD 

WATERSHED 

CRAYCROFT CHOLLA ALAMO 
TRIBUTARY WASH WASH 

Governing Storm Local Local Local 

Time of Concentration 10 30 50 

Runoff Coefficient .20 .15 .18 

Area (M12) .038 1.27 9.56 

PMP (in) 8.5 10.2 8.9 

i (in/hr.) 34 20.4 10.6 

MEF (CFS) 165 2,490 11,700 

60% MEF (CFS) 99 1,494 7,000 

Notes: Tc: and C determined from USGS Data PMP determined from 
HR49 
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drained rapidly, and no damage was observed. However, if this storm were 

centered over a more urban area, flooding of local streets and some 

inconvenience would have occurred. The Green Valley News (1985) reports that 

a storm in Green Valley, Arizona, dropped more than 3.1 inches in less than 30 

minutes on July 19, 1985. It produced a very localized flash flood that caused 

a fatality when a motorist tried to drive through a dip section. The PMP 

estimates provided by HR 49 may seem high, but they are not unbelievable 

when compared with these storms and the intensities shown in Table 3-3. 

Because of the similarity in the estimates - they all lie within an order 

of magnitude - one might ponder which is the best to use. The answer 

depends upon data availability. If basin area and related descriptors are known 

and no gauging data are available, either of the Malvick family of curves seems 

reasonable. The Modified Malvick method would perhaps be preferred when 

a more "conservative" number was needed. However, if local rainfall and runoff 

data is available, or if there is a level of comfort in estimating the runoff 

coefficient and using PMP estimates, then the Desert Runoff Method presented 

here may be more desirable. The major question is what data is available, what 

assumptions feel right for the task at hand, and which method best allows the 

incorporation of these assumptions and data. 

The Desert Runoff Method, as used here, relies on very limited data 

from one abnormally rainy summer and one general storm to calculate time of 

concentration and runoff coefficient. The times of concentration were about 
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what would be expected, but the runoff coefficients at first seemed too low. 

However, field inspection and prior knowledge of the three basins verified the 

reasonableness of these calculated values. In all three watersheds, walls and 

other basin alterations provide a lot of abstraction, and there is extensive 

opportunity for infiltration, both on the surface and in the channels. The effect 

of urbanization of desert watersheds is not fully understood, and Boughton and 

Renard (1984) report that the urbanized Rodeo Wash in Tucson has an estimated 

l00-year flood only one-third the magnitude of a similar size undeveloped 

watershed in Walnut Gulch. One could conclude that the C-value for desert 

watersheds should be taken from the lower range of table values for the given 

land use category, and could also conclude that components of the C value such 

as abstraction, retention, and spatial averaging of rainfall also reduce the value. 

Such a conclusion is somewhat speculative without additional analysis, but there 

are not too many other variables that are reasonably subject to such 

investigation. 

Although the numerical results of the method presented here are not 

markedly different than some of the other methods discussed, this similarity 

should not lead to complaisance in selecting a method to use. It is just as 

important to select a method that incorporates correct assumptions as it is to get 

a "correct" answer. The key is to find and use a flood estimating technique that 

does both. 
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An Idealized Flood Estimation Procedure 

Discrepancies between hydrologic methods will continue until a 

procedure that gives the "right" answer is devised. This can be achieved by a 

precise understanding of rainfall, runoff, and their interrelationship in a 

drainage basin. However; this kind of understanding may only be possible 

from an extensive, long-term research program of monitoring watersheds of the 

desert Southwest. Data needs are extensive and expensive. Until the research 

has been completed, we will continue to debate what is the ''best'' estimate of 

runoff for any given purpose and hope that the methods we choose prove to 

be acceptable in the long run. Until an ideal method is devised, we should 

aggressively pursue watershed monitoring programs and question our current 

approach, and then base our decisions on the best available information. This 

clearly is not the rule of practice today. 

It is also possible that a perfect understanding of the rainfalVrunoff 

relationship can not be achieved because it might be too complex. If one 

accepts that this relationship is controlled by natural, physical processes and that 

there are many things about rainfall and runoff that control a flood, then one 

should not expect to derive a means to estimate a single number from a given 

set of initial conditions for the physical system. The concept of a system's 

extreme sensitivity to initial conditions is referred to as chaos by physicists, and 

it is the subject of extensive research in that field. If watersheds behave in a 

chaotic fashion, then the best we can expect to predict is a range of values for 
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runoff from a given rainfall. Perhaps that range of values is already present in 

the literature of hydrology, and future research to derive a perfect hydrologic 

model is unwarranted. Perhaps a good enough estimate of potential floods is 

possible if the most important controlling factors are known and understood 

well enough. 

Finally, the correct analysis and design procedure should consider (1) 

what would happen in a maximum expected flood, and (2) what would happen 

in the 100-year storm. If there is no catastrophe in the MEF, and only minor 

damage in the 100-year flood, it does not matter if the design flood is really the 

25-year or the 500-year flood. What does matter is that the level of protection 

anticipated from a project is actually provided, and that the effects of bigger 

and smaller floods are considered. An idealized flood estimation procedure 

simply strives to provide an appropriately sized project based on a reasoned 

design. 

Hydraulics 

Once the hydrologist estimates design flows, the hydraulic engineer 

and flood plain manager use these estimates in project design. Hopefully, the 

engineer and manager feel comfortable that the flow values that they are given 

are valid and based on reasonable assumptions for their geographic region. 

Open channel flow, rather than closed conduit systems, is commonly used in 
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the desert. Hydraulic analysis of open channel flow relies on momentum, 

energy, and continuity relationships as well as the ubiquitous Manning and the 

seldom-used Chezy equations. 

Channel Roughness 

Channel roughness is one of ·the most numerically important factors 

in the latter two equations, and one of the most poorly understood during flow 

conditions. For instance, in the Manning equation (described in Chapter 4), the 

highest order relationship of the four variables are area (A) and channel 

"roughness" (n), both of which are raised to the first power. Hydraulic radius 

(r) is area divided by wetted perimeter, so that area, A, is cumulatively the 

highest order variable. The value of Q, in other words is directly (although 

inversely) proportional to the value of n. Q is affected more by small changes 

in area, and less by larger changes in wetted perimeter and slope. 

Cross sectional area can be approximated by direct and indirect 

methods during or after a flow event in an ephemeral channel. Velocity can be 

accurately estimated only during an event, and only with sufficient 

instrumentation in the hands of trained personnel. Slope can be estimated and 

observed during flow events, or afterwards from debris or other physical 

indicators. The channel roughness coefficient, however, can only be calculated 

based on determination of the other parameters or estimated (guessed at) based 
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on judgment. Further, these elements appear as constants in the equation; 

however, they· change in nature during a flood event. 

In the desert Southwest, natural channel bed and slope characteristics 

change with the seasons, with changes in the surface condition of the 

watershed, and perhaps also with ground water withdrawal. In the latter case, 

a lowering of the water table may increase both infiltration and in-channel 

deposition. Today, there is also increasing emphasis by desert communities to 

retain channels in their natural time-variable state to the extent practicable 

during urbanization and flood control projects. This makes the job of the 

hydraulic engineer more difficult because the roughness coefficient (and the 

cross sectional area) of earthen channels is a variable compared with the 

relatively constant roughness and shape of fully improved channels. 

The accurate determination of roughness coefficients is crucial to 

project design, and although reasonably accurate estimates are possible for lined 

channels, it is a matter of experienced and educated guessing for unlined 

channels. Resources to help the designer estimate natural channel roughness 

are available for perennial streams, and most civil engineering manuals give 

reasonable estimates in tabular form. Most published n-values are the average 

of guesses of several "experienced" engineers, not measurements. The USGS 

(Bames,1967) publishes guidance that contains photographs of typicai channels 

to further assure the reasonableness of the selected values. These references, 

however, are not directly applicable to the desert Southwest, and the designers 
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are left with their own estimates or mandates of the local regulatory agency. 

The USGS (Aldridge, 1973) also began research on the n-values for ephemeral 

channels, but the findings were never published or released for widespread use. 

Determination of channel roughness is important not only because of 

its significance in hydraulic design, but also because the Manning equation is 

commonly used to rate a channel (Simons, 1962). If the channel rating or 

stage-discharge relationship is incorrect because the n-value is not accurate, data 

regarding stream flow will also be inaccurate. If inaccurate stream flow records 

are used in determining a rainfall-runoff relationship, then the relationship could 

be misunderstood (~armody, 1980), and use of the relationship for engineering 

design and flood plain management could result in improperly sized structures 

or unwise land use. These considerations are summarized in Figure 6-15. 

Control sections with known channel characteristics are useful in determining 

discharge rates, but this alone does nothing to assure that channel roughness 

assumptions are correct. 

The n-Value Paradox 

The paradox of n-value determination is shown in Figure 6-16. It is 

interesting to note that if n-values are consistently chosen incorrectly, i.e., the 

same condition is always assigned the same wrong value, then a drainage 

project may be appropriately designed. If the n-value is correct in either gauging 
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or design and incorrect in the other, then the project based on a Manning-rated 

channel flow record will be either over-designed or under-designed. If the 

n-value is high in one use and low in the other, then the channel will be 

largely over-designed or under-designed in comparison with other cases in the 

paradox. Certainly, more measurements are needed, both in the field and in the 

laboratory, to define channel roughness for desert conditions. In addition, 

practitioners need better training on the importance of selecting n-values, 

understanding the time variance of natural channel conditions, and what 

happens if a "conservative" number is used. 

The Long Contraction 

Erosion of alluvial channel banks is a problem that desert communities 

are struggling to resolve in some manner acceptable to diverse special interest 

groups. The use of structural bank protection such as soil cement or metal 

sheeting results in increased erosion protection at the expense of project 

appearance and habitat change. Some communities in Arizona now promote 

combined erosion protection and habitat restoration/preservation in the same 

project This multi-purpose approach can work well in the reaches between 

bridges and other hydraulic structures, but at the bridges themselves, the 

primary design goal is still to protect the structure from erosion-induced failure, 

and to train the direction of flow through the bridge openings rather than at 

abubnents or approaches. 
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In Tucson and other desert communities, major floods destroy bridges, 

and government responds by replacing the bridge with a new one that 

hopefully will not fail. The new bridge may be designed with scour in mind, 

as well as an awareness that the upstream reach of the watercourse must be 

designed to protect the bridge abutments from erosion. The designer of a 

combined bridge and bank protection project such as this can use the long 

contraction to significantly reduce project costs with little additional risk of 

structural fail ure. 

The long contraction, as presented by Laursen (1986), and Petersen 

(1986) can be used to reduce channel width upstream of and through a bridge 

resulting in somewhat greater velocity and depth of flow through the bridge 

structure. Additional scour will occur through the contracted reach, and the 

depth of scour is primarily a function of geometry in the long contraction and 

the type of bed material. The relationship is shown in Figure 6-17, and the 

general relationship, based on simultaneous solution of the Manning equation 

and the DuBoys equation for sediment load is as follows. Notice that the 

hydraulic radius, R, is replaced by depth of flow, y, in a simplifying assumption 

for wide rectangular channel sections. 

Q = By(1.49/n)y~1/2 (Manning equation, modified) 

Q = BK to(to - lc) (DuBoys equation) 
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where... Q = discharge 

Q. = sediment load 

B = channel width 

y = depth of flow 

K = a coefficient dependent on sediment size 

to = boundary shear or tractive force 

l:c; = critical tractive force, dependent on sediment size 
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Solving these equations with the assumptions that (1) the Manning n is the 

same in the normal and contracted reaches, (2) to is much greater than l:c;, which 

is probably valid for moderate to high flows, and (3) both discharge and 

sediment discharge are the same in both reaches, then ... 

and 

SI / S2 = (Bl / B2)1n 

Using these relationships and recognizing that bridge construction and 

maintenance costs are an almost-linear function of deck area, a hydraulic 

engineer, with the help of a structural engineer, can design the bank 

protection/bridge project to meet multipurpose goals upstream and downstream 

of the long contraction, and emphasize bridge protection and structural cost 

reduction through the contraction. 
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Using basic optimization techniques as a aid in the design process, a 

recursive equation or linear programming model can be devised to incorporate 

competing design criteria (raha, 1971). The equation is solved using matrix 

algebra. Simple problems may be solved by hand, but more complex problems 

benefit from the use of a computer. In this way, an optimal solution is defined 

based on the restraining considerations. Here, the object function is determined 

by defining an objective function and restraining equations. 

The long contraction occurs naturally along ephemeral channels where 

rock outcropping occur, and where soil conditions make bank material difficult 

to erode. Despite this fact, the long contraction may be difficult to implement 

as an element of project design. In the Tucson area, two recent attempts to 

design new and replacement bridges with this element were denied. The first 

case involved replacement of the Cortaro Road bridge over the Santa Cruz River 

which failed in the flood of October, 1983. The bridge is located in 

unincorporated Pima County, near the corporate limits of the Town of Marana. 

Designers felt that the Town would not look favorably on such a design, and 

that an impending inter-governmental agreement for flood control would be 

hindered. The replacement bridge and associated bank protection were designed 

and constructed normally. 

The second example involves the Vail Road bridge over the Pantano 

Wash on the far eastern side of unincorporated Pima County. The project 

engineers considered using a long contraction as a cost saving measure, but 
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were dissuaded by environmental considerations. The amount of upstream' bank 

protection was cut back to minimize construction intrusion into a wildlife 

habitat area that was considered worthy of preservation. Reduction in the 

length of upstream bank protection made the long contraction unfeasible, and 

it was not used. In neither of these cases was the extra cost of the longer 

bridge a design consideration. 

Bridges and Roadway Approaches 

An alternative or additional design strategy in the above situation is 

to allow roadway approaches to the bridge structure to intentionally erode away 

during some large flow event. This concept can protect the bridge itself by 

providing additional flow capacity in the over bank region, thereby lowering 

scour through the structure and hydrodynamic forces in the direction of flow. 

This concept is shown schematically in Figure 6-18. The break away approach 

can either supplant or augment the long contraction design - they are not 

mutually exclusive ideas. If the concept is used with a long contraction or not, 

it will prohibit travel across the bridge until the approaches can be repaired. 

The cost of repair and the indirect costs associated with temporary re-routing of 

traffic need to be considered during design, but savings from reduced 

construction costs can be used to fund other projects of local importance. This 

concept, of course, is not recommended for every bridge across a given 

watercourse because a major flood event would eliminate all vehicular access 
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across the river until repairs are made. The less important routes could have 

break away approaches, with full structural protection being provided at more 

important roadways. Also, emergency personnel need to be advised about the 

nature of such an approach design so that they are prepared to close the roads 

prior to approach failure. 

Sedimentation 

Sediment transport is frequently neglected during the planning and 

design of drainage systems, although erosion can undermine structures and 

induce failures, and sediment deposition can raise water surface elevations and 

cause flooding as well as structural failure. Long term sediment transport 

conditions need to be an integral consideration in the design process. 

Sedimentation must be considered during drainage design because (1) a channel 

that is fully lined can still fill with sediment and not perform as designed; (2) 

a channel that has bank protection can fill or scour and not perform; and, (3) 

a natural channel can fill, scour, and move laterally. The designer needs to 

recognize that a balanced discharge and sediment discharge can occur only 

under one set of width, depth, and slope conditions. As discharge and sediment 

transport change, so do channel geometeric requirements. The key is to design 

drainage systems to accomodate changing flow and sediment transport rates. 
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To ignore the inter-relationships of discharge, sediment transport, and channel 

geometerics is counting on luck, rather than "good" design practice. 

Bank Erosion Protection and Grade Control Structures 

The previous discussions about bank protection beg the question "If the 

banks are protected and do not erode, where is the sediment supply?" The 

answer is both simple and complex. During most flow events, the channel bed 

will supply the sediment otherwise provided by the banks, leading to upstream 

erosion and downstream deposition on the bed. Over a series of events, a new 

channel profile wil~ evolve, representing a new steady-state regime for the 

watercourse. The new channel profile will be flatter, thereby lowering velocities 

and increasing depth of flow above the deepened channel bed. The net change 

in water surface elevation needs to be evaluated to determine if it exceeds some 

acceptable elevation. In normal, natural streams bank rebuilding (though 

slower) probably equals bank erosion. With bank protection both are probably 

inhibited. In a single flood, banks can erode, but the sediment eroded results 

in bed aggradation. 

The same argument holds for grade control structures which are 

designed to maintain a certain bed profile to control erosion and water surface 

elevations. It is not uncommon to incorporate grade control structures into bank 

stabilization projects in an attempt to limit the bed erosion caused by reducing 

the sediment load previously supplied by the banks. This needs to be done 
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with care because little is known about sediment transport processes in desert 

channels, although case histories of fluvial channel adjustments in both width 

and profile have been reported by Chang (1982). 

Recent studies of the configuration of grade control structures indicate 

that the sloping sill is more acceptable than vertical structures (Laursen and 

Flick , 1983) because scour is reduced mainly due to the geometry of the sill. 

However, the recommendations to use sloping sills have not yet been widely 

implemented in Arizona projects. 

Alluvial Fans 

Alluvial fans are common at the base of desert mountain ranges where 

steep mountain streams discharge from an apex onto moderately steep alluvium. 

Fans represent unique challenges in drainage design because flow paths 

downstream of the apex can change during and between runoff events, and 

because flow rates generally decrease downstream as channel abstractions occur. 

Two major concerns are apparent in developing desert communities 

on alluvial fans. First, is the difficulty in designing drainage systems when the 

flow paths have a habit of changing location abruptly, and each channel needs 

to be designed to carry larger combined flow. Second, is establishing reasonable 

flood plain management policies when the flood prone areas and erosion hazard 

area can change periodically and erratically. Both considerations are important 

in alluvial fans subject to urbanization, and they represent a difficult challenge 
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to hydrologists, flood plain managers, civil engineers, and land planners. 

The path of mountain runoff can be controlled by constructing 

drainage channels from the apex of the fan to some logical downstream point, 

such as a major natural channel, and channelizing direct runoff on the fan to 

these constructed channels. This fully-structural approach is capital-intensive 

and may only be economically feasible where land values are high. Lined 

channels also may aggrade during a large flood and cause flow to "jump out" 

of the channel. An alternative strategy is to limit development so that natural 

flow changes on the fan have minimal effect on manmade changes on the fan. 

Low density development could be accommodated by orienting homes and 

related structures in the direction of flow, providing sufficiently high floor 

elevations to limit flooding, and minimizing the berm effect of roadways by 

allowing recurrent flow over the top of the roads, rather than collecting and 

re-routing flow under the roadway in culverts. Both solutions are expensive: in 

the first case, the "engineered" solution has a large construction price, and in the 

second case, high-value land uses can not be realized because density 

restrictions would limit profitability. 

The issue of flood plain management on alluvial fans of the desert is 

critical in the Tucson region. Federal agencies such as FEMA (1985) have 

adopted methods for defining flood plains on alluvial fans that are not well 

suited to desert conditions. Application of these procedures by FEMA to 

portions of the Tucson region have subjected numerous properties to 
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requirements of the flood insurance program when their inclusion in the 

program is seriously questioned by local authorities (Pima County, 1988). 

Institutional Issues 

The technical, design, and policy-related issues discussed herein should 

be considered in the light of numerous other institutional considerations that 

can impact informed decision making. These considerations can be categorized 

as (1) legal, (2) ethical, and (3) environmental, and each category represents 

diverse opinions from professions that relate, at least indirectly, to the design 

process. The difficult task is finding an opportunity to teach designers that 

these considerations exist and must be considered, and somehow help them 

incorporate such issues into project design, for the good of the project, as well 

as for their own. 

Legal Considerations 

The design of drainage systems is governed by legislation, case law, 

and rules of professional conduct as well as the laws of nature. The designer 

unquestionably has a fiduciary duty to maintain and protect the public health 

and safety. Legal considerations regarding this fiducial role vary markedly from 

place to place and over time. Therefore, the designer is well advised to 

document design assumptions, methodologies, project goals, and constraints 
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throughout the design and approval process. At a minimum, the designer 

should be able to demonstrate that the selected design is founded on 

state-of-the-discipline knowledge applied in accordance with accepted 

professional practice. 

The arid Southwest is subject to federal, state, and local control that 

simply must not be ignored. The difficulty of incorporating these considerations 

into project design lies mainly the designer finding they exist and understanding 

their importance. The designer needs to discuss design assumptions and goals 

with the client, with affected property owners, and in most cases also with 

regulatory agencies. If drainage patterns are going to be altered, it should be 

done in a manner consistent with local flood plain ordimmces and state statutes. 

If permits are required from local, state, or federal agencies, they should not be 

intentionally or unintentionally overlooked. Generally, a design that meets 

permitting requirements will be legally defensible, but this alone does not mean 

that the design is optimal, in the best interest of the client, or free of liability. 

Ethics 

The designer needs to retain control of the project from a technical 

standpoint to the extent practicable, and not let legal and permitting agencies 

impose standard (or old) concepts and practices, especially when they are not 

necessarily optimal, or perhaps not even "correct". This raises the issue of 

professional ethics. Should the designer blindly assume that agency-mandated 
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procedures are "good enough", or should the designer critically review these 

procedures prior to embracing them during project design? After all, engineers 

or other professional registrants who stamp a set of plans attests to the quality 

of the work, not merely to their involvement and responsible charge of the 

design process. This question is difficult to answer, and certainly depends on 

the circumstances. If the hydrologic method has been formally adopted by a 

regulatory agency, and, when applied properly, it produces results that lead to 

acceptable design, it probably can be used with confidence. If the method fails 

to meet either of these criteria, the designer is well advised to be skeptical, and 

at least should carefully document why a particular method was used. 

In our litigious society, engineers and designers with 

errors-and-omissions insurance have an attractively deep pocket for plaintiffs to 

try to stick their hand into. Lawsuits against engineers as well as governmental 

agencies abound after catastrophic floods or the failure of hydraulic structures. 

Quite simply, engineers who are neither familiar with hydrologic methods nor 

fully document their work, need both a good lawyer and lots of insurance 

coverage. 

Environmental Issues 

Finally, the issue of environmental protection along ephemeral channels 

of the Southwest has recently become a design issue. The basic problem is to 
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find a way to provide flood protection without degrading riparian habitat, 

wildlife corridors, equestrian paths, or trails along the watercourse. In other 

words, the designer may be asked to provide flood protection without altering 

natural drainage corridors. The 404 permitting process is currently the singular 

emphasis and regulatory tool that helps assure that environmental groups have 

a say in the drainage design process. Although some local floodplain 

management ordinances may also attempt similar regulation, the penalty for 

local violations is small compared with the potential fines of up to $50,000 per 

day or two years in jail for violating the Oean Water Act (Corps of Engineers, 

1984). Environmental scrutiny may seem frivolous to the project engineer, but 

it can have obvious personal impact. 

It is possible for environmentally astute individuals to abuse the 

provisions of the 404 process to attain personal goals. A project can be delayed 

for long periods of time while remote issues are addresed in response to 

environmental questions of inflated significance. This can forestall decision 

making, construction activities, and the delivery of project benefits. 

Environmental delay tactics need to be procedural rather than substantive to 

cause great delay. A wise designer will be aware of the issues and comply with 

both the letter and the intent of the Oean Water Act, even though it seems 

grossly mis-applied in the desert Southwest. 
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Maintaining the environmental attributes of a watercourse is difficult 

on both public and private projects, mainly because it is hard to quantify the 

value of the natural state. Unimproved land is of value only if it can be used 

for something, and residences can usually be built only where floods are 

unlikely. Any property adjoining a watercourse is prone to flooding or erosion 

damage unless it is somehow protected. If the land is to be built upon, the 

riparian habitat will change or be destroyed. The example in Chapter 5 shows 

how these issues might be considered in the design process, but cooperation 

and flexibility by the landowners, their consultants, and the regulatory agencies 

are needed. The attitude of "not in my back yard", or NIMBY, is widespread in 

neighborhoods desiring to thwart what they view as an intrusive project. 
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This dissertation presents a synthesis of the current practice of applied 

hydrology in the desert Southwest The Tucson, Arizona, region is cited as a 

typical example of how drainage systems are designed, and the technical and 

policy basis for design decisions are reviewed. The emphasis throughout these 

discussions is on smaller watersheds which receive most of the rapid urban 

growth now prevalent in the Southwest. Numerous recommendations to improve 

the design process are considered, categorized in this chapter as (1) technical 

recommendations, (2) policy recommendations, and (3) societaVprofessional 

recommendations. Then, for the sake of discussion, the recommendations are 

presented again in the form of drainage regulations for a hypothetical desert 

community. This transformation leads into concluding remarks, which may be 

equally valid in non-desert regions as well as the desert Southwest. 

Technica] Recommendations 

Technical recommendations address the engineering aspects of drainage 

design, as well as application-related fields of science. These recommendations 

emphasize that the arid and semi-arid Southwest is distinctly different from 

other regions of the country and that the Southwest requires a different 
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drainage design process. It is not concluded that existing drainage systems are 

either grossly under-designed or over-designed. It could easily be that the 

designs are reasonably good. However, it is concluded that inherent 

assumptions of the design process are not sound because, for the most part, they 

ignore the desert physical system. Rainfall patterns and surface conditions are 

so different in the desert - and so variant throughout the desert - that each local 

region of the Southwest needs independent analysis founded on the best 

information available. Each region also needs a rainfalVrunoff data gathering 

program to assure that the design procedures used locally meet local needs. If 

existing methods used by drainage designers yield reasonable results, it is only 

because numerous simplifications and errors in logic balance out. In other 

words, if the answers are right, they are "right" for the wrong reasons. The 

purpose of the following recommendations is to help arrive at design decisions 

that are "right" for the right reasons. 

Rainfall Patterns 

The meteorology of the Southwest is described in Chapter 3, and it is 

evident that many desert locations experience distinct summer and winter rainy 

seasons. During the summer rains, very intense local storms (sometimes 

thunderstorms) ca~ produce flash flooding on small drainage basins. General 

storms of the winter have a broad areal extent, long duration, and lower 

intensity rainfall. These storms can produce floods on large drainage basins. 
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The literature indicates that local storms produce flooding on basins smaller than 

100 square miles, and general storms produce flooding on basins larger than 

500 square miles. Basins of intermediate size need to be evaluated carefully to 

determine which type of storm produces more severe flooding. The literature 

also demonstrates that local storm intensity is a function of two variables - area 

and duration. For instance a 3O-minute storm on a 50 square mile watershed 

would be more intense than a 3 hour storm on the same watershed, both storms 

having the same recurrence interval. 

These two factors - seasonal variation and the area/intensity/duration 

relationship - are frequently ignored in the design of desert drainage systems. 

Further, information in Chapter 6 shows that the intensity of small local storms 

is probably greater than predicted by the most commonly used method - the 

NOAA Atlas. Local design methods should be improved to inherently consider 

these factors. This can be achieved by collecting rainfall data within each region 

and using it in the design process, or at least using it to verify the accuracy of 

present methods. If the present method is the NOAA Atlas, it is further 

recommended that another method such as the Probable Maximum Precipitation 

provided by HR 49 be used. This suggestion has recently been made by 

Petersen (1986), Bax-Valentine (1988), and Osborn (1988). The main point is to 

use rainfall intensities suitable for the storm type, area, duration, and location 

of the watershed in question. 
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Runoff Rates 

Local rainfall records are usually much better than streamflow records. 

Although many larger ephemeral streams are gauged, few of the small urban 

watersheds are monitored. This lack of flow record makes understanding the 

rainfall-runoff relationship even more difficult than usual. In this study, data 

on three urban watersheds in Tucson were examined, and the runoff coefficients 

(the "C' in the rational method) were determined to be lower than what is 

usually assumed in the design process. It was also discussed that stream bed 

infiltration can be considered as a negative base flow, and that some flows may 

not leave the watershed due to channel abstractions. Oearly, much better 

stream flow data is needed to understand why the coefficients are low, what 

effect negative base flow can have on discharge and sediment transport, and 

how changes within the watershed affect runoff rates. Local agencies develop 

and implement a small watershed stream flow gauging program and collect data 

that will help understand the rainfalVrunoff relationship within their jurisdiction. 

n-Values 

Channel roughness needs to be accurately, or at least consistently, 

determined in the channel gauging and drainageway design processes. The n

value paradox discussed in Chapter 6 demonstrates that research into the 

roughness characteristics of ephemeral streams is sorely needed, and that results 

must reach practitioners to be useful. Channel roughness research should be 
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undertaken as an integral part of the stream flow data collection mentioned 

above. 

Statistical Methods 

Statistics has been used to both explain and discard extreme data, and 

to expand limited data sets. Computers have been used to manipulate limited 

data sets to the point where their limitations are obscured, and the quest for 

better data has become torpid. Most of the statistical methods used in 

hydrology, including the ubiquitous Log-Pearson Type ill, do not recognize the 

finite limits of the n~tural system, and infinite floods are often predicted at very 

small recurrence intervals. Although the various methods tend to agree within 

the range of the data and slightly beyond, they tend to vary widely in 

extrapolated regions. H, however, natural limits in rainfall and runoff are used 

to constrain the outer bounds of these probability density functions, more 

acceptable extreme values would result. 

This approach was used by Malvick (1980), as discussed in Chapter 6, 

to provide a family of curves relating drainage area and discharge at different 

recurrence intervals. Malvick's method, and a modification based on data from 

an intensely-monitored watershed, are compared with predicted values by other 

Tucson-region methods, and it clearly produces reasonable results. Methods like 

Malvick's should be developed for various regions of the Southwest and be used 
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for design in ungauged watersheds and as a means of checking the results of 

more sophisticated methods. 

Paleohydrology 

The study of the relationship between rainfall and runoff can be 

greatly enhanced by incorporating paleoflood research. Field data can be used 

to extend the data set relative to discharge, precipitation, and watershed 

conditions. This would be particularly beneficial for projects that are designed 

for very large floods, or whenever the duration of the data is limited. In the 

latter case, the paleodischarges could help select an upper bound to flood 

discharge, or at least help select a more suitable probability density function. 

Paleohydrology should be recognized as a valuable tool in applied hydrology 

and also needs to be incorporated in local flood studies. 

Sediment Transport 

Damage from desert floods is often caused by bank retreat during peak 

flows, not by inundation of the overbank area. Using definitions from the flood 

insurance program, such events do not qualify as floods, but rather as erosion 

hazards. Erosion is also responsible for bridge failure and damage to other 

structures and public works within and along the channel. Fully-lined channels 

can fill with sediment, channels with bank protection can erode or fill in, and 

natural channels can erode, aggrade, or move laterally. 
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Sediment transport in ephemeral channels is a complex process wherein 

the channel is continually striving for a state of sediment equilibrium. Although 

alterations of the natural watercourse may intend to help balance the transport 

process, long-range changes need to be considered. Mining of stream beds for 

fill material and for sand and gravel can radically alter the balance. Only limited 

tools are presently available to help answer questions regarding the long term 

effect of in-channel mining. None-the-Iess, the designer needs to consider the 

effects and consequences of altering the sediment supply in a natural channel. 

Sediment transport can be a useful tool, as described in Chapter 6, and 

can help minimize construction cost for bridges and other structures. The long 

contraction can be utilized in conjunction with bank protection to decrease the 

length of bridges. The concept of the break away approach can be used to 

increase hydraulic capacity by allowing a portion of the bridge approach to 

erode, thereby increasing available flow area. Although additional research is 

needed in the overall field of sediment transport on ephemeral channels, 

enough is presently known to design these types of facilities with as much 

confidence as regular bridges and approaches are designed today. 

Consideration of sediment transport processes should become an 

integral part of the drainage design process, and the effects of deposition and 

scour need to be considered during project evaluation. 
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Policy Recommendations 

Policy recommendations address the ways in which drainage designs 

are evaluated and how decisions are implemented. They generally address the 

limited range of alternatives considered, and the lack of evaluation of the few 

alternatives that may be produced. 

Range of Alternatives 

The informal survey provided in Chapter 5 indicates that the lOO-year 

flood is the singular design criteria for most local drainage projects. Designers 

often ignore other recurrence intervals for design purposes, and they ignore 

the damage potential of floods of larger or smaller recurrence intervals. This 

limitation is attributed to presumptions about the role of the lOO-year flood in 

local compliance with and participation in the National Flood Insurance 

Program. The NFIP does not preclude using o,ther recurrence intervals, but it 

does require protection from the lOO-year "base" flood. This can be achieved by 

means of structural or non-structural solutions, or some combination of solutions. 

Misconceptions about both the flood insurance program and federal 

dominion over local drainage design have limited the range and creativeness of 

drainage design alternatives. We have attempted to allow the rules of man to 

supercede to laws of nature. The cost-effectiveness of drainage systems and the 

level of protection from something bigger than the lOO-year flood are ignored. 
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Project designers should consider structural and non-structural flood plain 

management techniques for a range of recurrence intervals, and not be blindly 

limited to design for the standard lOO-year flood. 

Benefit Cost Analysis 

BCA is commonly used by federal water resources agencies to evaluate 

project effectiveness and to assess alternative designs. Similar methods are rarely 

used by local agencies, and there is no way of telling whether or not a local 

project is warranted as designed. BCA forces consideration of many facets of the 

project that are otherwise ignored. The designer may find that the procedure 

itself opens the door to creativity. 

BCA should be used in conjunction with an array of project 

alternatives to optimize design and to help select the best alternative to meet 

local needs. 

Equitability Index 

The equitability index (EI), introduced in Chapter 5, provides a simple 

means of comparing how fairly project costs are distributed among project 

beneficiaries. The question of who benefits from and who pays for 

improvements is important, but is seldom directly addressed. Combined with 

BCA, the EI is a valuable tool that can help further refine the design process 

and help identify levels of financial participation by each project beneficiary. 
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Also, both can be used together to establish project priorities and project scale 

and to evaluate the advantages of flood control policies. 

It is, therefore, recommended that the EI be used to add meaning to 

benefit-cost ratios whenever BCA is used in project design or evaluation of 

al tematives. 

National Flood Insurance Program 

It is widely assumed that participation in the National Flood Insurance 

Program (NFIP) is cost-effective and beneficial to the community at large. 

Federally subsidized insurance premiums are paid by property owners, and the 

cost of capital improvements for flood control programs are financed mainly 

through local ad valorem taxes. Maintenance of flood control structures and the 

preparation of plans and reports to comply with provisions of the NFIP can be 

extensive. For the desert Southwest, it is questionable whether participation in 

the flood insurance program is either cost effective or equitable. It is, therefore, 

recommended that desert communities address the entire range of costs and 

benefits associated with participation in the program and assess the equitability 

of the current financing structure. 
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Professional Recommendations 

The final category of recommendations deals with the profession of 

civil engineering and engineering hydrology, society's trust in these disciplines, 

and the educational system that trains the professionals. Of the three categories, 

this affords the best long-range opportunity to improve the overall quality of 

drainage design in the desert Southwest. 

Civil Engineering and Engineering Hydrology 

These professional disciplines have responsibility to design drainage 

systems based on the best available information. Instead, the design is usually 

based on mandates established by the local agencies, including such criteria as 

the rainfalVrunoff relationship, precipitation rates, and emphasis on structural 

design. The engineer recognizes that if a project is to move forward, agency 

approval is required, and it is usually more expedient to use the mandates then 

to contest them. Some engineers design a drainage project without physically 

visiting the site and do not view the project during flow conditions. This is 

neither good practice, nor does it add to the credibility of the profession. 

If a designer recognizes that better methods exist, he must "prove" their 

merits compared with the usual design methods. However, liability for the 

design rests with the designer regardless of what rainfaIVrunoff methods are 

used. It seems more prudent to try to utilize the better method than to 
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perpetuate the old method solely for the sake of expedience. It is, therefore, 

recommended that the civil engineering profession take a lead role in improving 

the hydrologic and hydraulic methods approved for use within jurisdictions of 

the Southwest and help develop a research and monitoring program to derive 

these methods. 

University Education 

The undergraduate civil engineering curriculum at many universities 

is void of adequate instruction in hydrology as well as sediment transport. There 

is little formal training available in desert hydrology, and practitioners are left 

to their own means to discover appropriate problem-solving techniques. 

Universities should review the needs of design professionals relative to the 

hydrology of arid lands and strive to improve the quality of undergraduate 

training in this field. 

Desert Drainage Regulations 

The foregoing recommendations can be viewed from the perspective of 

rules and regulations for the design of drainage systems, floodplain management, 

and land use controls near ephemeral channels. The following "regulations" are 

in a format similar to those currently used in the Southwest to comply with 

federal and state guidelines for participation in the National Flood Insurance 
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Program. The primary emphasis of the rules presented here is desert hydrology 

without undue emphasis on insurance programs. 

Purpose 

These regulations are intended to protect public safety and welfare by 

facilitating the planning, designing, constructing, and maintenance of drainage 

systems with full recognition of hydrologic constraints and opportunities within 

the desert. 

Scope 

These regulations apply to all public and private improvements that 

alter the flow of surface runoff across a property line. 

Responsibility 

Public agencies shall plan, design, construct, and maintain public 

drainage systems, and approve the construction of private systems. Public 

agencies shall prepare basin management studies and land use plans for all 

zoned property within the area of jurisdiction. The private sector shall conform 

with basin management plans during development of private property, and 

provide funding proportionate to benefits received. A private party shall not be 

required to provide more than a "fair share" of the drainage system, but may do 

so voluntarily. 
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Design Goals 

Drainageway design shall mitigate the dangers of rapidly flowing water 

and the occurrence of erosion damage, and reduce inundation damages to a 

cost-effective minimum. This may be accomplished by structural or non

structural measures, or by some combination thereof. Design recurrence 

intervals shall not be mandated, but, instead, they shall evolve during the 

alternatives analysis process. Runoff shall be considered a valuable asset, and 

physical characteristics such as transmission losses and erosion shall be used 

beneficially during the design process. 

Alternatives Analysis and Project Funding 

Benefit Cost Analysis shall be used as an aid to project design and as 

a means to select or refine an optimal alternative. Further, BCA may be used 

to establish project priorities and evaluate alternative plans and programs. Costs 

shall be both direct and indirect, and benefits shall be both loss-reduction and 

value-added. Multi-purpose or multi-participant projects shall be evaluated using 

the equitability index, and financial participation shall be in proportion to 

benefits accrued. 
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Hydrologic Methods 

RainfalVrunoff relationships for a catchment shall be based upon the 

best available information, including field measurements within the catchment. 

If gauge data are not av~able, local rainfall data or PMP shall be used in 

conjunction with a rainfaIVrunoff relationship appropriate for desert conditions. 

Existing and proposed conditions shall be evaluated relative to peak discharge 

rates and the volume of runoff, based on the maximum expected flood, a rare 

flood, and a frequent flood. These rates and volumes will be used to optimize 

project design to the extent practicable. Seasonal precipitation patterns shall be 

an important consideration, and the dominant storm type for the basin in 

question shall be used for project design. Runoff estimates shall be validated 

for reasonableness against a regional method, such as Malvick, prior to project 

design. 

Drainageway Design 

The project engineer shall prepare plans and specifications within the 

confines of the above stated design goals and the general goals of the basin 

management plan. Recurrence intervals, cross sections, materials, and other 

design elements shall not be mandated as a condition of plan approval. 

Catastrophes shall be avoided, and the probability of property loss from rare 

floods shall be optimized. 
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Data Collection 

The public agency, in conjunction with other interested parties, shall 

undertake a cooperative program to evaluate local rainfaWrunoff relationships. 

A network of recording rain gauges, streamflow gauges, and sediment transport 

measurement devices shall be installed throughout the jurisdiction and tributary 

areas. Data shall be readily available, and study findings shall be disseminated 

to design professionals. Cooperative research activities shall address channel 

roughness, infiltration, time of concentration, runoff coefficients, and the effects 

of urbanization on these factors. Human intervention within the watersheds 

shall be regularly monitored. Paleoflood studies shall be used to establish an 

upper limit to flood magnitude, and to help negate the need to use a probability 

density function for data extrapolation. 

Flood Control Financing 

Financing of flood control projects, including annual maintenance costs, 

shall be based upon actual benefits received. Property taxes based on valuation 

(ad valorem taxes) may be used only if all properties benefit in proportion to 

property value. Major construction projects shall be funded solely by the public 

and private beneficiaries. 
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Flood Insurance 

The community shall be self-insured and flood insurance shall be 

provided as part of local flood control taxes. The issuance of a building permit 

shall indicate compliance with local floodplain management programs. 

Annual Report 

The public agency responsible for flood control programs shall prepare 

an annual report of progress, construction activities, management programs, and 

future needs. The report shall be presented at a public hearing, with solicitation 

of public comment. 

Cooperative Task Force 

The agency, professional designers, and university officials shall meet 

regularly as a cooperative task force to exchange viewpoints and help meet the 

needs of practitioners, educators, and elected officials. The task force shall help 

prepare the annual report, and advise local government, as appropriate. 

Conclusions 

This paper addresses the problems confronting professional engineers 

and hydrologists who routinely design drainage systems in the desert Southwest. 

I,t is apparent that the laws of nature are often superceded by the rules of man 
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in the design process and that the range of project alternatives is usually 

extremely limited, often including only the lOO-year flood. 

Despite a long history of requests for better ,rainfall and runoff data 

and a better understanding of the rainfalVrunoff relationship, design practitioners 

utilize hydrologic methods developed for perennial streams in humid parts of 

the country as part of the National Flood Insurance Program. In so doing, 

many hydrologic methods used for desert watersheds could be considered 

"technically incorrect" or "scientifically incorrect", as these terms are defined by 

FEMA. We gm do a better, more "rational" job of planning, designing, and 

financing drainage projects in the Southwest We can better apply what we 

know, and do a much better job of data collection, basic research, and 

dissemination of information to practitioners, elected decision makers, and the 

public. Efforts similar to those of Mulvany and Kuichling from more than 100-

years ago need to be repeated today on watersheds of the Southwest to help 

gain a better understanding of flooding in the desert. 
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ball llirected thcir attcntion to the avoidance of the loss of power 
f!'Olll back-water by this method, seemed to suppose that the water 
behinll the wheel remained perfectly still, and that each float
board hau to contend against the whole of this resistance after it 
had reached the lowest point in its revolution. But this was not 
the case, as the back-water had a receding motion communicated 
to it by the forward action of the float-boards; and in a well-con
structell gTavity wheel the floats were so formed as to retain the 
fluid upon them ou]y so long as to be effcctive, and then rise out of 
the watcr in tlle dil"cction of tlle backward currcnt communicated 
to thc tail-watcr. 

" On the USE OF SELF-REGISTERING RAIN AND FLOOD GAUGES, 

in making Observations of the relations of Rain Fall and of 
Flood Discharges in a flit'en Catchment /' by THOMAS J. 
l\IIj'LVA:SY, l\Iemb. lost. C.E.I. 

l\fy chief object at present is to d<:scribe to the Institution a mode 
which has been adopted, as I think with advantage, of making 
obsen-ations as to the full of rain, and the consequent discharge of 
water from catchment basins. It will be necessary, however, that 
I should make a few preliminary remarks on the general subject 
of catchmcnt basins, and the circumstances which affect the amount 
and rate of flood discharges, for the purpose of exp]aining the 
objects which I had in .iew in resorting to this particular mode 
of observation, and to point out what I e:xpcct to be its useful 
application. 

The peculiarity of the mode adopted consists in the use of self
registering gauges, so arranged as to represent in the form of a 
diagram the particulars of the full of rain at any period during its 
occurrence, and the variations of the discharging stream as to 
height of surface and rate of discharge. I believe that the prin
ciple of registry which I have made use of has been applied to 
tide gauges, although I have not seen any of them; but I am not 
aware that it has been before made use of to record the facts as to 
rain-fall At all events, I have only adopted the simplest and 
cheapest means of registry which suggested itself. The gauges 
whioh have been fitted up have worked very satisfactorily, but it 
is only an experiment which has been tried as yet, and I have not 
had time or opportunity to improve much upon the first idea. I 
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am nmdous, ~owever, to bring the subjcct, cven in n crude stnte, 
under the notice of the Institution, with thc twofold hope, first, that 
the system of observation may be thought worthy of adoption by 
others who are interested in such investigntions-:md, secondly, 
that some improvements mny be suggested, either in the construc
tion of the apparatus employed, or in the mode of recording and 
analysing the results of the registry-which suggestions may lead 
to the establishment of 0. general and uniform system of collecting 
these data, on which calculations of an important nature may 
afterwards be founded. 

The grent WIlDt of well-established data, and of practical rules 
deduced therefrom, for the guidance of calcnlations as to the 
maximum flood discharge from catchments of various characters, 
is too well known to require much comment. In fixing the detnils 
of a design for any important work of river improvemAnt, many 
intricate problems present themselves, in the solution of which the 
Engineer will find that he can receive but little assistance from 
books, or from the recorded e.xperience of oiliers; and if he relies 
upon observations to be made with special reference to the case 
under his consideration, he will find that to lead to COlTect conclu
sions such observations should be spI'ead over a very inconveniently 
long space of time. For instance, if he has occasion to execute 
works of a particular class on 0. portion of a mountain river, 
and visits the site of the works for the first time in 0. dry season, 
he will probnbly find 0. very wide and crooked river bed, with 0. 

:imall thrend of water running throngh it ;-he may ascertain 
with the nssistance of the vnluable maps of the Ordnance Survey 
t1e extent of district which is unwatered by the river-the general 
levels of the mountain ridges from which the water descends, and, 
by some personal inspection, with the help of the mnp, he will 
mllke himself acquainted with the general nnture of the surfnce of 
the country-,vhether it be of a porous nnture, 80 as to retnin for 
some time 0. considerable portion of tlle rain wntcr which falls on 
it, or rocky and precipitous, and therefore calculated to discharge 
the water quickly and with little deduction. But after having 
ascertnined all these facts, and feeling satisfied that each of them 
must have an important effect on the result as to the maximum 
flood which he is called upon to provide for, he has no fuithful 
guide, that I am aware of, to help him to 0. conclusion as to the 
amount of effect on the discharge due to each or all of these con
ditions; he is, in fact, left to guelS at the result after all, and 
unless he hll.ppcns to have ha.d some previous experience of similar 
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cn.~cs, hi;; guess will probably bc vcry wide of the tnlth. If 110 
tnkcs pains to satisfy himself by observations of the result of nny 
floocl which there may be an opportunity of observing, he may 
probnbly be much misled by assuming that what he sees, and what 
may indeed be II. very larfYe dischar!!'e of water, is II. maximum 
discharge, which it may no~ be, and t~ produce which II. combina
tion of circUDlstances as to fall of rain and the peculiar character 
of the catchmcnt may be required, that may not occur more than 
OMe perhaps in two or three years, but which it is nevertheless 
necessary that.he should pronde for. 

1\"e are provided with some data. Il.S to the aV/!7"age and maxi
mum fall of rain per diem or per annum in various localities; 
from 'l"hich, coupled with observations that have been made as to 
evaporation and absorption, certain conclusions have been arrived 
at as to the proportion of the rain water which is usually carried 
off by the rivers of the country; and in this way rules have been 
deduced for calculating the discharge which may be expected 
from a catchment of II. gil"en areaaftcr 0. maximum fall of min. 
The calculations usually maue on this principle show that from 
Ii to l;i cubic feet per minute may havc to be discharged from 
cach nerc. 

Now this rcsult, although arrived at in an empirical manner, is 
founel to be tolerably nenr the truth in catchments of an average 
character, neither mountainy nor very flat, and within certain 
limits IlS to e·xtent. Dut though the calculation may be depended 
upon for such ca.ses, or possibly for the ultimate result of 0. large 
catchment, consisting of a number of subdivisions which vary 
much in character and cDent, it will by no means apply to each 
of those subdivisions. .As an insta.nce of the various results which 
may be found in different portions of the same catchment, I may 
refer to the Woodford River, in the counties of Leitrim and Cavan. 
The discharge of watcr has been carefully mea.snred in various 
pnrts of the cntchment of this river when different floods had 
atta.ined to their greatest respective heights, and it has been found 
thn.t at Bollyconnell, where the river carries oft' the watcr of 
90,000 acres of country, the greatest discharge in ordinn.ry winter 
floods was about 60,000 cubic feet per minute, or two-thirds of a 
cubie foot for each acre; and in 0. late very high flood, which may 
be considered as a maximum, it was found to be as much as 
·101,000 cubic feet per minute, or about Ii cubic feet from each 
ncre; while, in the upper portion of this cn.tchment, there is a 
subdivision of about 5,000 acres, belonging to a mountain river, 
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from which the discharge in floods hIlS been several times founa 
to be from 50,000 to .53,000 cubic feet per minute-that is, from 
10 to 10lt cubic feet from oach acre. On the other band, in more 
-exten:;iT"~ uistrict.c;, the maximum discharge has been found not to 
~xceeclllCl{f or one-third of A cubic foot per ncre per minute. 

The following statement of II. few cases of maximum discharges, 
,vllich have been carefully asccrtnined, will show at Do glance thc 
great difference in the reswts, occasioned by the circumstances of 
the catchment~-

stent ~rlWmum j ,..E c 
C1f Disoharge. ~ s; Bzx.uIu, 

E · I . I sl~ ~ . 

Catchment. per nlinute.. .; of ! • 
J--------I---I---I ns _______ 1 

St.Ilt. Acres. Cubic Feet. {Measured previous to 
SIUUlDon, IItl\1llalOe., auonl 3,000,000 1,000,000 0"33 the commencement 

oC SIwuiOIl works. 
Lo\vcr Erne, at Dellce!., 9,-',000 M7,~1l 0"67 1 
t'pper Erne, at Re!turbet, 309,000 ~;,;il I 0'83 MellSDred durinl! t.be 

1U1,O
.< I ~ Yery high floods oC 

Woouforu, at Bullr~l)nuell.1 

r <l1oU" r.h'('t', Co, Lcitrim, 
I I 

0,000 

"" 1'12 J Jllnwuy, I&L 

:;2,1:2:; IlO'~3 I 

l'Ir. Beardmore, in the introuuction to 1\ l"ery useful book (If 
tahles published by him 1l18t yen.r, mentions that at Gleneuse, in 
the Pentland Hills, on the 8th of August, 1846, Do discharge of 
24,180 cubic feet per minute was produced for four suecessiyc 
itl)ur:t, after a fall of 1'88 inch of rain, tho ~tent of the catchment 
llcing 3,820 ncres, This is equivalent to 6-33 cubic feet per 
loinute fOl' each acre. He also quotes some statements made by 
:nIr, Phillips in his evidence about the London sewers, which show 
that after thunder stonos the dischnrge is generally found to be 
from 25 to 35 cubic feet per minute from each acre of urban 
drainage, and that in the storm which occurred in August, 1846, it 
'Was calculated thnt as much as 60 cubic feet per minute was dis
chnrged from ench ncre, by some of those sewers. 

The results as to discharge recorded above, in the CIlSeS of tIle 
}:rne, Woodford, and Yellow rivers, were nIl produced by the 
flame fnIl of rain, and, therefore, the variations in the results are 
\vholly owing to the natural circumstances of the catehments. 
Therc are equally important varin.tions, however, to be observed 
in the ratel of fall of rain in various localities; and as the circum
stances of the rain-fall are of as much importance as the nature of 
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the catchment in the determination of the 1100d discharge, the 
necessity for collecting accurate information on this subject may be 
seen, by comparing the following results of observations already 
made. 

It is stated that 1, inch of rain in 24 hours, may be considered 
as a mnx.imum fall, on the general surface of this country, but I 
have not found anywhere a statement of what may be ~ken to be 
II. maximum fall in one l,our, or in any given number of hours. 
Taking the average, however, of the above-mentioned quantity, 
which is '062 inch per hour, it is equivalent to 3'77 cubic feet of 
,vater per minute on one acre of ground. 

The rain-gauge which I am about to describe, has, however, 
registered many greater rate8 of fall within the wt month, the 
greatest of which was at the rate of 'lSi inch per hour, or 11'65 
cubic feet per minute on an acre. 

Referring again to Mr. Beardmore's book, it is there stated in 
the words of Mr. Homersham, that "it is not an uncommon cir
cumstance for '3 inch ofrain to fall in hilly districts in one heur." 
Now this fall would be equiv:uent to 18 cnbic feet per minute on 
the acre. 

It is 11150 there stated, that on 1st August, 1846 (the period 
already alluded to as baving caused such an enormous discharge 
in the London sewers), there fell in London, in less than three 
hours, from three to four inches of min. Now if we take it that 
four inches fell in three hours, it would be equivalent to SO'46 
cubic feet per minute per acre. 

And finally, as an example of the difference of circumstances 
between this country and others as regards rain-fall, I may refer 
to the fact, that in India it has been found that the average yearly 
fall of min at Bombay, for ten years, was is'1 inches, the greate:>t 
fall in anyone year, 113 inches, and the greatest fall in 24 hours, 
16 inches. If we take only the avernge of this. fall in 24 bours, it 
will be equivalent to 40 cubic feet of water per minute on each 
acre, and it is probable, that during a portion of the time, tbe fall 
was much more intense than the average. 

Witb sucb plain facts as these before us, as to the great variations 
both in the absolute amount, and the comparative rates of rain-fall 
under different circumstances, and in the effects prodnced by the 
natural formation of the earth's surface OD the discharge of floods, 
it is clearly impossible to depend for success in some calculations, 
upon observations of the afJerage annual or daily fall of min, or 
upon measurements of Q.vel'llge dischnrges, or isola.ted records of 
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maximum discharges from particular catchments. A widely-spread 
and long course of observations is required as to the fall of rein 
in all parts of the country, not merely the daily fall, but the 
maximum rate of fo.ll for any gil-en portion of time, from a minute, 
or an hour, to a dny; and nn equnlly e::ttcnsivQ course of observa
tions as to the discbarge of wnter from catchments of vnrious 
chnractcrs, taken in connexion with the observntions of the rain
fall, so as to afford the means of comparing the effect with its 
cnuse, and showing, not alone the greatest or lenst quantity of 
\"ater discharged} but the wl,ole quantity in nny given space of 
time, and the r:l.te of discharge at any time that it may be 
l'equired. 

A great mass of authentic data of this .sort must be obtained 
~vith care, and arrallged with system, before any successful 
attempt.can be made to generalize the results, or to form anything 
like a satisfactory set of principles for the guidance of calculations. 
r hnve no doubt, however, tha.t if this information be properly 
eollecteu, it will afford the means of attaching a certain value, in 
the calculation of discharge, to each nscertnined condition of the 
cu:chment as to its physical formntion, and the circumstances 
l'elating to rain-full, so as to enable us to ascertain with sufficient 
accurncy for any practical purpose, the maximum discharge to be 
provided foc, or the minimum supply which can be depended upon. 

The first matter of importance to be ascertaincd in the case of a 
small or a. mount:l.iny catchment, is tl,e time which a flood reql1ires 
to attain to its maximum height, during the continuance of a 
uniform rate oj fall of rain. This may be assumed to be the 
time necessary for the rain which fulls on the most remote 
portion of the catchment, to. travel to the outlet, for it appears 
to me that the discharge must. be greatest wMn the supply 
from every portion of the catchment arrives simultaneously at 
the point (Jf discharge, supposing, as above premised, the rate 
of supply to continue constant, and this length of time being' 
ast'crtnined, we may BSSume that the discharge will be the greatest 
possible, under the circumstance of a. fall of ruin occurring, of 
the mazimum. uniform rate of fnIl for that time. Thus, if the 
catchment be of such a. nature as that the rain from nIl parts of 
it will reach the outlet in three hours, and if we assume that 
one inch of rain is the greatest quantity known to fall in the 
locality nt a constant rate in three hours, then we may conclude 
that the greatest possible flood will be produced in that catchment, 
by such a fo.ll: while twice that quantity of rain, falling in twenty-
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four bom'S, which would be looked upon ns n maximum fall, nncT 
which wouTd produce 0. maximum discharge in a. different sort of 
catchment, would, if spread evenly over the twenty-four hours, 
produce but II. very slight effect, comparatively speaking, on tbe
discharge in this case. 

ThiJi question of time, os regards nuy catchment, mu!t depend' 
chiefly on' the extent, form, nnd rote of inclination of its surface ,. 
nnd, therefore, ene great object for investigation is the relation 
between tbese causes and their effect; so that, naving oscertnined 
the extent, form, and aver:1ge inclination of allY catchment, we 
may be able to determine, in tbe first place, the duratio" of con
stant rai" required to produce a maximum diJ!Charger and conse
quenily ~ fut upon the marimum rate of'rain-fall applicable t~ 
the case. It is evident that, as the space of time is reduced, the
amonnt of toe maximum rate of rain is increased. Certain rates 
of rain may be found to continue for one, two, or three hours, that 
would neTer lie found to last for six or twelve hours; nnd a certain 
maximum. rate may be observed for twelTe hours, that would never' 
continue ror a whole ciay. . 

The next matter of importance is to ascertain the effect which: 
the l"ariou! cOBditions of the earth's surface-as to geological for
mation, degree of cultivation, &c-may have on the retention of a 
portion of the water which falla on it;. and thence to determine 
tbe proportien of the rain-fall which may be ealculated npon as t~ 
be carried off oy the river or drAin, under different circumstances. 

If observatioDs were made, in the way I have alluded to, on tLe 
rain-faIl and discllarge from a great number of catchments, of all 
varieties of size nnd ehllrader, it appears to me that by selecting 
n number ot; cases which may happen to be similar in most of 
their conditions, but to differ in some one-such as the rate of 
inclination of their sarf'aces-and by carefully comparing the 
results in the!e cases, eerrec~ conclusions may be drawn with 
regard to the laws of that particular element in the calculation;. 
and 80 of the others. These investigations may be materially 
aided by having small and suitable catehments selected specially 
for the purpose of experiment, as in the case I am about 1& describe. 
Of course the more simple the circUlDStances of the catchment 
selected tbe better for the purpose of the experimeJlt. And if two 
or more cases could be selec~d for observation, nearly similar as ~ 
form and extent, but varying as to the inclination and nature of 
surface, the comparison. of the observa.ioDS in. those c:aaes would 
bc most useful . 
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With a view to obtain information on these subjects, I had severn 1 
rain-gauges prepared about a year ago, of 0. very cheap but 
sufficiently accurate construction, and got them fixed up I\t any sta: 
tions where I had assistants who could attend to them. Arrange
ments were made for registering the fall of rain, not only daily, 
but hourly, during .the continuance of any important fall, and places 
were selected wherever convenient for meaBuring the discharge of 
floods from catchment basins of known extent. These latter 
observations were to be made hourly, also during the rising and 
falling of the flood, and in connexion with the observations of the 
ll1in-falL 

This system of observation, however, although very useful in 
lieu of a better, is very difficult to carry out fully, and is far from 
being perfectly satisfactory in its results; I therefore proposed in 
certain cases to adopt these self-registering ganges, which should 
inilure 0. faithful record of the fall of rain, and of the fluctuations 
of the flood, at whatever hour of the day or night they might occur. 
The apparatus used for the purpose is very simple and inexpensive, 
and has been found to work in a very satisfactory manner. 

The above drawing will show the way in which the registry of the 
min-gauge is effected. The measuring vessel into which the WAter 

1 E 
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from the gauge is led, and in which the float works, must, of course, 
be made to bear a. fixed proportion in point of area to that of the 
receiver of the rain-gauge. In the present case the proportion is 
one-fifth, so that a fnll of one inch on the earth's surface is repre
sented by 0. rise of five inches in the measuring vessel. The paper 
for the diagram registry is ruled accordingly, being divided by 
borizontallines into spaces of half an inch, each such space repre
senting one-tenth of an inch of rain-fnll; and it is divided by 
vertical lines into spaces representing the distance which the board 
is moved in one hour. The gauge is set at noon each day, and 
does not require any attendance for twenty-four hours. 

The only gauge of this description which has been fitted up yet, 
is in the Drainage Office at Keonbrook, on the line of the Shannon 
and Erne .Junction Navigation. It was put up by Mr. Leonard, 
the Resident Engineer on that portion of tlie works, who has given 
a good deal of consideration to the making of the required observa
tions, ~d has followed out his experiments with great success. He 
selected a suitable place, very near the house where the rain-gauge 
is fixed, for observing the discharge from the catchment of a small 
stream. This catchment is favorably circumstanced for the pur
pose of experiment, being of a simple form, aud tolerably uniform 
rate of inclination, and having no flat under-flooded land, nor any 
lakes, except one smnll one of four acres in area, situate near the 
outlet. 

Mr. Leonard having ascert::Lined that the rain-gauge acted so 
well, proceeded to put up a self-regulating flood-gauge at this place, 
which works in exactly the same way as the rain-gauge, but he 
adopted a very great improvement, which had not suggested itself 
to me. He determined to pass the stream over a waste-board, care
fully constructed, and of 11 certain length (ten feet, in this case), 
and thereby was enabled, by calculating the discharge according to 
the height passing over the waste-board, to prepare the paper for 
the diagram registry in such 11 way as to indicate the rate of dis
charge at any period of time. This gauge has now been at work 
for a couple of months, and has been found to answer all its pur
poses perfectly. The following copies of the diagram registries of 
the two gauges will explain the way in which they present the 
information :-
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These diograms show the particulars of the min-fall at Keon
brook for five days (Janunry 12th to 16th, 1851), and the particulars 
pf the discharge during the same period, from the adjoining catch-
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ment of the Ballytrelly stream. It will be at once seen that they 
afford the means of recording almost every circumstance connected 
with the fall of rain, and the corresponding discharge. As regards 
the former, it can be seen not only how much rain fell, but at what 
time the rain commenced, how long it continued, and at what rate 
it fell during that time, or during any portion of the fall. While 
as regards the discharge, it is -recorded what was the rate at which 
the stream. was discharging before the rain began; ho\v BOOn it 
became affected by the rain; how long it continued increasing, 
and to what maximum it attained; how long it was gradually 
diminishing, until it fell to its former rate, or began to be affected 
by a fresh flood; and, finally, what was the total quantity of water 
discharged per diem, or during any given number of hours. To 
ascertain this last fact, it is of course only necessary to note the 
average rate of discharge per minute for each hour of the period 
required, add them together, and multiply the sum by 60, which 
will give the total quantity of entire feet of wa.ter discharged during 
that period. 
If this mode of making observations should appear to others to 

be as efficient and valuable as I believe it to be, there can be no 
difficulty about its general adoption, as it involves a very trifling 
cost. The rain-gauge may be fitted up anyw:here for less than a 
pound, exclusive of the value of the clock, which may be supposed 
to be required for other purposes; but even if procured for the 
purpose, it need not cost more than another pound, or very little 
more. A common Dutch clock will answer, which will keep any
thing like fair time for twenty-foUl' hoUl's. 

I think it would be very desirable that rain-gauges should be 
constructed on this principle, whenever they are required to be 
used; whether in oonnexion with observations of flood discharges 
or not; as it affords the means of obtaining the information, to the 
necessity of which I have already alluded, relative to the m4l'imum 
ratc. of rain-fall for any given space of time. It is quite practi
cable to make them give as detailed a registry as can possibly be 
required, both as to depth of rain and the division of time; the 
first, by altering the proportions between the rain receiver and the 
me8811ring vessel; and the latter, by increasing the size of the 
pinion attached to the clock. 

The system of gauging the discharge over a weir or waste-board 
is, unfortunately, not always practicable; but it can be applied in II 
great number of cases: in most small catchments which may be 
"elected for experimen~ ang in !Jl!Dy. large <l!!~.Jl~, where penna-
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nent weirs are nlready erected. Of course it cannot be adopted, 
except at a. great expense, in large mountain streams, where no 
weirs at present exist; and yet these are cases in which such obser
vations should be frequently and carefully made. In most of these 
cases, however, the strealU may pass through a channel of uniform 
section for some distance, Ilnd 0. gauge may be fitted up at that 
place to register the rise and fall of the surface of the stream; 
recourse must, however, be had to actual measurement for the 
velocities at various heights. In one case of this sort I endeavoured 
t() attain the object of a correct registry as nearly as possible by 
fixing two gauges at 0. stated distance apart, and by having the 
height of water accurately registered at both places, with reference 
to 0. common datum, I intended to record not only the actual depth 
of water in the channel, but also the rate of inclination of the water 
surfnce, and to determine the quantity of discharge by calculation. 
The gauges in this case, however, did not act satisfactorily; the cur
rent was too strong in the river to admit of the floats being placed 
there, and two wells were made a short distance in from the side 
of the channel, in which the gauges were fixed. These wells, 
however, soon become filled up with matter brought down by the 
floods, and although that might, I think, have been avoided by 
proper arrangements, yet, as I found there would be, after all, so 
much calculation required to ascertain the discharge, and as I am 
not, satisfied of the universal correctness of the formula usually 
adopted for calculating ·the discharge by means of a given section 
nnd rate of inclination, I gave up the idea of fitting up the gauges 
in the way I had at first intended-thinking it better to run the 
chance of having careful observations made every hour or half
hour during the rise and fall of the floods, which pass oft' quickly 
in that pIo.ce. It is, howe~er, a l'ery desirable matter to be con
sidered, how the self.registering flood-gauge may be best applied in 
those cases where it is impracticable to measure the discharge by 
means of a weir. 
If any extensive system of observations should be undertaken on 

the principles to which I have alluded, it would be very desirable 
that a general form of registering should be adopted. for recording the 
results obtained from the diagrams ; and that such form should con
tain aU the important information, and yet be as simple as possible. 
I have carefully tabulated the results of the rain and flood-gauges 
at Keonbrook, for the period from the 30th of December to 31st 
January last. I selected this period because there were four days 
previous to the 30th December on which there was no rain 
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whatever, and as the stream was about at its lowest state when the 
rain of the 30th December commenced, I considered it a favorable 
time to begin the comparison between the rain-fall and the dis
charge. This form of registry, an extract from which is annexed, 
is, I am aware, open to many modifications, and I should be glad 
to receive any suggestions as to the bes~ means of simplifying its 
form, or extending its utility. 

It has occurred to me also that the general results of these 
registries may be with great advantage brought tangibly before 
the eye by means of diagrams. I have prepared a diagram 
(vide Plaie No.1.) showing the average rates of ram-fall upon, 
and the average rate of discharge from, each acre per diem for 
the period already mentioned, from 30th December, 1850, to 31st 
January, 1851 ~ each day is represented in the diagram by a 
llarroW column, in which is drawn, to &.II. uniform scale, the average 
rate of rain-fall and or discharge for each day-unity being one 
cubic foot per minute on each acre. 'rhe rate of rain-fall is dis
tinguished from the rate of discharge by dift'eren~ shading; and the 
difference between these two rates, being the effect due to absorp
tion and evaporation, is thus brought strikingly before the eye. 
If this diagram. were continued, so as to show the comparative 
amounts of rain-fall and discharge in a given case throughout 0. 

whole year, or a number of years, it would afford valuable infor
mation as to the effect of evaporation. at different season.s, and 
under ~arious circumstances. 
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Mr. G. YEATES remarked, that the greatest quantity of rain he 
had ever observed to fall in the twenty-four hours in Dublin was 
from one inch and a quarter to one inch and a half; this was on 
the 6th of August, 1849: on that occasion the rain commenced in 
the evening and ended in the morning; so that the time during 
which the rain actually fell was not more than ten or twelve hours; 
and almost all the public rain-gauges in the city indicated different 
quantities. With reference to the diagram registries, he himself 
had made use of a somewhat similar form of table for recording the 
variations of the barometer. 

Mr. )Lu.LET conceived that the importance of the subject, in 
its various relations, could not be too highly estimated, and as far 
as it became an engineering question he should remark that there 
had existed no positive knowledge upon the subjecll of the fall of 
rain, the discharge of rivers, and the amount of absorption and 
evaporation that took place in a given time. Up to a late period the 
only data afforded were the results of experiments made by Lawton 
under circumstances that do not apply. The pInn of registering 
adopted in the case submitted to the Institution was a most beauti
ful one, and exhibited the results of the falls and discharges in a 
most clear and satisfactory manner. It certainly was new to him, 
but like Columbus's egg, in acknowledging the beauty and aptness 
of the illustration, they were forced to wonder thnt the plan had 
not been previously adopted. He thought that a series of experi
ments, similnr to those made in the present instance, would be at
tended with the most important results; but he considered that the 
experiments should, in order to a.fi'ord a true basis for calculation 
and conclusions, be carried out in extensive districts in which the 
slopes were moderate. The results of experiments made in moun
tainous districts, where on one side there might be a heavy fall, 
and on the other scarcely any, would of necessity be abnormal, and 
not afford a basis for accurate calculation. 

The CRAIBMAN said he had been for a long time collecting infor
mation upon the subject treated of in the paper read that evening; 
and had lately received from the engineers in various parts of the 
country the results of observatioDll which they had been enjoined 
to make with the greatest care. Until the present meeting he was 
not disposed to give credence to several statements that had been 
made with regard to the amount of water which had been repre
sented to have been discharged from each acre in certain cases. 
The facts, however, that had been just brought forward, and the 
accuracy with which they had been obtllined, led him to suppose 
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that the calculations, which he had supposed to be mistaken, had 
been well founded in the other instances. The results of the infor
mation afforded by the different engineers would form the subject 
of a future communication to the Institution. 

[11th March, IS:;1.) 

WILLIAM T. l\ICLYAXY, ESQ., V.P., in the Chair. 

On tlte USE OF SCREW-PUMPS FOR UNWATERIXG "\YORKS; by 
THOMAS J. MULVANY, 1I1emb. !nst. C.E.l. 

IN the execution of some river drainage works, invoh'ing a large 
nmount of pumping, my a1tentionhas lately been particularly directed" 
to the consideration of the cheapest and most effecti ve means of get
ting rid of the water, as, in all such Cl18es, but more particulnrly in 
those where the work has to be executed in a considerable depth of 
water, the expense of pumping forms a very importnnt item in the 
whole cost of the work. Having tried several vnrieties of pumping 
machines, I have been led to select the screw-pump as by far the 
cheapest :md most effective means of raising water, which has came 
under my notice. 

It is remarkable that, although this sort of machine is by no 
means unknown in many pnrts of England and Ireland, yet it is 
very seldom used by Engineers or Contractors on public works in 
this country at least j and it must be admitted that this fact might 
fniriy llf~ adduced as strong primci facie evidence that it has 
not been found to be an economic machine. With this impression 
upon my mind, I should ha"\"e belln very slow to advocate the use 
of the !lcrew-pump on merely theoretic grounds, and I therefore 
think it right to premise that the statements I have to make as to 
the advantages of this machine are not the results either of calcu
lation, or of mere experimental trials, but of obser,ations made 
with regard to the regular working of pumps which have been now 
in use, under my own inspection, for several months. 

The pnmp to which I will now call your attention was" made 
some yenrs ago for one of the contractors on the Shannon works. 
It consists of a hollow cylinder, 22 feet long and 2 feet diameter 
inside, the barrel being formed of pieces of lagging 2 inches thick 
nnd about 3 inches wide, secured together by hoops of iron keyed 
in the manner adopted in the hoops of ship mllst.s. In the centre 
of the cylinder is 0. solid shaft of timber, octagon shaped, and 6 
inches dinmeter, and tbe spo.ce between this centre shaft and the 

F 
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THE HELATION BETWEE~ THE HAINFALL .A~D 
THE l>I~CHA RGB OF SE'YERS IN POPl·r..OC·'; 
DISTHICTS. 

13y EmL Kl'lCIIWW, l\r. Am. Hoc. C. E. 

WITH DISCn;SIO~. 

Thl' most importnnt question which arilll'S in the eonstrnetion of a 
sewernge sYllt,'m whose f1lnetion is nlso the rr\llo\'lll of the surface ,lrain

age, iq '1\'ith reg'U'll to the nmount of stol'm 'I\'ntl'r thnt will fin,l ita wn~

into till' /lcwer"; an,l therefore n hriE'f l'l'view of the 1ll0l1es of solution 
mlopt.·,l ill ,1itr.~ront pInceR may he of interest. TIll' proportion of min

fall rOlltl'lIIplute,1 to bl' ntlmittc,l into the 8CWI'I'11 vnries within wi.le 

limitR :lIlIl.h·l'co,ls hugely upoo the intcnsit~· an.l tluration of the mill, 

the rl'lati\'e iwpermeahility :\luI "lope of thtl Rnrfnee, allil thu facility 
with which the stol'm water~ enn he lli\,l'rtt>ll iuto suitnhle ontuml chnn

nols. cithl'r dil','ctI," from the ronfll amI ~trcet g1lttt'rs, 01' itlllireetly l,y 

meRns of BtOl'm-II\'ertlow~ fl'om till' sewers; the ell'went of initiul CIIst i,; 

(\l~o of nl'lt r;ignificllnl'e in llcterlllining the limitB, null, by being too nar

rowly r.onHiJt'rell. frequently ICIllls to retluctiOJIR oC drninng'l' en)lncit~· 

which mUfit 111' llupplomf'lltetl a. few ~'CI\I'S Jatc\' hy the construction of 

spl'eial relief conlluits, whose eX)ll'o!!e is often much grentel' thnn the 

original nruount SRYeJ, together with necrnet1 interest. 
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2 KL"ICHLING ON RAINFALL AND DISCHARGE OF SEWERS. 

Arguments to the effect that a municipality can better aITord to pay 
the damages caus~d by occBBional sewer overflows, tli8:l to pa~' the in· 
terest Oil the ooditioDal (!xpeuse involved hy the proviRion of a more 
ample original capacity, are very common, but they never allnde to the 
financial value of the annoyance, the sanitary dangers or the deprecia. 
tion of property which nhrays follows where the sewerage is defective. 
To 'Illata from 0. report of a distingnished American engiaeer in regarll 
to the improvement of the sewerage of a certain large city: "Your en
gineer has been aware for several years of the importance of improving 
the sewerage systeul; and the frequent complaints of householUerd in 
certain localities of the city have caused the most careful investigations 
to be made from time to tillle. The flooding of basements and cellars 
depreciates the value of property anll endangers the lives of those occu
pying the flooued dwellingd. The oITen~iveness caused by sewage flood
ing drives away tenants. The damage done to property cannot be esti-
1IILlted by the Roiled goods and injured walls, but must be measured b~' 
the permanent prej ndice created against the locality." These words are 
likewise apI>licable to many other cities than the one referred to, and 
hence, before accepting the cogent argnments which appeal only to the 
economical instinct, a careful analysis of the problem with special refer
ence to probable future conditions shonld be made, even though it he 
attended with many complications and difficulties. 

In the absence of definite experiments of their OWD, our American 
eDgineers have generally based their practice of sewerage upon the 
results of certain gaugings of the storm·discharge of 0. few sewers in 
London, which were made many ~'eal's ago, and while the snbject was 
still in its infancy. For some unaccountable reason, the details of thesJ 
gaugings have not been published; and in reading the meager descrip
tions whil!h are sometimes quoted, one is often at 0.1088 to know whether 
the percentage of the rainfall so discharged refers to the maximum, 
or to the average for the entire period. The familiar ca,e of the Savoy 
:treet sewer, which is ulleged to have given on Jnne 20th, 1857, from 

an unuRually heavy rainfall fol' Lonllon of 1 inch in one and one-fourth 
hours, a maximum flow of 0.34 cubic feet per acre per second, while the 
S6wer.i of soveral adjal'ent and aimila.r districts yielded only trom one
fou~h to one-seventh of this amount, is one of the few instanrC8 which 
are unambiguous in statement; but as some of these gaugings which 
were made by the London commission of 1857 ha\'e been shown to be 
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groealy inaccurate, the scientific 'mlue of the whole series is greatl.\' im
paired. Two different gauginga by ::\[r. Bazalgette, of the Savoy Street, 
anll Ratcliffe Highway sewers, for rainfalls of 2.90 inches in thirty-six 
bours and twenty-five hours respectively, refer specifically to the aggre
gaw \'olume of rainfall discharged dUI·jng said lleriod~, and not to the 
maximum rate of discharge at any instant, the percentage RO computed 
lH'iog gi\'en at 64.5 and 52.0 respectively. From these and a few other 
results, the di6tingui~hed engineers, MeSS1'O. Bidder, Hawksley and 
Bazalgette, f('1t II warranted in concluding, 88 a rule of aVel'8geH, that 
0.25 inch of rainfall will not contribute more than 0.125 inch to the 
sewers, lind that a fllll of 0.10 inch will not yield more:than 0.25 inch til 
the sewer." The two rainf"Us mentioned are referred to !l8 co the 
heanest aud most continued of the yellr 1857," and the:two sewers life 
in the most densely llopulatell portion of the city, the]former co draining 
• locolity strictly urblln antI of Bteep inclination," while the latter RerveR 
• "locality only moderately inclined. " In the discU88ion of the Main 
Dr:ainage of London, at a meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers 
in 11:165, Colonel William Haywood, the engineer to the sewer commiH
.ioners of that part of London called II The City," atated that in 185i, 

with a rainfall of 2.75 inches in thirty-six hours, the Landau Bridge 
sewer diachllrged 53 per cent. of said fall in the snme time, nnel iu 1858, 

with a rainfall of 0.24 inches in 1.5 hours, the same sewer discharged 
74 per cent. of the fall; also that in June, 1858, .. the Irongate ReWel', 
which drains on area enth'ely paved ancl built O\'er, discharged BfI much 
as !H.5 per cent. of a rain storm of 0.54 inch in five hourA," while two 
months later the same sewer "discharged only 78 per I'ent. of a rain
fall of 0.48 inoh in 1.67 houfa." Presumably thelle figures are the 
maximum percentages obsened on these ocC88ions, although nothing 
further than their extraorclinary magnitudo WiuTanta such a conl'lnAiou, 
if the rainfall happened to he uniform in intensity. None of the reporta, 
however, give any olue 88 to the character of the mmfall, the manuer in 
which it W88 obtierve<1, or the location of the gauge, and hence the 
auomaUIlIt of meaalll'ed pen.'eutage of dilleharge may be eMily explainecl. 
Another familiar English authority on this subject is John Roe, who waq 
for many years surveyor of the Holborn and Finsbury Rewers, anel 
who stated that during the continuauce of • rAinfall of 1.0 inch per 
hour, from 4:1 to 54 per cent.' of the precipitatiou will reach the sewers, 
aocortling to the amouut of garden land or lawn upon the drainage area. 
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Upon the foregoing indefinite <lata principally, which may be found 
quoted more or less extensh'ely in nearly every treatise on sewerage aDd 
in most of the elaborl\te reports, engineers have hitherto been content 
to rely; antl it hIlS thus come to be in BOme meBllure trnditional that 
about GO per cent. of the rainfnIl will ruu off from urban IInrfaces tluring 
the progres.'l of the Rtorm, while the remainder may follow at leisore. 
The greatest depth of rain for which prOVIsion should be made in plan. 
ning sewers of Americnn cities has likewise heen commonly taken at oue 
inch in an hour, .. lUI its frequency, when compared with snch falls as 
two ancl three inches in the snme time, renclers its cousideration a more 
practical qu('stion; I\nll the pORsihility of this rate of fall occnrring for 
shorter iutervals of time is so apparent from past observations on the 
sen-bonrd nncl in thc int!!rior of tho conntry, that we mny regnrcl it all 1\ 

very proper ml\:timUlu, It hAS been adopted as such in England, and, 
so far m. Wl' CI\II leArn, 1\1.'111 in thiH cOllntry, "* 

'fhiH view still contilllwlI to pl'uVl\il e:ttC'nsivuly, nnd hut fewengin.cers 
have "c nturccl to step ollt.'litle of till' !leaten path. On this basis, also, 
the sewernge sysb'rus of two IArg!' cities, which have long enjoyed the 
clistinction of 11eiug the bm;t wo\'ks of tho kind in the Unite 11 States, have 
heen designed, It Willi l'onsiclel'ctl that, inoHmuch 88 the EngliHh gaug
ings indiCAted that only fl'om 50 to 75 per cent. of 'the volume of rainfnll 
ever entered the sewers at all, the provision of a capacity for clischarg
ing a depth of one-half inch of raiu over the whole al'ea uniformly in one 
hour WaH very lihel'l\l, I1ncl wonlcl alford nn I\mple Dmrgin for the l'on
tingencics (If futm'c ~rowth, The fACt WBB, however, Roon efltablishcd, 
thnt as t1ll'Rl' dtics grew in popuilltion unu in the number of bnildings 
aUlI improvccl street!!, the main se\Vc'rll provcIl to be inntlecJuate to carry 
off the storm-water clue to the heavy showera of comparatively short 
duration, uuel to r('mclly the cvils resulting from doluged eellara in the 
floodeu cliHtricts, specinl Rtorm-sewcrs have been constructed Bnd aellli
tional oues 0.\'0 contelll1'\l\lcll iu hoth citic/!, In one of these cities an 
o.ttempt WBS mocle to I'cab'iet the BUlount of water aumittp.cl into the 
sewera hy thrill tIing till! HIt'('"I, inilltli in such manuer BB to I'ompet a llor
tion of tho l'I\iufall til clleape 1,y flow throush the gutterll; hnt wbile the 
sewers may thus be somewhat relicveu, the annoyance nnu damage 
caused by fioouecl Rtreets is substituteel, anu may ultimatcly become an 
intolerable nuiaanc'c, 

... Beware and Drain. Cor PopulOl\S Dieiriclll," b)' Julius W, AdAmI, C. Eo, New York. Ifl8O. 
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The lIame expel'iences have likewille been observed· in a large number 
of other citiell, both in this country and abroad, wherever rain storms of 
sreat intensity for relatively short periods of time are more or lesE fre
qnent, and where the principles I\bove set forth have been atlopft!u in 
computing the size of main sewers unprovided with storm OUtl~tR, It is 
('1)uceued that in the majority of these CBBes, notably in the two cities 
named above, no fault can be founu with the execution of tht> ~ew(,l'age 
works, and hence the failure mu~t be attributed to the BBsumptions with 
regnrd to rainfall npon which the calculations nre bBBed, 

The writer was long since impressed with the fact that during heavy 
.howers the volume of water discharged at the mouths of several large 
ontlet sewers in the C'ity of Rochester, N, y" appeared to incren.se antl 
diminish directly with the iutensity of the rain at different stages, but 
that a certain length of time WILlI required in each case after thetenllilll\
tion of a brief anu heavy Ilown-pour before the eorresponding flo oil 
.howeu itself at the outfall; these floods, moreover, seemed to IMt about 
.. long as the said showe~ themselves, and the conclusion wa.'! therefo1'e 
reacheu that tllere must be eome ueflnite relation between these fluctu
ations of discharge and the intenMity of the rain, alllO between the mag
nitude of the drainage area anu the time required for the floods to ap
pear and sllbsiue, The observations referred to were made cMually, 
during showers giving about one· half inch depth of fall in from twenty to 
&hirty minutes, and the lIood discharge would begin about ten minutes 
alter the commencement of the rain or of the component showers; in 
like manner the maximum flow would quickly diminish, leaving only a 
ftry moderate after-flow to contiuue for BOme time after the rain had 
eeued. Now, since the total proportion of the rainfall which is carriell 
011 by the sewers is of little conlleq ueuce, whereaa the absolute maximum 
low during any short period of time ill manifestly the oontroUing factol' 
Sa esumating the efficiency of 1\ sewer; and Rince this ma.'timllJII appear!! 
to be govern ell lIy the rate of the rainfall during such short l'el'iOll, 
therefore the error made ib the assuJllptions mentioned I\ho\'e mURt be 
due tt\ the use of average rl\tcR of rainfall lor I\U ulluuly long }It'l'ioll oC 

ume, and the neglect of the rates for such short periods within which 
the Burface drainage waters from 0.11 portions of the area mo.y be l'OU

G8Dtrated at the outfall. ThiR error becomes still more a}lparent, when 
.... reflect that for a uniform rate of precipitation, the concentrateu dis
charge frol\\ a given sorfare will become a ullL'timum for the condition 
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bat the duration of such rate is equal to the time requirell for the water 
wbich falls upon the most distaut points to reach the place of obserya
tion; or, in other woras, that tllf' entire area is ~ontributing to Raid diR
charge; also from the fact that the heavy roinfallR in our latituaes rarely 
ever have uniform intensitiOR for so long a peri0l1 as one hour, and that 
few tlensely populated drainage area'! contained within the municipal 
limits at:e so large BR to require moro than from fifteen to forty DliuuteR 
for the full concentflltion of the storm-waters at Bome point of tlischargl'. 
The conclusion is accorllingly irresistible that the ratl\s of min filII 
adopted in computing the dimensions of a main silwer must correspond 
to the time rec1uir0l1 for the concentration of the drainage waters from 
the whole tributary area when Rmall, or from so much thereof as will 
produce I\n absolute maximum discharge wben the area is very large. 

In justification of the prevalent practicE', however, it is fair to say 
tbat the customary methotls of observing tbe rainfall have hitherto pre
ventell the rlnvelopmtlnt of the prO(!l'!<R just indicl\ted, anrl have fOl'cell 
ongineol'A to th" use of I\verngo l~Ltes of precipitBtion der1uced from 
periods of time scarcely ever less than one bour in duration. Thas the 
extensively and frequently quoted collection of rainfall statistics relat
ing to Providence, R. I., which were made during forty years by Dr. A. 
Caswell, of that city, and published in the excellent report on the 
Sewerage of Providence, by J. Herbert Shedd, M. Am. Soo. C. E., in 
1874, contaias in the tables giving the record of three hundred an(l 
twenty-four storms, whose duration was carefully observed, only three 
C8geII where the rain laflted less than one hour, and in those instances 
the intensity of the rain dirl not exceed 1 inoh per hour. The records 
were alleged to cover evory appreciable minfBll which had occurred in 
said oity during the interval between 1834: and 1874, and were regarded 
as perfectly reliable. A few of the storms observeu in thiR 10Dg perio(l 
were, however, so violent as to have induced Dr. Caswell to mBke special 
memoranda concerning them, aud of this list only three entries specified 
the maximum rate of faU, 1\8 follows: September 28th, 1862, .. nearly 2 
inches of rain fell in the course of one hour;" August 16th, 1863, .. very 
heavy thunller shower, 1.42 inches of rain falling iu about twenty 
minutes;" June 17th, 1870, .. storm lasting five hours, and giring 3.15 
inchee, nearly all of which fell between 12 M. and 1 P.M." Now, from 
these data tbe following condensed tables showing the relative frequenoy 
of rainfalls of (lill'erent intensity per hour at Providence 'Were con-
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• 

emcted in 1874, and have since b~n widel:-' copied. by many distin· 
gnillhed writers in proof that great intenRities of rainfall are e)(ceellinp;ly 
nro occnrrences in onr olimate. 

TABLE A. 

Rale of ralof.l1 10 durlog Iwooly .• h d uri D II fnnrteen 
IDcb.s, per bour. :reo"" rrc·m 1H.14 101 ,,'RrI, frolu 1800 10 

1800. • IS7~, 

III. )llImber of "Iorlll~ 
<lurlDI! forlr "e",", 
frolD lij3t 10 IRa. I

I. Sumber of Iloml.! II. Sumber orelon". 

________ .... _ . ___ i ________ 1 _______ _ 

11.23, or a little If ••.• / la I 1 O~ 
0.33, or I liUle I..... I~ ! 0 
o.tO, or" lillIe I"... . 0 2 
I1.SII, or" IIIt1e 10 ••.. · 7 1" 
1I.6/1lnO III ......... 1 II ~ 
0.fi7(1)0.70 ......... ! 3 :1 

~:~~:~~:~ :::::::::1 ~ ~ 
1.00 II) 1.12 ..... .... 1 2 
1.20101..0 ......... I, 2 
1.5210 l.Na ........ 1 2 
2.UO10 3.lS ......... /I 3 _. ---._------

Tolal •.. lA.~ 

nl 
'l7 
11 
11 
I:) 
G ., 
1\ 
:1 
2 
a 
:s ---- .. - -

3'JI 

The inferences that have been drawn from the foregoing table, even 
long after it was discovereu that SODle oC the main sewers in Pl'ovillence 
and other cities ha<1 repeateuly proved to be incapable of remo\"ing the 
IItorm drainage, are as follows: 1. That out of three hundred nnu twenty
four large rainfalls in forty consecutive years, only three gave rates of 2 
inchea or mort' per hour; six gave rates of more than 1,5 incheR per honr, 
anu eleyen gave rates of 1,0 inch or more per honr; and 2. that there
fore a rainfall of 2.0 inches or more per hour can reasonably be expected 
~ occnr only once in thirteen years, while one of 1.5 inche!! per hour 
IDAr happen once in about seven yeal'll, and one of 1.0 inch or more per 
hour auont onco every fonr yeBril, Suoh inferenoes are, however, certainly 
nnwarranted by ~he records derived from antomatio min gangea, whil'h 
indioa~ that heavy rates for short pericxlll of time are very common 00' 

cnrrenoea; and it is needless to say that even C8I!1lal observation of the 
rainfall in the principal cities of the New England and Middle States 
prevents the application of the aforesaid inferences to in~lligcnt sewer
age work. To give reasonable assurance that llpecial Rlorm sewers will 
not be reqnired in a distriat within a few yean af~r the deyelopment of 
the IInbn!ban area has ~rogreaaed, aocortlingly involvee the adoption of 
• mnch higher ra~ of precipitation than one inch per honr when the 
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time \'equireu (or the concentration of the sllrface discharge is much less 
than one hour, IlS is generally the co.se. 

In ortler to guard against enj!orgements of the sewers, the exact dura· 
tion and uepth of water of both the enti\'e storm allu its variable showers 
must be known, as it frequently happens that during a raiufall which last.~ 
one or more hours without intermission, the intensity of the precipita. 
tion will change greatly from time to time, thus causing the entire 
atorm to resemble a series of h8l'U Bhowers connected together by inter
valA of mere drizzle. The average intensity of such a storm is of com
paratively little consequence in dealing with the important problem of 
maximum flow in Bewel'S, since it may be only one·third or one, fourth of 
the rate of fall which has occurrell during some one of the component 
hard showel'S, anll which woulu propf)rly govern an engineer in fixing 
th6 dimensions of a sewer, Hence when the records of a certain rain
Inll UO not show that tho rate of precipitation has been practically uni
form throughout the entire specitiell uuration, the results obtained by 
gaugings of the corresponuing sewer discharge will be utterly mislead· 
ing, and their indiscriminate use may give rise to errors of design 
which may entail serious consequences, 

The usnol rainfall records merely give the total depth of water precipi. 
tated during certain regular inten'aIs, such as 24, 12 or 6 hours; anothel' 
,'ery limited claBS of records indicate the approxinlate duration of the 
showers anu the depth, the time in Kuch cases being occasionally esti
mated when the attention of t.he observer at the beginnillg or end of the 
rain ho.s been diverteu hy other matters; while 1\ thircl clB1!8 of records, 
which Bre, however, mrely kept outside of the most important meteor
ological stations, give tho rates of fall at all times during the entil'e con
tinuance of the rain, For sl!weNlischarge computations, the firs~ of 
these three clBRBCS is almost entirely worthless, and their collection ma~ 
accordingly be consideretl BS a sheer wo.ste of time; the second has much 
value, but must be use~ cautiously, e.'!pecially when the rainfall happens 
to be of longer duration than "bont thil,ty minutes; the third class is 
by far the moet valuable, aUll should be kept in every growing city 
where sewerage work!! e:otist, 'rhe best method of secnring such date. is 
from a number or !leU-recording rain gauges located iu different parts of 
the municipal area, since a beavy ehower mlly pass over a city in sucb 
manner as to deliver great quantities of water in one section, while 
another portion may receive 'only a light sprinkling, Caee, of this kinll 
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have fr.>quently been ob~erveel in Rochester, N. Y., particularly during 
the past year, when opportunity for compo.risou Wo.li Dffordcd h~' the 
records of the two gauges maintained by the writel', Dnel those oC the 
United States signal service Dud the city water works uepartment, till' 

four similar iustruments being locateu at a distance of ahout one mile 
apart. It is greatly regretted that none of these gauges wero of tltp 
sell· recording typej but thc great expense connected with the pur('h~(1 
snel maintenance of automatic gauges precluded the writer from availing 
himself of snch instruments, and as a consequence, it WD.9 found too 
late that only a few of the many records thus obtained coulu be used 
with reasonable certainty. 

The numerous obRervations auu measurements of the rainfall Rnel 
contemporaneons flood discharge of a number of large seWf!rs which Dre 
~i'eu in full detail below, will uoubtles8 suffice to point Ol\t the necessity 
of securiuA' the rainfall data needcu in the eonsiueration of the dis('hDrw~ 
from surfaces by meRUS of automatic and sell·registering devices, in· 
stead of truHting to the judgment of even the most careful Rnu well· 
trained observers. Many other similar instances conld be selecte<\ from 
the mass of material thus obtained in the course of the po..'1t year; and 
wherever such experiments are repeated, it is now Ul'gelltly Relviscd to 
make use of a large nnruber of automatic rain g~uges sco.ttereu o.hout 
on the various separate drainage IIMins and located not more than o.hout 
1 500 feet apart, if only a single senson be allowed for the collection of 
.tatiBtics. Uost of the showers, moreover, ooeur during the night-time. 
and with the usnal applian('es the l'ecor<1R for snch cannot b(' secured 
unless two sets of observera Dre employed. l\Ie6llnres should also be 
kken to cause every Signal Service station in the citics of our COll11try 
to be eqnipped with the best automatic gauges, and to have the result!! 
thus obtnined cl\refully tBbulo.teel, in order that communities may be 
.pareu the great outlay of SOOIl reconstructing sewers whose tlimensiouR 
were based upon the elecepti\'e I'ecorda or rainfall as heretofore kept. 

That the subject iR already beginning to rl!ceive Rome recogllitioD. 
itt Rhown by t.lle recent publicntion of the elata eleri\'ed from tho self
registering rain gaugll at WIL.'!hington, D. C' l in reRponse to 0. reque~t 

from the snperintenuent of sewers of that cityj and, as the information 
thus elicited serves to indicate the striking differences in tIll! rate 01' 

intenlity of the rainfall during the progr~s of a heavy storm, the fol
lowing quotations from the circular of the Chief Signnl Officer, iSS\lCU 
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have fr,lqnently been observe,l in Rochester, N. Y., particularly dming 
the past year, when opportunity for comparison wa.'! offorded h~' the 
records of the two gauges maintained by the writel', and those oC the 
United States signal service and the city water works tlepartment, thl' 
four similar instruments being locatell at a distance of ahont one mile 
apart. It is greatly regretted that none of these gauges wero of till' 

self. recording typej hut the great expense connected with the purC'hnse 
.n,l maintenance oC automatic gauges· precluded the writer Crom availing 
himself of such instruments, and as a consequence, it wa! found too 
late that only u. few of the many records thull obtained could be used 
with reasonable certainty. 

The numerous obRervations and measurements of the rainfall an,l 
contemporaneous flood discharge of a number of large sewp.rs which ore 
~iven in full detail below, will doubtless suftice to point out the necessity 
of securing the rainfall data needed ill the consideration of tho disC'horge 
from surfaces by means of automatic and self-registering tlevices, in· 
.tead of trul!ting to the judgment of even the most careful and well· 
trained observers. Mauy othel' similar instances could be selecteel from 
the mass of material thus obtaiued in the course of the PBRt year; and 
wherever such experiments are repeated, it is now U1'gelltly Rllviscd to 
make use oC a large number of automatio rain gauges scattereu ahollt 
on the various separate draiuage lIasins and located not more than ahout 
1 500 feet apart, if only a single senson be alloweU for the collection I)C 
Itatistics. l\Iost of the showers, moreover, ooeur during the night-time. 
and with the usual applianC'es the recordR for such cannot bl' secmed 
unless two sets of observer., are employed. Me8llures should also be 
itaken to cause every Signal Service station in the cities of our conutry 
to be equippeel with the best automatic gauges, autl to have the resultR 
thus obtained carefully tilbulate,l, in order that communities may be 
Ipared the great outlny of SOOI1 reconstructing sewers whosc llimcu5iouR 
were based upon tbe ,leceptive record II of rainfall O.B heretofore kept. 

That the subject iR nlready beginning to receive Rome rccogllition. 
ill Rhown hy the recent publication of the ,lata derived from tho sl'lf
registeriug rain gaugt' at WILllhington, D. C.~ in reflpouse to a requc'lt 
from the superintenuent of sewers of thnt city; and, as the informatioll 
thus elicited serves to inllicate the striking dilIereuC'ee in thl! rate 01' 

intelieity of the rainfall during the progr~s of a heavy storm, the fol
lowing quotations from the circular of the Chief Signal Officer, issuN 
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abont one year ago, may be of interest: "The observations (referring 
only to Washington) cover R perio,lof seventeen years, from .Jannary, 
1871, to December, 1887, in which time rain or meltetl SllOW haa bepn 
recorded 1 5t3 times. The rainfalls exceeding 1 inch in depth number 
192, of whi<'h 37 yiel.\ell 2 inches anli upwards in depth lor the entire 
duration of the atorm. Precipitation exccec1ing 2 inches occurre,l 
four times in August Rn,iaix times each in June. July, H~ptember and 
Octohel', while they were ra\'c in other months, nnd never happened in 
Fllbrl1ary. Tho heavicst fall from a siugle storm WI\9 5.80 inches in 
nineteen hours on JUly 29th and 30th, Ifl78. Of equal and perhaps 
greatcr importanco thall tllll amouut recorded during (\ single storm is 
the rate which (ails in auy single honr. Assuming that R less rate thun 
1 inch per hnur is not especially important, examination was confine,l 
to those cases in which thc rilte \\'118 greater. Sixtee,l such case!! have 
occone,l. as Rhown in the following table: 

Jul,. 3&1. lA7J ................ . 
Jul,.18111, lATl ............. .. 
Bfplember 23tb, 1872 ....... .. 
AUl!Ul1l8tb, 1875 ........... .. 
AIlIIU"t 29tb, 1875 ........... .. 
Octob~r 23d, IH15 ............. , 
Juue 224, IH17 .............. .. 
Jul,. 2fttb. 1811 .............. I 

Ju112'Jtll, 1871 ............... 1 
October 4tb. 1871 ........... .. 
.1011 2d, 18A4 ................ .. 
Nonmber 24th. 188' ........ . 
Jnl1 2Gtb. lR811 .............. . 
October 29th. 1881l .......... .. 
JUDe 24tb. 18A6 ............ .. 
JUl1 20th. 1880 ............. .. 

TABLE 13. 

Amount III 
lucbee. I 

1.1:1 
I).H:I 
1.00 
1.211 
1.30 
1.411 
1.011 
1.~0 
1.4~ 
1.411 
1.12 
1.110 
O.!HI 
1.20 
1.10 
1.80 

Time. 

U :10 

" 20 100 
100 
I 00 
100 
100 
100 
II 2lJ 
1 0'1 
100 
1 00 
o 110 
100 
1 00 
1 00 

Mallmum nate of 
Anrage Rale of Fall per bour It 

Fan per bour. IUY timo. 
lucbeft. locbeft. 

2.211 
2.4~ 
1.50 
1.~ 
1.30 
I.W 
I.ua 
1.20 
:I.2l 
1.40 
l.n 
1.00 
0.60 
1.2U 
1.10 
1.80 

2.211 
2.49 
B.OO 
2.40 
1.311 
:l.~ 
2.00 
:1.110 
:1.24 
0.110 
3.tO 
2.00 
11.611 
240 
3.00 
G.OO 

Thus it appears that on two occasions 1.50 inohes fell in ODe honr, 

and on ODe occaail)D 1.BO inohes fell in the 88me time; but it will be 
seen that iD all of th&4e three cases, the maximum rate was far in exoess 

of the average rate, the table ahowiDg that for short periods of time the 

rain then fell at rates of 8 inches aDd 6 inohes per hour. The greatest 
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rate recorded, however, was the extraordinary one of 9.60 inches pel' 
honr, which fell on July 26tb, 1885, but Instec1 only 8ix minuteH." 

It mny be remarked that for the purpose of determining the percent
age of rainfall discharged from urban surfaces, the maximum rate!! of 
precipitation for values ICR8 than 1 inch are also of much importance, 
as the difference in such percentage8 for vnriolls rntes of fnU may there
by be a'lcertainoo. The exact uuration of the ma:timnm rate!!. moreo\"er. 
Rhoultl likewiRe be carefully tahulBtetl, since in RmBlllliRtrictR tho 8111'
face tlrainnge mBy perhap!! be fully concentrated before the hl'avieRt 
portion of the Bhower has endnd, in which event the corroRpontling 
rote must be used in oomputing the Raid percentage. Conel'rnillg tho 
latter, it is reasonable to suppo~e that the 8ame shouM vnry in Rome tIe
gree both with tbe intenRity of the rainfall anll its tluration, ill nll cn!jeR 
where this time iR equnl to or exceeds the pl'l'iod rcquirell for the Ilrain
age from the most distBnt pointH of the Brea to reach tho point of ohser
vation in the 8ewer. Thu!! the percentage of Ilischarge from a given 
clistrict due to a uniform rate of 1.0 inch should be somewhat Itl'ellter 
than that derived from a similar rate of 0.5 inch iu the same length of 
time, and it should also iucrease with the duration of the rain when 
falling uniformly. So far as eau be learned, no !!urceRsful attempt has 
yet been made to compute thesp. differences in rates of discharge, whil'h 
are of 110 nlUch importance in works of municipal sewerage or Ilrninn~e, 
and it is a sonrce of much regret to the writer that tho lack of the !If\id 
data prevented an examination of this nature in connection with hi!! 
work during the past year. 

In a paper on the mnximum rotes of rainfall by Desmond Fitz Ger
ald, M. Am. Soc. C. E., of the Boston wnt~r works, printed in EII.7ill':P/'

iflg NtJID8 of May 3111t, 1884, the author refers toeome of the hen. .... iestrBin
lalla which occurred in the vicinity of Boston for a ~ries of years. The 
lIlost noteworthy of these is the storm of August 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th, 
1879, which yielded a total depth of 6.23 inches, aud of this amount 3.43 
lAches fell in 10l hours on the 18th, the maximnm being at the rote of 
about 1.0 inch per hour. The greatest intensity of rainfnll observed waR 
recorded Joly 20th, 1880, when 0.76 inoh fell in thirteen minutes an\11.17 
inches in thirty minutes, thWl giving rates of 3.'6 and 2.M inches per 
hoor re8pectively. Maximum intensities ranging from 1.5 to 2.0 inche'l 
per hour and lasting from eisht to fort,-five minutes seem to be Ullllal 

attendants upon nearly all the storms whoee diagrams are exhibitell~ 
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12 KUICHLING ON llAINFALL AND DISCHARGE OF SEWERS. 

Ilull as such dnrationR will generally nllmit of the concentration of the 
dminage from amnII urban llistriets, tho importan<'e of providing for 
such falls willl\t once he l·ecogllized. 

Whilo till' imp,'rrlwt I'ain l'ecort1s Cor Rochester and the surrounding 
territory llo not indicnto tunt intensitios of more than 1.5 inches per 
honr are of frelluent occurronce, yot it is uluely pos,'1iule that greatel' 
1'I1tes would ho tliacovcl'etl if soH-registering gauges were useU. It may, 
thereCore, be of intel'est to note a few more of the heavy rains whieh 
have been ouserved nt othor places. At St. Louis, the following were 
rerorded in l8B!: 5.05 inches in It hOUl'S, 5.22 inches in three hours, 
6.17 inches in five hOllr~, and 7.55 inches in twenty-nine hours; at 
Providence, n. I., 4.49 inche~ fell in one hour on August 6th, 1878, of 
which amount 3.50 inches I:nme in thirty.six minutes, thus giving a rate 
of 5.85 inches per hour; and on August 13th, 1888, a storm occurred which 
gave 3.10 inche'! in eight hours, the maximum intensity being 3.75 inchell 
per hour; at Leland, Mis!!., n rainfall of 11.& inches ocourred on August 
15th, 1888, and was followell on the next day by one of 9 inches; at Wal
tham, l'lIn.'ls., 5.63 inches in tIlI'ee hours was recorded on August 21st, 
18GO; during a heavy storm over eastern Oonnectiout in August, 1874, a 
depth of 12 inches of water fell in forty-ei~ht hours, and 5 inches in 
four hours; au other great storm in Connecticut, aud which extended 
over the New Englaud States generally, occurred on October 8d and 4th, 
1869, when the Collowing tlepths were recorded at dift'tlrent localities 
within about thirty hOUI'II: RA3 inches at Hartford, 8.44 inches at Cola. 
brook, 9.87 iuohes at Mitltlletown, aud 12.35 iuches at Canton, the gl'eat
~Ht rate then recorded being 4 incho!! in two hours. The oontinuous 
rain in :Sew Englanll 011 February 10th to 14th, 1886, however, surpassed 
mo.~t of the previou9 oneil in both inten9ity and llnration, as well a!! llis-
6'Jtrons consequl'ncos. }o'rom the accolmts of this storm given by Pro· 
fes!!or W. Upton, ill Volumo "II of Sciel/ce, and by the commiBBion 
of engineers consisting of .Tames B. Francis, Eliot C. Clarke anll Clem
eu!! Hel·sl·hel, iu their report to the city oC Boston on the prevention of 
ito oIls in the Valley of Stony 13rook, it Roems that the greatest Call oc
currOll on the 12th, when G.GG inches fell in twenty-four honntat New 
Lonnon and a total of 8.93 in('iles in fifty.eight aud one·half hours; the 
same storm alHo ~'ieldeJ the following depths at other cities: 3.41 inohe!:l 
in forty-nine dnll one-half hou1'3, with 2.!l9 inches in twenty·fonr hoars 
at New York; 8.13 inches in seventyanll one·half hoars, with 5.6:; in 
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iwenty.foar hoars at Providenrej 5.62 inches in fifti·five honrs, with 
.&.45 in twenty-Cour hours at Boston, anll 4.78 inches in sen"!uty·scven 
honrs, with a.30 in twenty-Collr hours at Newburyport. 

With regurd to tho extent of territory thnt may be covereu by n. 

ht'avy shower Ilt any instnnt of time, obRervntions show exceedinJ{I:' wille 
"ariRtions. Tho storm area in our Inti tude is commonly se\'C\'Rl h1lndl'I'Il 
milcs in uinmeter, and occllBionnlly exceeds two thousnDlI miles ill 
diameter, but the rain arell is usunlly very much leBl', espccially in the 
CBse of sharp thunder storms, where sometimes only 11 few squore mile!! 
of the earth's surface are coverell by the rBin cIo.uu. The writer ha.'i fre
qaently noticed both the pl.l8sage aUlI tho approach of such uiscllDrf:Cing 
cloulls, Ilnu estimates that for 11 precipitation IllBting Bboat 15 minut.eF, 
the lellBt BreB covereu by the densest portion of the rBin, 118 "iewell from 
a uistance, is aboat 4 mileR in length Bnd 1~ miles in width, thus giving 
au nren of about 6 SI)llIUe miles. For IIhorter llurationB the Brell mRy ho 
correspondingly Hmallerj Il11t in genernl, the ('lauds which fnrniHh rnin· 
falls thBt grently conccrn the cnpaoity of sewers are cousitlerllllly IBr~er 
in extent thRn nuy sin~le Ilrninage area within ordinBry mnnicipRllimitil, 
On the other hllnd, to pnint out how grent lion nrea may be covered b~' 0. 

lingle storm, the following dnta given by JameB B. Fl'nncis, 1\[. Am. Soc. 
C. E., nnd Professor W. Upton moy be cited: For the storm of Odoher 
3d BIld 4th, 1869, the orea on which 8 inches or more fell hall a len:.:th of 
65 miles, with nn nverage width of 21:1 milesj the nr(ln on which 9 inl'hes 01' 

more fell waB nbont 50 mileR long 1Iy 21 miles willej tho Rreo. on whh'h 11) 

inches or more fcll WBS Bbont thirty-lour miles long by 15 miles wille; 
BIld the area on which 11 inches or more fell had 0. length of about 20 
miles, with an avera~e width of 9 miles; similarly, for thc I'tnrm of 
Febrnary 10th to 14th, 18Ar., the nroo. on which ovel' 8 inc.'lwB of water fell 
was 750 s'lunre milesj thnt on whic.'h from G inches to i incheH fell WI\S 
1500 s'lunre miles; Rull that nn which from" inehcR to 5 inch('s fell WIL'! 
~ 750 square miles. These al'ens were compl1teu hy plotting- the OIlSl'l'\'I'll 
depths of rain-fall at different plRl'es on the snme tlay upon n mnp, nll.1 
then drllwing the contours showing t.he lines of eqnul ul"!pthj from the 
map thus prepnrell the required areBS n1l\1 then be (lIl!lil,\· 11eterlllincd. 

Numerous other instances of se\'ere rninfall might.lle ('itellj but the 
loregoing will doubtless suffice to e:othibit not only the exceedingly vari
able character of the rate and duration of heavy StorIllS, but also tho 
&ecl?lISity of carefully studying the data afforded by each pBrticul~r 
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14 KUICBLING ON RAINFALL AND DISCHARGE OF SEWERS. 

locality. As alrenlly stntcll, to secure n reliable estimate of the amount 
and rate of precipitation in Rochester, simultaneously v;ith gaugings of 
the mll.'timum flood·diRcharge of all the principal outlet sewel'S in the 
enstern portion of the city, two ordinary rain gauges of special design 

• and carefully rated were l'rocurOil and maintained for the past yenr 1'1 
the writer, anll placed in chnrge of thoroughly competent observers. 
Between the sites of these gauges at two points on the west and east 
sines of the city, the United States Signal Service station is located, 
while the rain gauge maintnined by the Water Department of the city 
is situatecl about It miles to the south. Four observations of ~he same 
rain at ns mnny differllnt points thUfl afforded the means of comparison 
with respect to intrnsity nnd quantitY', while a careful timiug and gen
erul observation of the rainfall, as viewed from the writer's office, 
secured mnny checks upon the records of those in charge of the gauges, 
and furnished clues to some of the numerous anomalies of discharge 
which were subsequently founll. To obtain the depth, the water col
lected by three of theRe gauges wns carefully weighed on delicate bal
ances, and from this weight the corresponding volume was derived ; 
hcnce, as the area of the !I·inch opening presented to the rain was accu
rntely known, the resulting lle1>th was easily found. At the Signal Service 
station, on the other hand, thl'depth is obtained by direct measurement 
with a graduated rod in a vessel considerably narrower than the gauge 
orifice. In this manner of gauging, the rate at all times during the pro
gress of a storm cannot Le secured, antI with only one set of observers, 
many showera which h(\Pllen during the night·time must necessarily be 
passed without IIpecific record. The data thus derived can accordingly 
not be regl\rded B!I giving 1\ perfectly correct view of the rainmll, but it 
is the only one which is here available. 

In order to ascertain the freluencyand intensity of heavy showers in 
this portion of the I·)tate, the writer was kindly supplied by the Chief 
SigruU Officer with the statistics relating to rainfalls of more than 0.25 
inl'h per hour collected at the stations in Rochester, Buffalo and 
Oswego from 1870 to 1888 inclusive j by the authorities of Cornell 
University with similar statistics relating to Ithaca from 1879 to 1888 
inclusive j and by the chief engineer of the Rochester water works, 
with the records kept at Moun~ Hope Reservoir and Hemlock Lake 
from 1878 to 1888 inclusive. All of this information 'W88 arranged by 
months in tabular form; but to exhiLit the essential facts in more con-
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"c!nieot shape, they have been summarized in the following tal,le, which 
gives the recol'lIed number of rllios of tlitTerent intensities duriog the coM 
an.l warm seasonA, together with the deduced average numuer of tim!': 
per year that a rain of the specified intensity has been observed nt the 
eeverallocalities mentionetl. 

TABLE C, 

.. ----.---======-=~==-=c-::::--=-=~:--=-.- -.. - -

-Num~rof'l II Ayerall" 
NOIl1lER. 

Bale or Rain.;' I 
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0.1111 to 0.75 
0.15 to 1.00 ' 
1.00 to 1.26 . 
1.:111 to 1.50 
I.r.o to 1.75 
1.7~ 102.00 
~.IIO to 3.00 
1I.:lf1 10 0,60 
0.511 to 0.75 
11.70 In 1.00 I 

1 nil to 1.2.\ ; 
J. 25 10 IJ,o 
1,5" to 1.75 
1.15 to 2.00 
2.00 to :t.()J1 
0.20 to 0.50 
0.l1li to 0.75 
0.711101.00 
1.00 to 1.25 
1.25 to 1.00 
1.50 to 1.711 
1.76 to 2.00 
2,00 to 3.00 
11,20 to 0.60 
0.50 to 0.7~ 
11,75 10 1.00 
1,00 to 1.25 
l.~ to 1.110 
1.50 10 1.15 
1.111 to :1.00 I 
0.20 to 0.511 , 
010 to 0.75, 
0.711 to 1.00 i 
I.eo to 1.~ , 
I.U to 8.00 I 
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I 

46 
10 
~ 
4 
I 
1 

" 3 
11 
\I 
o 
~ 
!I 
I 
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21 
1~ 
3 
~ 
o 

~ 
1 
1 
I 

47 
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2 
4 
I 
1 
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II 
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1 
U 
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3 
~ 
II 
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It! , 

1" I I~ Hr.mloell ~k'c"::: 
u 
n 
1~ 
J~ 
l!i 
I~ 
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I; 
17 
17 
17 
11 
17 
11 
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11 
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II 
17 
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!l 
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II 
!l 
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i.. "::j 
I O.,..alo .•.••••••.. I ............ i 

I
, .. ::::::::::! 

••• .. • •••• 1 :: .......... , 
I 

" ......... . 
0. ... 11 0 ••••••••• I· " ........ . 

! :::::::::1 .. I IIbaca •••..•••••• 

···········1 .......... ........... ........... 

4,ijl 
1.46 
o.r.o 
11.33 
U.22 
11,11 
11.05 
0.3:1 
~.B" 
lI.r~I 
0.411 
U.\3 
0,):1 
11,117 
11.117 
lI.tl7 
2.711 
0.(1' 
0.12 

" 2' 0.1111 
o.oa 
11.00 
0.18 
1.110 
u,r":J 
0.06 
n.12 
Il.l:l 
11.00 
0.1l1l 
2.U 
1.6~ 
o,:!!! 
0,2'~ 

0.00 

n should be remarked that the figures relating t<l the number of 
nina given in the above table are no~ worthy of much credit, owio'g to 
the abNence of self-registering devices. For example, three of the six 
niDI at'Rochester, with rate3 of from two iochoo to tbree iochE'A per 

• Marcb, 1881, and November, 1885, wtlns one boor twent, mlnutel and IIrtecD mloolCll 
ftlIPeCU .eI1. 

t lIarcb, 1880, 1&It1ns 001, lin mlnDle •• 
, Nl1nmbcr, 1816, WilDS tweDt, minute .. 
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16 KUICBLING ON UA[NFALL AND DISCHARGE OF SEWERS. 

hour, occurred in 1M8 and were all obtained from the gauges main
tained by the writer; honce, instel\el of snch a rain-which eauBell Heri· 
ous overflows in nearly every sower wherein obsen'ations were token
oocurring only once in thl'ee years, I\B l,er table, it hoa in fact occurred 
three times in one year, IlUel twice on the IIl\me llay! Furthermore, it is 
thc writer's firm conviction that at least two rains of similar intensity 
occurred ill 1887 in anill city, no record of which is contuined in sahl 
tallle; anll he 1111,'1 an eqnnlly strQnA" con",iction that if proper automatic 
gauges had l'een in use at the two stations in said city, the Jist of heavy 
showers wouM ha\"e been enormously increBSed during the ('ourse of 
the PMt eighteen years. ])oll\,tleBH tho sl\mc might be said of the otht'r 
stationfl oamed, 1\011 henc,· the nccessity for the uso of better appnratus 
in obtl\ining tlwHe importnut statistics, Wherever much rcliunce h8.'1 
been plnced upon such datn as oxhibitell in Tables A aOll C, Hewer eu· 
gorgements aDlI cellar ttoodin~s hnve, curiously enoogh, soon foUoweel 
in the wake of the scwemge system, I\nd lnrge outIa;VB afO demanc1e.1 for 
the construction of relief conllllitH wheu direct storm overflows cannot 
he provided, 

'fhe important question is with reference to the duration of the heavy 
minlaUs which eaU'le th" C!l\pl\city of the sewers to be exceeded auel thus 
gi\"e rise to dnmage in the nlljl\l'ent cellurs. An attempt to solve this 
problem for the IO"olity of HocheBtel' with the data afforded by the 
aforesniellocal rainfnll tahle1! \Vn!! JIlaele in the following manner; ancl 
while the snid data nfe doubtless deticient, yet they constitute the only 
nynilnble means of reaching allY l'easonnhle conclusion in the premises: 
The intensities of all these rniufnlls, or the rntes of precipitation in 
inches per ho~r, w~ro til'st cOJllputer} from the given total llepth anll 
time, anll were then plottell as ol"Clinatc!! with tbe corresponding netual 
duration!! of the rnin I\B nusciHR8.~; a IDnltitmle of pointH on the uingl'am 
was thus obtaincc1, ench oue representing by its location 1\ different rate 
of fall for uotiuite pcriods of time; I\nu ,-;ince the rains of relntively light 
intensity were far mora numerolls thnD the henvy onca, these points 
were much 1'10ser togctI161' in the lower portion of the diagram than in 
the upper l'nrt. Now \'y connccting tho RucccBBive highest points by 
stmight lines nn irregular cllvelupo, or line enclosing nIl of the re
mnining point. .. , will be outainell, anll the orllinates of Huch envelope 
will repl'esent the probl\ble ma.ximum intensities of the rainfall in this 
locality for the corresponuiDg nbsciasaa, or periolls of time. A eloHer 
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eumination of the diagram, however, shows that bi omitting only a. 
ftl'1 few of the highes' points, the eaid en~elope may oonveniently be 
repreeented by two straight linea whiGh form an abrupt angle with each 
o&her at a point corresponding to an in~aity of about 0.87 inoh and a 
.luration of about 1.0 hour. The line to the left of tlle point of inter· 
eection is quite sharply inolined, while that to the right is more nearly 
horizontal, thus showing very clearly that the maximum uniform inten
elty of the rainfall diminishes rapidly as its duration inorelUles from a. 
few minutes to one hour, and that for rains of uniform intensityla.Bting 
more thau one hour the rate of diminution is oomparatively slow. The 
diagram is shown on Plate I. 

To express the relations ot the P!obable maximum intensity of the 
local rainfall to its duration in mathemBtical terms, let t denote the 
duration in minutes, a.nd .v denote the maximum intensity in inches 
per honr; for periods less than one hour we will then have: 

1) .......••••.•.••••••••...•.•.....•. y' =3.78-0.05061, 
while for periods longer than one hour and less than five hoora we have: 

2) ............................... ..... y. =0.99-0.0021. 

There is, however, more or less doubt about the accuracy of the data 
iD the said tables, and it· may be argued with much forae that under 
the circumstanoos it would be preferl1ble to oonsid.er averages rather 
than extremes; also, that for application iu Rochester, the data relating 
to that city a.lone should be taken into a.ooount, espeoially since the RBme 
-.ppear to be more numerous and in much greaterdetaU than theotheril. 
Proceeding on this &ll8umption, and grouping together such of the 
.. enty rainfalls of greatest intensity (ranging from 0.86 inohes to 8.17 
Iaobee per hour) a.B have equal durations, we find that the averages for 
periods 1818 than one hour will be much leu than the values obtained 
110m equation (1) above; and that the values derived from the following 
_bnitute for said eqUAtion will agree quite c10eely with soob averages 
IIr periods ranging from fifteen minutes to one hoor : . 

8) ................................... y' = 2.10 - 0.0205/. 

The results of the oompatations of y' from eqnations (1) and (3) for 
diJrerent timee t, M well I1IJ the aforesaid averages of the observed 
iDtensitiea. are arranged in the table on the next page. 

The results thus found are generally moch larger than those given 
by the empirical formulas in common UfI8, whioh predillate a raiufall of 
lICK more than one inch per hoor for drainage are&II of all magnitudes. 
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Duration of Ralu Compu ted Inten· 
y') from 
I. 1. 

In Mlnulee (I). ell='E~ 

.4R 3 
3 
8 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1. 
o 

.:~I 

.O'J 

.97 

.72 

.46 

.21 

.\16 

.70 

.45 
20 

. 95 

-

......... 
-

TABLE D. 
~ .... .-

Computed In ten. 
ell,. ,,') from 

t:'l.3. 

2.00 
1.94 
I.B1 
1. 79 
1.69 
1.~9 
1 49 
1.311 
1.28 
1.1R 
1.0'7 
0.97 
0.H7 

.. -

ATe""! of Number ofoucb Oblle"ed Inten. Oblle"&tloue. altiM. 

-
3.00 1 
2.83 1 
3.11 1 
1.73 , 
1.95 2 
1.70 2 
1.4:1 2 
1.32 1 
1.40 2 
1.39 1 

.... • .. ci:95' ...... 0 
1 

0.83 ' 1 

.-. 

It should be distinctly stated that no great accuracy or generalappli
cability is claimed for the above· mentioned Equation 8, which is of the 
most importance in the computation of dimensions for large sewers, 
nor for the data upon which said equation is based; it is merely an 
effort to utilize the only available records of the local rainfall in a 
rational manner, and to remove the subject of urban sewerage somewhat 
further from the realm of vague conjectvre. 

The foregoing method of ascertaining the probable maximum inten. 
sity of the rainfall of any particular locality was subsequently found to 
be practically identical with that adopted by Profe880r F. E. Nipher, of 
St. Louis, in the conRideration of the rainfall of that city, a brief 
account of which is contained in Vol. IX of The American .Engineer, 
Chicago, 1885. On plotting tile records of the heaviest rains observed 
at St. Lonis during a period of forty·seven years in the same manner as 
deecribed above, the envelope enolosing all the points wu found to 
be an equilateral hyperbola whose equation Professor Nipher considers 
to be : !I t = 6, the duration I being taken here in hoors instead of 
minutes. This formula represents the statement that six inches of rain 
may fall in one hour, or that it may be spread over a greater number of 
hours; so that if the heaviest rain lasted uniformly for two hoUl'S, the 
maximum rate would then be y = 3 inohes per hour, and 1.6 inchee per 
hour for foor hours, etc. .An examination of the rainfall diasmm for 
Rochester indicates that the envelope might posaibly be an hyperbola, 

but not an equilateral one. 
The famona hydrologicalatudies of the baain of the River Seine. bI 

Belgrand, caused the PBrisian engineers to adopt a maximum rainfall of 
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1.77 inohes in one hour 88 a governing factor in proportioning the mod· 
nu lewerage works of the French capital. For the ouUet 8ew('rs of 
large diatriota, U iA 888umed that about ooe-third of this depth is col· 
IfCteci or conoentrated duriog the progress of the nUn and 110ws off 
npidly, while the remainder is retarded in its 11011' and is lost byemp. 
ontion and absorption. To compare the foregoing maximum of 1.77 
tr.,haa with a similar maximum that might be sslected for BOme other 
.'1, such aa Rochester, on the basis of the average l\DDual minf..n, it 
may be mentioned that the average yearly rainfall of Paris is only about 
23 inohes, While thatof Roohsster is about 88.5 inohes, 80 that the prop or· 
tiooate maximum rate for the latter oity would be 2.60 inches per hour. 
In antioipation of oomment, however, the writer would remark that the 
available observations of the local rainfall do not give so high an aver
ap, and that a rate of such magnitude would apply only to an extremely 
sman distriot; or, in other worda, would prevail for only a very short 
time, 88 fully pointed out above. 

In referring to the Parisian practice in an uoellinit artiole in the 
.Allnales d", Ponta et Chauuees for February, 1888, D. E. Mayer, of the 
Frenoh engineer oorps, advisea the adoption of Belgrand'8 estimate, 88 

liven above, for like oonditioDB of rainfall, olimate and proportional 
amount of impe"ioUB surface, in other large oitl9!l, .. deduoting, how· 
ever, in the oomputation of the tributary drainage area, all gardens and 
<Kber cultivated or vacant land." In smaller oities, .. where the density 
of population is lese, the proportion of. suoh garden and other open 
laud is sreater than in the larger towns, and hence .. muoh larger pro· 
portion of the rainfall would be lost before reaching the sewers, while 
tbe ordinary diaoharge per acre also diminishea with said density." It 
ill therefore probable that the proportional diacharge adopted in Paria 
lUylikewiae be applicable in minor municipalities wheo it becomes 
DeC9IIIAry to remove the surface drainage. 

In German cities the reoent practioe appears to be similar in general 
theory to that jut outlined for Frenoh toWDB, only that the muimum 
nlnfall is usually taken at a much lower 1lgure. Thus, for Berlin suoh 
ninfall is usnmed at only BeTen·eighths of an inoh per hour, one-third 
thereof reaching the I16Wers while the nin ie falling. The mean annual 
rainfall i.e, however, only 22.8 inohee, aDd it is olaimed that a greater 
intensi'1 than abont 1.0 inoh per bour waa never obeerved tbere. 
Vnder snob oonditioDi a liberal provision appe&l'l ~ haYe been made. 
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For Vienna, the maximum rainfall was aaaumed at about 1.10 inohes per 
hour, aud three-eighths thereof is considered to reach the sewers in the 
same time. For Frankfort, Munioh, Stuttgart and a number of other 
oities, variable allowances were made by the designers of the sewerage 
systems, but in all cases relief was MIIured by a suffioient number of 
storm overflows into the rivers. It is, however, quite noticeable, from 
the more recent reportR and works on sewerage, that higher intensities 
of rainfall than heretofore considered admieaible mUllt be adopted for 
urba~ districts in which storm outlets are impracticable. 

For example, when the sewerage of Stuttgart was designed in 1874. 
it was assumed that not more than 27.5 per cent. of any rainfall would 
reach the main intercepting sewer during the continuance of the storm; 
but the city engineer, in a work published in 1886, states that such an 
assumption is jUHtifio.hle only when the drainage area inoludes lo.rge 
tro.ots of vacant lana, and that his experience indicates a proportion 
ranging from 50 to 70 per cent. of the rainfall, o.ocording to the density 
of :{lopulation 0.00 the condition of the street pavements. In his report 
on the sewerage of Konigsberg, in 1883, the distinguished engineer, 
Wiebe, recommends that proviHion be made for admitting 50 per oent. 
of a maximum observed rainfall of 2.89 inches per hour into all sewem 
in the high level district of the city, where no storm overflowlI could 
be obtained; he also considers that very little of the water runs oft' 
from moderatel.1 inclined gardeDII, lawns and vacant land into the sewers 
during the first hour of tho storm, and henoe that only the area actually 
covered with buildings and pavements need be oonsidered; for the 
city mentioned he esWnates this relatively impervious &reG at from ~.3 
to 54 per cent. of the total drainage area, according to the partioular 
distriots considered. To oompensate for any contributions from the 
go.rden and land surface thus omitted, the roof and pavement surface is 
regarded as fnlly impervious, ana taking this latter on an average at 50 
per cent. of the whole, with one-half of the rainfall running off, it will 
be seen that by this procedure provision for about one-fourth of the 
maximum rate of precipitation is made iu the Bewers. For lI.yenoe. 
the elaborate report of City Engineer Kreyesig. published in 1879. con
tained similar statements to the effect that all sewers not provided with 
storm-outlets IIhoulcl he capable of removing the aooumulated Durface 

drainage due to the heaviest observed storms without becoming sur-. . 
oharged; and as the rainfall recordll of that oity indicated that the depth 
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Jie1ded by an extraordinary rain, suoh 88 ocours only once every fell' 
,.ears, is about 1.60 inches per hour, KreYBllig consitlered this limit as 
the lowest which could reasonably be adopted for said locality, and that 
at least 50 per ceut. of such a fall would reach \be sewers within one 
.hour from the old and more denaely populated distriotR. With respect 
\0 the general character of the surface in European cities, it may be re
marked here that the local density of population in the older distriots is 
often very great, the average being about 291 people per acre in Stutt-. 
pri and 162 in Hayenoe. Furthermore, that every street is well paved, 
ad \bat very little of the 'lIurfaoe is ooonpied by gardens or lawns, so 
that an estimate of only 60 per cent. of the rainfall is by no means large. 

On the other hand, in support of the common theory of English 
engineerB that heavy rainfalls of comparatively short-duration do not 
yield such large percentages of discharge from urbau surfaces, City 
Engineer Mank, of DresdE'n, published in the lhul8che Bauzeilllll!J for 
II:1Sf the following observations: During a rain which luted twenty-five 
minutes and fell at the rate of 1.96 inches per hour, the outlet Bewer of B 

certain district of 826.7 acres iu Dresden was noticed to be running com
pletely full; the said district oontained 49.1 acres of surface in the old 
ilOrtion of the city, which was almost entirely covered with rcofs and 
~vements, 1M.lI acres of closely built up territory in the new portion, 
and 118.4 acres of semi·suburban surface; consideriug the first.named 
eomponent area as full,. imperviouB, tile second as giving 67 per cent. of 
impervious surface, and the third as giving only 34 per cent. of Buoh 
surface, we would have an aggregate -of 197.7 acres, or 60 per cent. of 
the whole, as praotioally impervioufl, aud from whioh all of the rainfall 
ahould be delivered rapidly into the sewers; at the said rate of 1.96 

laches per hour the water fell on said 197.7 acres at the rate of 387.5 

cobia feet per second, while the outlet sewer W88 alleged to be discharg
iDsonJy 88.9 oubio feet per second; and hence it 'Was inferred that a 
raiD of the great intensity mentioned could yield to the sewers only 
about 21.7 per cent. of the precipitation on the estimated impervious 
eurfaoe, or only 18.1 per cent. of that on the total area. Exception to 

Ibe aforesaid estimate of Impervious surfaoe might readily be taken a.'1 
being exoeuive, and the percentage of discharge might· thus easily be 
iDcnued; the rain ma,. also _VI.' been of much leas intensity on the 
particular draillJlge area than it was at the ~tion of the gauge, sinoe 
Ia donna of luoh great violence the obeervatiOIl8 of the writer prove 
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conolusively that a difference of one-hall or even one-fourth of a mile 
may make an enormous reduotion of average intensity during so ahort a. 
period as twenty-five minutes. The description given, furthermore, 
does Dot state speoifically that the said discharge waa the absolute maxi
mum during the progress of the shower, and that the water did Dot rise 
higher than stated either before or after the time of the observation; but 
the prinoipal exoeption that the writer makes to the foregoing is thBt 
the measurements of maximum flood-discharge by automatic gauges iD a 
Dumber of &ewers in this city during the paat year, firmly establish the 
fact that the percentage of discharge for suoh a shower is very muoh 
greater than as computed above; and in proof of the vaIidity·of thia 
assertion, the following instance may here be cited : 

Between 7.25.p.H. and 8 P.M. on May 9th, 1888, a violent thunder 
storm, giving 0.767 inohes of rain in thirty-five minutea, or a rate of 1.315 
inches per hour, passed over the city from southweat to northeast. The 
writer had an opportunity to see the approach of the oloud from an elevated 
position, and to notice that one of his rain gauges lay directly in the track 
of the densest rain, while the other was near the edge of the shower. 
The latter yielded a depth of only 0.203 inohes, and hence a rate of 0.848 
inchea per hour, its distanoo from the former being about two miles. 
Now the maximum disoharge of the Olifford Street and Avenue B outlet 
sewer, whose drainage area was soon to be traversed by the heaviest por
tion of this rain, waa found to be 73.3 cubic feet per second from a tribu
tary total area of 356.9 aores, in whioh tho average density of population 
does not exceed 20 per acre, and in which there are only a very few 
macadamized roadways, all the reat of the streets having simply natural 
earth roadways, with graded gutters and plank sidewalks; tho vacaut 
land, moreover, is largely of a gravelly character, so that little WIUI con
tributed therefrom to the sewers. About three.fourtba of the said terri
tory is well drained, nearly every street therein being provided with a 
sewer, while the remainder is to a great enent nndeTeloped agricnltural 
land. The dwellings are principally small cottasee, many of whioh are 
Dot yet connected with the llewen. According to the reeult. obtained 
from estimates of the proportiOD of impervious aurface OD different 
nIuaea of uruan territory, the aggregate impervious aurface should 
here be about 20 per ceut. of the tott} area of SM.9 aereB; but in 
view of the fact tbIot auch estimates pradieetadmuch bMterOODeuOD8 
of surface than are aotually presented on tbia.territol'1. the .pel'Q8DtaBe 
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01 imperviOUII surface should be reduoed to not more than 15, whence 
we would have about 58.6 acres of lIuch surface Crom which all of the 
water would reach the sewers. 

On this basis, and with a rate of rainfall of 1.8U5 inohes per hour, 
&he maximum sewer-discharge ahould be 70.5 oubio feet per second, 
which is • close agreement with the obsened discharge of 78.3 cubic 
feel To complete the data, it may be further remarked that the time 
reqaired for the concentration of the aurfaoe drainage from the most dis
tant points of the area to the point where the said maximum ftow was 
registered is about thirty-four minutee, the average velocity of flow in the 
I8wers being about 4.4 feet per second when nearJy full, and their 
.,.ades ranging from 1 in 47 to 1 in 910, with an average of 1 in 150. The 
aid atorm thus lasted long enough to cause the whole area to contribute 
to the flood discharge, which yielded a lDMimum of 15.6 per cent. of the 
rainfall on a territory which may fairly be classed 808 rural in comparison 
with the above desoribetl tlistrict of nearly equal magnitude in Dresden. 
Untler the circnmstanc:'.8, therefore, the writer is convinced that there 
muat be aome serioUB error in the aforesaid data relating to Dresden, 
from which a maximum discharge was deduced of only 13.1 per cent. 
of a "torm having an intensity of 1.96 inches per hour, lasting twenty
ave minutes, and falling upon a well·sewere(l nrban area, of which 60 
per cent. is regar(led as impervious. 

On the atrength of these latter data Mr. Mauk built up a series of 
8ewerage tables for the u~ of municipal engineers, which have been 
eltenai.ely copied into recent r<!porta, notably those relating to Berlin 
and Wiesbaden. The profeasional eminence of (be authors of theae two 
reports ill auoh 808 to have Bdded gf!'&Uy to the value and reliability of 
these tables. and it ie only after abnudant proof from the results of hia 
own carefully conduoted gaugingB was afforded that the writer now 
ventures to call them in questioD. Their manifest error is attested by 
a number of other experiments aimilar to the one just described. and 
whioh will be given in detail below, alao by the obaenationR made in 
the put by English and American engineers. In view of these facts it 
i, hardly worth whUe to oonsider further this method of computing 
the (limenaions of outlet. for diatriota of ordiDar,y aize. 

The relation between the magnitude of .. drainage area, the eurfaoe 
dilcharp, and the time required for the concentratioD of 'Qch discharge, 
baa long ~n recognized in a general."ay, bDt doea not appear to have 
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been very definitely expressed. In B paper by General O'Connell on . . 
II The Flood DiRCIlI\rge of Rivers," lluhlishecl in Volume 27 of Proc. 
lost. C. E., the principle is stated os follows: .. \,{hen water lalls ill; 
the shape of rain on any solid surface, whence it afterward flows ofT, it 
forms its own drainage vehicle. It produces over that solid surlace n 
('ertain depth of water with a certain superficial fall or slope toward an 
outlet; these two conditions, depth and surface slope, being necessary 
to secu~ flow. Should the solid surface be at all absorbent, the rain 
haa to furnish the quautity of water necessary to saturf\te it. While the 
drainage "ehicle is forming and having ita capacity increased, the "ater 
is Bowing ofT the surfaoe less rapidly than it falls upon it, and, should 
the rain cease before it haa completed ita own drainage vehicle, the rate 
of discharge from the surface upon which U falls will neyer equal the 
rate at which the rain haa fallen upon it. It is only when the time 
neceesary for this preliminary operation of forming its own drainage 
vehicle haa elapsed, that the water flows ofT from a surface aa rapidly as 
it falls upon it. The time required increases with the linear distance 
between the upper and lower ends of the surface drained, and with the 
gentleness of ita faIl." When the drainage area is smaIl, and haa a com
paratively impervious Rurface, the time necessary to establish equili· 
brium between predpitation and discharge-or to form what is termed 
.. the drainage vehicle" in the foregoing-is relatively abort; and as the 
distance that the rainfall haa to travel over the surface before reaching 
some pipe or channel directly connected with the sewers is generally 
quite short in populous districts, it will be seen that the maximum rates 
of rainfall corresponding to such short times must be considered in esti· 
mating the volume of storm-water instead of average ratea deduced 
from relatively long periods of time; also that the time will diminish 
in same proportion aa the amount of impervious surface on the area in· 
creases. The latter, however, may be regarded in the caae of cities as 
directly p;-oportionaI to the density of the popUlation up to a certain 
limit, .fter which it remains substantially constant, and hence the 
necessity of ascertaining the probable relation 'between these two ele. 
ments before undertaking to compute dimensions for sewers in citiea 
which are not yet fully developed. 

Several attempts have been made to express the general principles 
above set forth in mathematical terms, but without mnch success from a 
sciontificstandpoint. The eminent English engineer. Hawksley. ondeav-
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ored to find a relation between the diameterofa circuIarconduit or sewer, 
the magnitude of the drainage area, the general slope of the surf.ce, whici • 
.... aaaumed to be parallel to the inclination of the sewer, aud a min fall 
of one inch per hour, on the assumption that half of the water wouhl he 
di8eharged by the sewer within one hour. After many trials he finally 
mTented the famous empirioal formula whioh bears his name, and from 
which a few others have since been deduced. Foremost among these 
d';vatives stands the expreaaion propOBed in 1880 by the clilltiu
tluu.hed Swiss engineer, Biirkli-Ziegler, but 88 it is merely Hawksley's 
fonnula in a somewhat different form, although admitting of a wider 
J'IUlBe of application by means of variable co-efficients, it cannot be char· 
acterized 88 a great improvement over the original. With reference to 
Ha~ksley's formula, Colonel J. W. Adams, HOD. M. Am. Soc. 
C. E., in his exoellent work on Sewerage, remarks that: .. While it 
lives ample capacity for the smaller dimenaioDll of sewers and for limited 
a!'MII, it did not. prove so satisfaotory in the larger," and he accordingly 
proposes a different empirical expr6ll8ion whioh, while .. giving slightly 
,_ renits in the smaller areas, give the inoreased dimensions in the 
larger that experience has pointed out 88 desirable in tbis locality." 
The late.,t of such formulas is the one proposed by R. E. MoMath, M. 
Am. Soc. C. E., of St. Louis, in the Tranllactions of the American Society 
of Civil Engineers for i887; it is modeled after that of Biirkli-Ziegler. 
but with a different empirical exponent, so that materially different 
ftJIults are obtained. 

As it may be of intereat to compare theBe four different formulu with 
ftCh other, 88 well 88 with reliable observations, they have for conveni· 
eaoe all been reduced to the Bame notation by the writer; and to make 
the first and third named applioahle to other rates of rainfah than one 
mob per hour, this factor has been introduced in making the n6Cf'lIlI8ry 
trallllformation. Accordingly, with the following notation: (Q) = 
maimum discharge of the ontlet sewer in oubio feet per seoon(l; (I') = 
muimum rate of rainfall in inches per hour, whi('h is practically the 
.me as if expreased in cubio feet per acre per second; (A) = magnitude 
of the drainage area iu 8OreR, and (.) = the sine of the general slope of 
,be IIUrface, or the quotient of the average fall divided by the average 
length, we will have the formulu given on the next page. 

n mar be remarked that the first and third expl'6llllions relate to ordi· 
IW'1 urban conditions of surface, .nd are designed to apply best when 
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(I.) Hawksley ........ ....... Q =3.946 Ar ./ .• 
'\JAr 

(2.) Biirkli.Ziegler •. Q = (1.757 to U18) Ar '/ !. 
Averagtl 8.515 '-I A 

(3.) Adams ................ Q=I.03liAr nl '-. 
\lA~r· 

(4.) McMath ........ Q = (1.23j to 2.986) Ar 51! 
. Average 2.~ \lA' 

,. = 1.0; while in the second and toudh expre88ions the smaller co-effioients 
refer to suburban, and the larger to densely populated districts, the aver
age referring to the same conditicns assumed in the flrst and third. It will 

also be observed that in formulas 1 and 3, the ratio (ir) will diminish 

1\8 the intensity of the rainfall increases; but sinoe the fundamental 
priuoiples of hydrauJice teacb that the resistanoes to flow diminish 
l'8pidly with an inorease of depth or volume, the writer is constrained 
to believe that there is a dcrect in thes:'! expreaeiorls which will manifest 
itae1f partioularly in the caae of relatively small drainage areas. For 
large distriots, on the other hand, it may be conceded that the said 
ratios may perhaps not increase perceptibly within the range of usual 
intensities; nevertheless there is certainly no reason apparent why they 
should diminish when the rate of rainfall increases. The only justifica
tion for mch a diminution lies in the circumstance that very heavy in
tenaities uRullllylast only a short time, and that consequently the whole 
area may not be contributing to the observed maximum discharge; bnt 
88 this depends entirely upon the form, maguitude Bnd slope of the ter
ritory, it is obvious that the said formulas mURt be U8ed with great 
cantion. 

The safer method, in the writer's opinion, will be to estimate the 
probable future amount of impervious surface on the given area, 
either with reference to the density of population or in any other 
more reliable manner that may be devised, and to assume that all of 
the water which lallR upon snch surface will run off withont 
lou; further, since the topography of the area is supposed to be kuown, 
the grades aud length of the longllllt tributaries to the outlet sewer can 
readily be determined, 88 well as their approximate diameters, and 

·tbenoe.JaG the velocities of flow therein; .from-these elements, .tbetiJn.t, 
requ.ired for the flood·waters to ~b the outlet sewer from the moat 
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distant points in the area can next be found, and when the relation be
tween the probable maximum intensity of the rain and its ooneeponding 
duration are known, as exhibited in the preceding, the maximum rate of 
rainfall belonging to the time 110 found oaD then be deduced. By pro
ceeding in this manner, it is belieyed that the least enor will accrue in 
tbe results, and that tbe dimensionll of a sewer 110 computed will be found 
adequate until the U!JUmed amount of impervious aurfaoe or densUy of 
a'Opulation haa been e~ceeded. 

It may be urged that the process indicated is nothing more than a 
crude approxima.tion. and that some one of the various empirioal formnlas . 
might aa :well have been applied; but to this it may be answered tbat 
the method is at all events intelligible and rational, besides being 
founded upon a. somewhat better array of ascertained facta than is the 
(!&Ie with the empirical formulas mentioned; it alao has the merit of 
compelling tbe exercise of an engineer's judgment and disoretion with 
respect to the futureof particular localities of a oity. or even of different. 
portions of the same large drainage area, inatead of dealing alike with 
all. Moreover,' it rarely happens that the hiatory Bod composition of 
such formulas become known to the majority of those who may be called 
upon to apply them, and henoe a process in whioh ever111ingle oompo
nent can be thoroughly scrutinized and amended to suit dift'erent cir
eumstances will generally prove to be safer than the application of in
definite rules. 

In the foregoing au attempt baa been made to exhibit brieRy the 

methods by which engineers of the wideet repute and experience ha\"e 
been accustomed to eetimate the greatest amount of rainfall, or storm
vater, for whioh provision IIhould be made in the IIBwers of populoull 
districta, and a modification of these prooeuea waa suggested by the 
writer, inaamuob as the data underlying lIuoh methode appear to be en
tirely inadequate to warrant unqualified acceptance. A careful analysill 
of all available. recorda or the actual diIIoharge of sewers in times of 
baayy or protracted rain, undertaken IIOmeyeara ago, revealed enormoull 
inoongruitiee or anomalies which could only be explained by erroneous 
premi.aeI, and whiob a.ocordingly leU the whole IIUbject in a yery un
_tIed oondition from a lIOientifto atandpoint; hence, when oircum
llanoee recentIyenabled the writer to carry out • .mae or gauginga of 
the-fieod...u.c~ of a ~rof ltqe IIewoeN in the·city of&obe&&er, 
N. Y., he made eyery potlible effort to. diaOOYel a more trultworthy 
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relation between the rainfall and the corresponding manmum flow from 
the surface of n variety of urban distriots. An account of these opera
tions, together with the principal resnlts of the computetions involved, 
is herewith AubmittRd. 

It may be remarked in the outset that while many of the di1Ilcnltiea 
subsequently encountel'ed were duly anticipated, yet the writer did not; 
appreoiat.e fully the extreme delicacy with which the sewer-discharge 
always responds to variations in the intensity of the rainfall nntil a 
large number of observations had been collected and the tediona com
l>utations completed; neither had he any reason to believe from existing 
reoords that rainfalls of uniform intensity for considerable periods of 
time were so comparatively rare. As a oonsequence, it WBB learned too 
late that the most delicate anll accurate self-registering rain gauges were 
eqsential to the complete succe.~s of the experiments, and that a com
paratively large nnmher of such devices should be distribnted over the 
urban drainage area in order to detect all 10081 variations in the rate of 
precipitation. The results obtained from the gauges used in the work 
are therefore susceptible of much criticism, yet it must be remembered 
that not only were no precedents for the undertaking available, but aha 
that the appliances and methods of observation adopted were, on the 
whole, much more trustworthy thnn in the CaBe of similar published 
Experiments elsewhere. 

The general plan of the work was as follows: 
First.-The rainfall was observed at four different stations within the 

<lity limits, located from three-fourths to one and one-half miles apart, BB 

already described. The observers were all urged to take the utmost 
care in noting the exact dnration of each heavy rain, and alao to record 
the duration and weight or depth of the water caught when the inteneity 
(If the rain appenred to vary, thus dividing an irregular storm into itR 
component parts or showers. Independent records of relative intensity 
and duration of such rains were also kept by the writer and hie immedi
ate asaistants, who by oonstaut practice and oomparison with the meas. 
ured reeults were soon enabled to form III tolerably noourate eatimate of 
the rate of precipitation from both the sound of the rain upon the roof 
of the bnilding and the appearance of the street gutters. The tvo 
gauges maintained by the writer were pl.aoed abont 35 feet above the sur
face of the ground at the Municipal OM Works and the Rochester 
Bridge Works, where they were entirely free from the influence of sur-
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roanding buildings, while the Signal Service gauge ·wsa located over 100 
feet above the surface on the top of the tower of a lofty building in the
oenter of tbe city, and I:be Water Works gauge waa IltatioDed on the 
bmk of Mt Hope Reservoir, which is on the crest of the range of hillR 
ID the southern distriots. A comparison of the records of these four 
gauges aftbrded the means of determining whether the raiD fall WBB 

eyenly distributed over the whole territory •. 
&oond.-The maximum flood-flow in the principal' outlet sewers of 

the east aide WBB obtained by mellna of aelf-recording gauges located 
both in the manholes and in the open ohannels or ditches which receive 
the disoharge of such sewers in the suburbs. Owing to tbe nature of 
the liquid, delicate meohanical appliances conld not be usell for securing 
mcb meBBurementA, 88 the solid matters in sURppnaion wouM quil'kly 
oblitmct the BBtiafactory operation of suoh iDstrumentB; and after 
milch experimenting, the following simple device was lound to give the 
beet results. A thin strip of wood 4.. inches wide and 1 inch thick WBB 

.,.iDted white and coated with a thiD w&llh of whiieDiDg or pulverized 
chalk, and immediately apriDkled over with carerully lIilted coarse sand; 
thUII prepared, it was theD iDserted and flxed in a.auitably grooved and 
lWToW frame, which WBB securely fasteDed to the side walls of the man
hole, or in an enclosed and locked framework secured to a post driveD 
miG the bottom of the ditoh. The strip rested at its lower eDd upon an 
iron support firmly screwed to the lrame, and its rise by flotation was. 
preYented by fitting it snugly under the ourbing or covering of the man
bole, IIDd by a locking devioe in the CBBe of the open ohannels. Being 
upoeed on both &idea to the w"ter or sewage, the thiD wash of whiten
bag was quiokly 80fteDed by contact with the liquid, aud the sand imme
diately dropped away from all places whioh had become immersed, but 
MDAiDed fixed on the aurfaoe of the strip above the flow-line. A sharply 
ddDed muimum flood-mark W88 thus obtained in almOlIt every in
lfaDoe, and from the height of this mark, as well sa from the pre
vioaaly aacertaiDed relation. of the iron support to the bottom of the 
"'81' or chaunel, the greatBIIt depth of the stream W88 definitely known. 
The C!'OII8-II8OtionaI dimeusions and alopea of the several sewers and 
ohiIDnela 10 gauged were a1ao carefully measured, 80 that all of the ele- , 
IDeDta required for the computation of the maximum discharge were 
aTloilable. These gauges were examined immediately after every hard 
1UDfal1 or .hower, and the rmrfacea of the IItripe newly prepared as above 
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described. It had been noticed previonaly by the writer that tbe dis· 
cbarge ot certain large sewers in this city varied with the intensity ot 
the rainfall, as well as with its duration, and numero1l8 subsequent ob
servations during the put year abundantly corroborated the view th~ 
oompamtively slight variations in the rate of precipitation are quickly 
telt in the Bewers, thus establishing the tact that the flood·marks must 
be attributed to the maximum intensitiee ot the rain during relatively 
short periods ot time, and not to the average intensity tor the entire 
duration ot the storm unless it be proven that the same wsa uniform 
throughout. The greatest care is therefore neoesaary in the obeervation 
of the rainfall aud ita variations, otherwise the deductions from the 
eewer.gaugings become highly deceptive. It may also be mentioned 
that the period of mu:imum discharge is uaually equal to the duration 
of the corresponding mBXimnm intensity of the rain, and that the flow 
is not in the form of a short, sharp.orested wave of momentary duration 
like that produced from a flushing tank. Thus, in a heavy shower lut
ing twenty minutes at uniform intensUy, the maximum sewer discharge 
will oontinue for about the same length of time; and as this period is 
amply sufficient to flood any cellar or baaement when a Bewer is over
charged, the damage is then 88 great 88 if the duration had heen longer. 
The importance of dealing with ahorter periods of time than heretofore 
C1l8tomary will accordingly be apparent. 

Third.-To obtain the hydraulic slope in eaae of great depths of flow, 
or when the sewers are overcharged, the gauges were arranged in pairs, 
one being placed in each of two cOllIOOntive manholes in the aame sewer; 
in the open channels they were likewise arranged in pairs, from 90 to 
300 feet apart. In nearly every inst&nce the manholes were located at 
the junctions of tributary sewers, and the ganges were placed in such 
manner 88 to be least affected by the inflow of water from snch lateral 
pipes or oonduits. It was a1ao noticed that where the bottom of the 
main sewer was .on a oontinu01l8 grade, the depth of flow at the lower 
manhole or jonction W88 always somewhat greater than ~ the upper one, 
a cUoumst&noe neoeBSarily dne to the inflow of the contributions from 
the intervening territory and the lower lateral sewers. Unfortunately, 
there were generally no intermediate manholes between Buoh junctions, 
and hence the true hydraulio elope oould not be definitely 88oertained. 

It was, therefore, lIo8IllIDed that when the dil'erenC8 in depth of flow at 
each pair of manholes wu not sreat, the Inrface elope would be par-
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aUet &0 the bottom slope, as determined by careful leveling, Bnd thBt the 
bact·water curve or .. remons .. caused by accretions at the lower man· 
bole would practically not extend up &0 the upper manhole, since the 
utaDce between the two always amounted to several hundred feet. On 
&be oilier hand, when the sewers were overcharged, the true hydraulm 
elope W811 given directly by the gauge records, except in cases where the 
ftlorgementa were 80 great 8S to caUIe the storm·water to rise abOVE! 
&be &ops of both manholes and to flood the adjaoent low gronnds; in 
eaoh event no definite estimate of the flood·discharge is pOfl8ible, and the 
IMJU'eBt approximation is the maximum capacity of the sewer under "a,ri. 

oue conditions of flow. Again, when the difrerence in depth of flow waa 
eo peat 88 to warrant ilie inference that the ba~k·water curve extended 
beyond the upper manhole, the hydraulic slope for computing the dis
oharge at aaid manhole W88 estimated as being somewhat leRS than the 
bottom elope, and somewhat greater than the slope given by the gauge 
ftIIdingB, in order to compensate for ilie inflow at the lower manhole. ' 

FOllrtll.-The tributary drainage area behind'each gauge 11'88 care· 
fuD,. computed from a topographical map of the eastern half of the 
oi"" upon which aU existing sewers had been indicated, together with 
&heir dire:ltion of flow and relative size. The division lines between the 
ftrioua separate areaa are necessarily approltimations, 88 it would be 
impracticable to define exactly the actuallimita in the great mBjority of 
..... , owing to the fact that few of the dividing ridges are distinctly 
IDMked or uoticeable, and that in many instances the natu.rol course of 
abe drainage hla been reversed in order to obtain an outfall into exist· 
me Hwers. Much time and study were d~voted to this matter, and it ill 
Waved that the errors 80 made are iuaignificant. Having thus learned 
eM form and magnitUde of each main area tributary to the sewers at 
eM said ~ges, computations of the time reqnired for the storm·watel'll 
fIom the Inoet distant points on the surface to reach each gauge by 
t.wiDg through the tributary and main sewers were next made, and for 
IIUI purpoae it became' Decessary to make use of the records of the 
padea and dimeuaioD.II of IJDch I18wers rued in the office of the City Sur· 
'"1or. In a few caaea the time actually required for the flood to make 
hi appeuanoe, or rather to attain ita maximum height, at the gauge, 
... also obeerved and compared with the computed time, the result 
being that the former aiW.f8 exceeded the latter by eeveraI minutee, 
thDl indicating that the water requires .. certain length of time to reach 
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the sewers from tbe roofs, anll more especially from tbe street surfaces. 
With the information thus obtained, the increased diachargeat the lower 
gauges could readily be compared with the volume that would probably 
be delivered by the tributaries which entered the sewer at that point. 
and where the diacrapancy between these two quantities was found to 
be large, the observations were rejected. 

Fijlh.-Thirty.one of the above llescribed automatio flood gauges 
were located iu eleven different main Bewers aud five open ditches or 
chaunels within the city limits, whereby an opportunity Wall afforded to 
observe the maximum discharge from twenty-four drainage areall, vary
ing in magnitude from 25 acrcs to 606 ROres, and presenting a great 
diversity of character with reference to quality of soil, density of popu
lation, clasB of roadway/! anti extent of l4ewerage. Few of these dis
tricta, however, were similar in general character, and bence the final 
resulta cannot well be compared. For the sake of brevity the eBIIBntial 
d~ta relating to said diBtricts have been arranged in Tables NOB. 1 and 2. 
hereto appended. It should ue stated that in many cases the obse"" 
tions of the flood-flow were ueeless, as no reliable record of the rainfall 
was at hand; also that of the remaining observations only those which 
relnted to rainfall intensities of a1l0l1t 0.25 inch and upward per hour 
have thus far been workell Ol1t in detail for some of the most populous 
and best sewered districta. To a number of tbese computations, more
over, consideraule uncertainty is attached, by reallon of the irregulari
tieB in grade of the sewers; ancl hence in the following the results from 
only a few of the entire number of districts above mentioned can be 
Bubmitted with confidence. 

Sizth.-Tbe discharge WBB computed with variable co-efficients de
dncetl from Kutter's formula, and in a few instances where experiments 
were made, the oomputed velocities were found to agree closely with the 
obeerved average velocities between the gauges. Weir measurement. 
wonlddoubtlesa have beeu far more satisfactory; but B8. matter of fact, 
none of the sewers were large enoogh to admit of nsing this method of 
gauging during heavy Bhowers. Iu the distant suburbs it was poasible 
to flnd a few place. in the natural water-oouraee where a weir could ha~e 
been applied without damaging the adjacent low landa by overflow or 
back.water; yet as the particular object of the g"uginga was to obtain the 
maximum proportion of rainfall which finds its way into the sewers of 
the urban districts, the purpose would have been utterly defeated if large 
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&nota of agricultural land had been thus inoluded in the tributary areas. 
No other proceBB of gauging than by computing the discharge from 
eDIDe appro\·ec.l formula for the dow in a regular ohannel was therefore 
predicable; 

&t'enth.-Tbe percentage of the rainfall whioh is discharged by the 
... el'8 during the period of muimum dow depends, as previously 
ItAt.ell, chiedy upon the greatest intensity of ~e precipitation tIuring 
0.. oontlnuance of the storm; and if the average intensity were used in 
eomputing such percentages, an assortment of results would be obtained 
wlaJch are manif6!!tly absurd from their enormous magnitude. Forexam
pie. let us consider the case of the rain on June 2d, 1888, when a heavy 
abower luting ftftOOn minutes was followed by thirty-dve minutes of light 
.... of probably lElBlf than one-fourth of the previous intensity, and by a 
U«hi tIrizzle lasting fifteen minutes more, after which the rain enllell. 
TJae rain had thus a continuous duration of sixty-five minutes, anti 
Jieldeu a total depth of 0.152 iuches in all parts of the city, its average 
ialenaity being 0.14 inohes per hour. On this day, however,. the Court 
iliad William Streets outlet sewer showed at the intoraection of Alexanuer 
Street andUnivereit1 Avenue a maximum dow of 19.97 cubic feet per 
.-oond from a clrainage area of 132.96.l!.Cres; but at the saitt average in
teaaity, the amount of water lalling upon the entire area is only 1~.G 
.. bio feet per seDOnd, and henoe on thie &88umption the sewer wouhl 
""e dillCharged over 100 per cent. I)f the average rainfall, which it! a pilI
pable absurdity. On the other hana, it was estimated that during the 
Ifteen minutes of the heavy shower at least two-thirds of the whole 
_oant of water fell, whioh wonld give a maximum intensity of about 
t.6O inch per hoar, and hence also a precipitation of 53.2 cubic feet per 
IiICOnd upon the whole drainage area; thereby rednoing the percentage 
.. the rainfall discharged by the outlet sewer to 37.5, which is llouhtleaa 
.. far from the truth, since about 38 per cent. of the lIurfi.ce may fairly 
.. regarded as impervious. From the data collected by the write 1', 

DaDy oUler similar instances might be adduced, but it is believed Ulat 
tM foregoing one will suffioe lUI an illuatmtion of the neoeBBity of the 
IIOIt minute and careful observlltion of the rainfall. 

During the past year aeventeen noteworthy rainfalla, ranging in max
lIIlum inten.eity from 0.24. inch to 8.~ inches per hour, have been more 
.1 .. aaaurately observed in thie oity at the several etatioDl mentioned, 
aDd for nearly all 01 these the oorreaponuing maximum flow in the 
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sewers was obtained in the manner described. TIle complete analysis 
and description of thcso rainR, B8 deduced from the various records by 
the writer, are given in full detail in Table No. S; and a summary thereol 
exhibiting only the mB.1:imum intensiti£>s and ,tnrations of lIle component 
showers, along with flame ~:'tp)allatory remark!!, is given in Table No. -i, 

hereto appenllcll. It Khou1l1 be mentioned that no great accnracy for 
the fignres thus exhibited is claimed, as the rates of the component 
ehowCl'S are gl'norally estimates' hl1Kcd upon numerons actnal measure
ments; the total precipitation aUlI the timings, however, can be accepted 
with much confidence in the majority of cases, as the errors are rela
tively small. The light rains and drizzles are always small fractional 
parts of the total fall in the class of stormR here considered, and a 010118 

knowlellge of their intEmRities can soon be acquired by practice; hence, 
when the duration of these estimated lighter rains is known, together 
with the total fo.lI, the intensities of the heavy component showers can 
be reached with a fair degree of csrtainty. In this manner the rates for 
the heavy rains were estimated, as shown in Table No. S; and in the absenoe 
of data from the most delicate self-registering rain ganges, they are su b
mitt&cl as the best whioh the writer can offer. NO'revision of them h .. 
been 'attempted in order to secure more harmonious correspondence with 
the sewer gangiugs, and they arc accurdingly open to amendment, along 
with the computed percentages of discharge. 

The storm-discharge from five Ilifferont distriots in this city may noW' 
be considered, the genol'aillescription of these districts being as follows: 

District I.- Discharge measured at gauge No.2 in the Olifford Street 
aud Avenue B ontlet sewer at the intersection of Avenue B and Harris 
Avenue. About one·half of the total irregular tributary drainage area of 
356.94: acres has a dense population, averaging about 55 per acre, while 
the remainder is thinly sottle,l and presents much agricultural land. The 
soil is generally 11 clayey loam, with gravel and muck in BOme places ; 
its surface is slightly undnlating, with no sharply defined natural water
courses. Nearly all of the existing Rtreeta are sewered aud have graded 
earthen roadways and gattel'S, and only a very small proportion of the 
aggregato length of roadwa.y if! maclWa.mized. The average grade of the 
sewered Rtreets iR about 1 in 150. aull the sewer grBIll's range from 1 in 
47 to 1 in mo. Few llugo IJ11iJaingR or factories are found in the dis
trict. The outlet sewer appears to be in excellent order, Dnd afl'orda 
good facility for ganging at 1\11 depths of ftow. 

DiRtrict IV.-Dis('harge measured nt gange No.8, in the North Ave
nue outlet sewer, near SymoDse Stroot. The tributary drainage areD of 
12B.67 BCres is RcncI'ally wcll,lc"clopell, and is in the form of an in'egl1-
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Jar strip 4. 800 feet long by about 1 200 feet average width, beginning in 
the central part of the city and extending northerly. The average den
ait)- of population may be estimated at about 82 per acre. The area con
tUna many large business blocks and other buildingll along North Ave
Dae, but the rest of the territory is occupied chiefly by reaidencell of 
medium size standing on mOtlerately large Iota. The soil is mainly a 
clayey loam, with muck in the lower districts, and the surface sIOI'''S 
I8DUy to the north as far as the New York Central and Hudson River Rail
ro.d, after which it becomes very flat. All of the streets are sewered 
aad graded, and about one-third of the aggt'egate len8th of roadway hos 
been paved with asphalt, stone blocks, macadam and gravel, the mac
adam, however, predominating in extent; thli remainder of the rOB<l
.. ys are of common. earth. Tile average grade of the streets ill 1 in 180, 
aDlI the sewer grades range from 1 in 50 to 1 in 680. The outlet sewer 
it of good rubble masonry, with a flat bottom, excavated in a horizon
tally sh'atified limestone rock; for small depths of flow DO great accu
ney oan he expected from the gauging!. 

District X.-Discharge measured at gauge No. 18, in the East Main 
Sheet sewer at the intersedion of North Union Street. The tributary 
dnUnage area of 25.12 acree is well (leveloped, and is in. the form of a 
long and comparatively narrow strip traversed by East Maiu Street. 
along which many large bneiness blocks and apartment houeee have been 
built. There are, however, still many deta.ch6l1 amall reaideDOBII on th(1 
area, with considerable garden space. The average deneity of popula
iion may be estimated at about forty per acre. The lIOil is a clayey 
loam, and its surface inclines moderately to the east. Almost every 
*eet is BBwered and providetl with a macadBmized or gra.el roadway, 
u.e average surface grade being 1 in 172, while the sewer grades vary 
hom 1 in 70 to 1 inS80. The outlet sewer ill of ordinary rubble masonry, 
willi 110 flat bottom of rock, hard-pan or plank. For small depths of 
eo .. the gauginge are probably unreliahle. From this district the great
_ percentage of discharge may be expected, &II it contains. thc largest 
proportion of impervious surface of lUly in the whole list. 

District IX.-Discharge measured by gauge No. 19, in the Court and 
William Streets outlet Bewer at the intersection of Alexander Street and 
l1Di.erBity Avenue. The tributary drainage area of 182.96 B<'l'es is 
chiefly a well developed reRidential distriot, with a few large builtlinge 
IIOd apartment houses. Most of the dwellings Bre large and stand 1'Qther 
oIose together on Iota of medium size. The Bverage density of popula
tion is aboot thirly-!ii.'t per acre. Every street ill sewered and graded, and 
&he roadways are nearly all improved with macadam or gravel, but there 
III not a single first·claRA pavoment iu the whole distriot.. 'rhe soil is f.(eu
nally of a loamy character, with some clay, gmve1 and muck in lliffel'ent 
portions; itA surface ill somewhat undulBting. the llrevniliug slope, how
.'flr, being towards the north and ('&!It; the avemgt' grade of the streets 
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is about 1 in 151. and the sewer grades range from i in 5i to 1 in 400. 
The outlet sewer is of ordinary mbble masonry, with a Bat bottom exca· 
vated in the limestone rock and trimmed to the slOpei hence it is not well 
adapted to the gauging except when mnniug at conaiderable depths. 
From the general charocter of this district, a relatively large percent· 
age of disoharge may be expected • 

• District XVII.-DiHcharge mOlllmrod by gauge No. 30 in the Gri1Bth 
Street sewer at the intersectioll of Br()8(lway. The tributary dminage 
area of 92.27 acres is well sewere<l and developed. ancl the average clen
sity of population may be taken at about 35 per acre. Almost every 
sb'eet haH been improved, ahout one·fifth of the aggregate length beiug 
paved with Wlpbalt, one-fourth with stone blocks, and the remainder 
with macadam and gravel. The territory contains a number of large 
business blocks anll apartment hOURes, but the greater portion is occu
pied by detached resitlencC!1 "tanding on lots of medium width. In one 
llistrict of about twenty·five acres the lots are very deep and afl'or<l op
portunity for additional streets. The soil is mainly a clayey loam; ita 
surface slopes generally to the south, but in the aggregate one-half of 
the whole area is quite flat. The average grade of the streets is 1 in 240, 
and the sewer grades vary from 1 in 100 to 1 in 850. The sewerage is 
not of the best description, and the outlet has frequently been over
charged. It is reBl!onable to infer that the proportion of rainfall reaching 
the sewers is leas than in the precelling district. 

The foregoing five districts have Deen seleoted from the entire num
ber availo.ble becaU!le they represent not only the best developed and 
most populous localities on the CaHt side. but also the largest and most 
acceesible outlet sewers. It is greatly regretted that much doubt with 
respeot to the bottom slope of some of the other sewers, or of the same 
sewers at other ganges. prevents the utilization of the records obtained 
until such time B8 the nominal grades may be tested by numerou. exca
vations; but the computatiolls for sevoral of these other districts show 
such wide differences and improbabilities as to greatly impair their 
valuo ; furthermore, mOl:lt of thele districts include large tracts of agri
cultural or unimproved territory, anll are therefore of minor interest in 
connection with the discharge from populous 1U't'BII. The combined 
Bow from a series of contignoUB (listricts was measured a number of 
limes by gauges 9 and 10, 11, 12 (a) and lB, and 12 (b) ; but as it W88 

impracticable to determine each component separately, the gauginga 
mna' neceeaarily relate to large tenitories, and can serve only to check 
the computations made for 'he smaller areas in which the euential ele
menta were known with reasoDable certainty. For these reaaooa 001, a. 
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part of all the records secured are no\\' of use, while the remainder must 
be laid aside until the sewer grades can be properly verified hereafter. 

Some of the details of the discharge computatiooe for the afore
aid five tlistricte ~ given in the appended tables, NoB. 5, 6, 7, 8 
and 9, while Table No. 10 shows the computed percentages of the 
h.TieBt rainfall so diacbarged (luring the period of muimum flow. 
To exhibit these important results in more convenient and compact 
form, however, they are herewith submitted in the table on the follow
ing page. 

n will be noticed that there Bre numerous discordauces iu this 
ta61e, most of which cau fairly be ascribed to imperfect emmates 
of the maximum intensity of the rainfall, while the remainder have 
doubtless arisen from errors made in observing the flood-marks left on 
the sewer gauges. Fortunately, however, the data are suffioiently 
numerous to admit of comparison; and by averaging the results obtained 
for similar durations of heavy rain it is probable that the majority of the 
diacrepaucies will be equalized, and that the mean valu. of the per
centages of the rainfall so removed by the sewers will afford lit clue to 
the general law8 which govern such diacharge. For facilitating the 
smdy of the problem, these average values for each of the lIis
mcts were plotted as ordinatei with the corresponding durationR 
of the maximum rainfall as abscissall, thus obtaining a series 
of five somewhat irregular curves shown in Plate No. II.; and 
upon carefully examining thess diagrams iu conjunction with the 
explanatory remarks relating to both the rainfall and the sewer 
pugiugs, the irregularities were correoted or equated by suitably 
lUting regular lines or curves to the various points obtained as statetl. 
These uew lines or curves accordingly represent a more or JeRI! close 
approximation to tbe actual relntion of the rainfall to the flood flow in 
tJae aewel'9 of populous districts; Rnd while the numerical remIts thus 
....,hed may not be absolutely correct, the diagrams nevertheleas poiut 
unmistakably to the followiug geueral conclusions: 

First.-The percentage of the rainFall discharged from any given 
drainage area is nearly constant for rains of all considerable intensities 
acd lasting equal periods of time. This ciroumstauoe can be aUributed 
ooly to the fact that the amount of impervious surface on lit definite 
drainage area was also pr~tically constant during the time ocoupied by 
the experiments. 
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TABLE E. 

Sao"·INo the computed perl'cntngl'~ of the hell vi est rainfall llischarged 
from five different city llistricts by the reKpectiv6 outlet sewera 
dnring the period of maximum flow, 1l1so the average values of lIuch 
}lercentageH. Arrllngetl with reference to duration of heaviest 
rllinfnll. 
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SeCfllld, -The said percentage varies directly with the degree of urban 
de\'elopment of the difitrictj or, in other worclfi, with the amount of im
parviouR sUl'fl\ce thcreon. This fact is clearly shown by the large per
centages derived from the relatively best developed Distriot X, in con
tra.t with the Bmaller percentages obtained from the relatively less im
proved Districts IX, IV and XVII, and to the still smaller results yielde(l 
by the least improved Distriot Ij Bnll it also oerves to 'account for the 
coDlltancy of the peroentage discharged from any particular dilltrict for 
rainfalls of the same dnration. 

TMrd.-The said percentage increo.ses rapidly, and directly or uni
formly, with the dnration of the maximum intensity of the rainfall, 
until a period is reached which is equal to the time required for the con
centration of the drainage waters from the entire tributary area at the 
point of observationj but if the rainfall oontinues at the same intensity 
for & longer period, the said percentage will continue to increase for the 
.:tditional interval of time at a much smaller rate than previously. This 
circumstance is manifestly attributable to the fact that the permeable 
II111'f&oe is gradually beooming saturated and is beginning to IIhed some 
of the water falling upon itj or, in other words, the proportion ofimller
Tious surface slowly inoreo.ses with the duration of the rainfall. 

Jiourf".-The said percentage becomes larger wheu a moderate rain 
hu immediately preceded a heavy shower, thereby partially saturatiog the 
permeable territory and correspon(hngly increo.sing the extent of imper
nons surface. 

Fiftll,-The sewer-discharge varies promptly with all appreciable 
ftdctnatiooB in the intenliity of the rainfall, and thus oonstitutes an elt
ceedingly seusitive index of the rain and its variations of ;ntensity. 

Si:tlh.-The diagrams also show that the time when the rate of inorease 
ill the said percentages of dillcharge ohanges abruptly from a high to 0. 

10" figure, agl'ee3 0101181y with the computelllengths of timerequire.i for 
.... concentration of the lltorm,,,:aters from the whole tributary areaj and _06 the said percentagell at lIuch times may be taken as the proportion 
of impervious surface upon the respective areas. For example, the 
paroentage cnrves for District IV anll XVII are seen to be pl'8()tically 
coincident, whence it might be inferred that the proportionll of imper
ftouS surface are alike in both areas; as a fact, this oonclusion is fully 
warranted by an examination of the two territories, whioh are separated 
by a wge intermediate area. 
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The relation between the maximum sew0r-discharge and the rainfall 
haa thus been approximately estalllished for five different districts in 
this city. and it has been seen that the flood-volume atands in direct 
proportion to the magnitude of the impervious surface on the drainage 
area, and to the intensity and duration of the rain; also that auoh flood
volume reaches practically a maximum when the precipitation oontinues 
uniformly for a sufficient length of time to secure the concentration of 
the storm-waters from I\ll portions of the area. The element of time, 
therefore, enters twice into the determination of the flood-volume, and 
from the relation between duration and maximum intensUy of the rain
fall in this locality heretofore established, we may accordingly find the 
duration of that partioular rainfall for whioh the sewer· discharge will 
become an absolute maximum. With the following notation: (r) =mui
mum intensity of the rainfall in inches per hour; (t) = duration in 
minutes of such intensity; (Q) = sewer discharge in cubic feet per 
secoud; (A) = magnitude of the eutire drainage area in acres; (m)=pro
porti~n of impervious surface on said area, which is also substantta1l;V 
the same as the proportion of the rainfall discharged during the period 
of greatest flow; and with (a, baud c) = certain empirical oonstants, we 
will have-

(1st) •..•.•.......•••••...•••...•• " ..••••• Q =m A r,o 
(2d) ....................................... m="al: 
(3d) ••.••.•••.••••••••..•...••••••.••••••• r=b-ct,' 
(4th) ...................................... Q=Aal (b--ct): 

and for the usual condition under which (Q) will become a JIlJ\Ximum. 
we obtain: 

h 
(5th) ...................... A n(h-2ct) = 0, whence: . . 1=2"c· 

But in the foregoing it was shown that the values of the empirical 
constants (") and (c) werc, for rainfalls lasting less than one hour in the 
locality of Rochester, b =2.10 and c =0.0205; hence the duration (I) of 
the heaviest rain which will cause (Q) to become an absolute maximum 
is: 1=51 minutes: This solution, however, is to be regn.rded simply as 
a orude approximation and valid only under certain ciroumstances; but 
it suffices to show that in drainage areas of moderate size, the heaviest 
diaoharge alwa18 occurs when the rain lute long enough at ita maxi
mum intensity to enable all pomons of the area to contribute to the 
flow. For large areas, on the other hantl, a more elaborate analysis be· 
comes necessary in order to find under w~at conditious the absolute 
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IDUimum discharge will occur, although the method of procedure 
above indicated will remain the IllUDe. 

The present peroontages of the rainfall discharged from the afore
IBid urban districts cannot, however, be regarded as permanent, since 
improvements are oonatantly being made by the OODtItrnction of new 
buildings, pavements aud sewere; hence not only is the proportion of 
impervious surface on these districts st.eadily gr~wing, bnt the time re
quired for the conoontration of the storm-water i~ the outlet-sewers is 
aI.Io becoming materially reduced. In planning new sewers, therefore, 
U will be necessary to provide for the drainage from districts which. 
MOner or later, will be much better developed than any of those de· 
ICribed above; and in the absence of more trustworthy data, we may be 
jUitifted in concluding that the greateRt peroentages of discharge from 
s1lch improved districts will continue to be practicall1 equal to the per· 
centages of impervious surface thereon, as was lound to be the case 
with the five districts described. 

The results of the flood gauging& are thus Boon to be in general accord 
with the above described process, suggested by the writer lor com
Pllting the necesaary capacity of sewers on the .. combined" system, 
ad hence the method may be cousidered as reuonabl1 accurate. To 
indicate what figures the writer adopted in computing the maximum 
80w in the several sections of the proposed east side tntnlt sewer, it may 
be stated that four different cl888e8 of territory were taken into account, 
.. foUowa: Class I, with 50 pel'!lons l}er acre and 55 per oont. of imper
"OUS surface; Clasa n, with 40 persons per acre and 46 per cent. of im
pervious surface; Clasa m, with 25 persona per acre and 27 per cent. of 
impervious surface, and Claas IV, with 15 persons per acre and 14 per 
oent. of impervious surface. It should also be stated that the central 
diatri('ts of the city, which will in the future undoubtedly afford .. con
liderably higher percentage of impervious surface thau has been 88-

Biped to Cla88 I, are not embracell in the drainage area of said trunk 
.wer; lorthermore, that in the estimate of these percentsges a much 
better condition of the roadways and pavemente has been BSIIumed than 
DOW l}revails. 

In, conclusion, it may be of interest to make an application of the 
abo\"e method and compare the result with the results given by the 
four formulaa m.entioued. For this purpoee,'let us consider District I, 
already described, with an area of 360 acres, which may, in the future, 
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be constitnt8l.1 as follows: 60 Beres of Class I, 90 acres of Class U, 120 
acres of Class III, anu 90 acres of Class IV, thus giving 119.4 acres, or 
as per cent., of impervious BllrlllCe, and a population of 10 !l50, or an 
average uensity of about thirty persons per Bere; these conditions will 
tlollbtless be recognized as'representing medium urban territory, to which 
any of the four formulas are directly applicahle; furthermore, let it be 
aqsumed that the time required for the concentration of the storm·waters 
at the lower end of this district is: t = 4i minutes, aud that the average 
surface slope of the streets is 8= Th, with sewer grades ranging from 
1 in 50 to 1 in 900, the main collector. however, having an average grade 
of 1 in 500. For the probable maximum intensity of the rainfall oon· 
tinuously during forty·four minutes we will have from Equation 8 : 
,·=2.10-0.0205t=1.20 inchoo per hour (oroubio feet per aoreper 
second), and hence the volume of storm-water running off into the sewers 
from the 119.4 aoresof impervious surlacewill at first be = 119.4 X 1.2 
= 143.80nbio leet per second ; bnt as the rain IBllta uniformly for 80 long 
a time, it may be considered that the permeable area has become par· 
tially eaturated, aud will toward the close of the rain be contributing 
about 15 per cent. of the precipitation thereon to the Bewera, thus 
giving an additional quantity of 240 X 1.2 X 0.15=4i.2 cubio feet per 
second, or a total storm·fiow of 186.5 onbic feet per second. With a 
water-supply of 100 gallons per head per day, and one-half of this 
amount flowing off as sewage uniformly in six hours, the volume of 
sewage will be about 8.5 cubic feet per second; and hence the required 
capacity of the Bewer at the lower end of said djstrict should be, accord· 
ing to the writer's method: Q = 190 oubio feet per second. 

On the other hand, we will obtain from Hawksley'S formula, whioh 
predicates that r = 1.0, an<1 that (8) is the sine of the stope of the out
let-JI()wer, or in this oaae R = 51, 0 : 

(1) Q =8.946 .A 4~ = 68.97 cubic feet per llOOond; or, if the 

formula be taken aa above tranacribed, with r = 1.2 and ( .. ) denoting the 
aiDe of the average surface slope, or $ = m: 

./-
(1*) Q =8.94.6 Ar '\j:r = 106.66 cubic feet per second. 

From Biirkli·Ziegler's transoribed formula, with the average value of 
the co-emoient = 8.516, ,. = 1.2 and, = Tn, we flnd: 

(2) Q = 8.515 .Ar 4 ~ = 99." cubio feet per second. 
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The difficulty here is to determine wbat value sball be given to ("). 
lIinceBiirkli·Ziegler distinctly states that it should be the maximum which 
obtains during the continulUlce of the storm, and asaigns to it for cen
tral Europe values ranging from 1.75 to 2.75. If an irregular rain IMt

ing forty-Conr minutes be assumed, it is e.18Y to see that a maximum 
intensity of 2.40 inches per hour might prevail for a few minutes, with 
leeaer rates Cor the remaindpr of the time, and giving an average of 
1.2 inches, as above computed; and with r = 2.40 we would have double 
the discharge just oomputed, or practically the same 88 the volume eal
e1llated by tbe writer's method. 

From Colonel Adams' formula, as transcri'bed, and which originally 
predicates r = 1.0 and (.) as denoting the sine of the slope of tbe sewer, 
01' in this case, • = m, we have: 

(8) Q = 1.035 A ~;;;= 83.23 cubic feet per second: whereas, if 

"e u.ae the values r = 1.2 and, = rlv, as before, we will obtain: 

(8·) Q = 1.005 Ar ~ A !rl = 107.05 cubic feet per second. 

In like manner we will find from the tranaoribed MoMath formuls, 
for the average co-emcient = 2.488 and r = 1.2, with. = Th: 

a-
(') Q = !U88 Ar ;j ~ = 121.41 cubic feet per I800ndj but if (r) 

'tNI'8 taken at the value adopted for Bt. Louis, i. e., r = ~.75, the dis
eIsarp would be increased to about 278 cubic feet per secoud, or nearly 
tAr per cent. more than the volume computed by the writer's method. 

In tbe choioe of. the several processes of estimating the requirelt 
tllllpaCity of a combined sewer for a populous district, it muat be remem
"-ad ibat with the heavy rains of frequent occurrence in this oountry, 
1M proportioning of Bewers by Hawksley's formula has uauallyreaulted 
Ie 800dinge, and that an extensive experience with the other formulas 
.. not yet been gained. The above investigations, moreover, show that 
JIIBer quautiti811 of storm-water run oft' from urban nrfacea than is 
.. monly supposed, and henoo it is obvious that a more rational methOll 
., l8"er computation is urgently demauded. Muoh room for improve. 
_t in tbis direction is still left, and it is mnoersly hoped that the "ria of the writer will be amply supplemented by many valuable sug
fBl\ionB and experimental data which other members of ttie Society 
"7 generonlly contribute. 
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TABLE No.1. :0; 
C1 ... 

SHOWING Trihutary Drainage AreBS at the Different Flood·Gauges in Outlet Sewers. 
(') 

til 
t' ... 
Z 

Tributary Trlbulu)' DIBlanre 

Humber Hum· Num· bet.eBn 
her of Area. ber of ArOL Oaulles. of DESlGSATlON OF SEWEB. 

Dlstrlol. r.nwrr (:Pl'er IIEWABK& 
Gau!:e. Gauge. 

I AcreB. Acre •• Feet. 

Q 

0 
Z 
~ 
> ... 
Z ----

I. Avenue II Oullet !!ewer •••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••••• I 382.61 2 366.94 I 897.6 
n. wweU Slrtet Outlot Hewer •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 1~.80 ~ ~7.4~ 3:J~.5 

Ill. HI. Joseph Mroel lIutlel Sewl·r .•••••••••••••••••••••.. 6 lU11.M 6 10J.78 413.1 
IV. !iorth Avcnuc Outlet Sewer ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7 2Iti.08 8 128.67 776.2 
V. North Avenue Oullet Bewer Ditch •••••••••••••••••••••• S 481.:11 10 484.31 11:1.2 

VI. Goodmau Street Outlet Hewer Ditch •••••••••••••••••••• II GUti.82 ............ . .......... 
VII (al Court and William Sireolll.lullet Hewer llilch .••••••••. la 3U.:1I Ua 341.21 62'1.6 No. 120 cbaDlled to 126. JUDe 29. 1888. 
VII.(bl COurt aDd William Hlreele Outlet Sewer .•••.••••••••••• ............ I"» 328.72 ·"5tii:5·· Vlll. Court and Wllllam Streeta Outlet Bew'·r •••••••••••••••• 16 177.56 17 167.96 
IX. Court and WlUlam Streel. Outld Se.er ................. 17 139.111 19 132.96 846.0 
X- Edt Malo Street Trlbutar)' Hewer •••••••••••••••••••••• 17 28.78 18 26.12 742.~ 

XI. (a) Uplon Park Outlet Sewer Ditch .••••••••••••.•••••••••• 154 187.68 U 187.68 91.3 No. 154 changed HI,Il. 1[188. 
Xl (6) Upton Park Outlet Sewer Ditch ........................ 156 187.68 14 187.68 1111.0 

XII. lupton Park Outlet He.er ............................... 21 116.S/) :III 110.11 1711.1 
XlII. Eut Aveoul Outlet Sewer .............................. 23 ............ 22 211.90 1 '26.11 No. 23 wo relet on Ha114. 1888. 
XIV. (a) 'Honroe Annue and Nicholl Park Outlet Sewer Ditch ••• 26a 125.98 214 126.98 101.2 NOl. 24 and 25 changed Ha)' 14. 1!18&. 
XlV. (6) !Mooroe Ayeouo and Nicholl Park OuUct Sewer ........ 256 1Ir..411 2'6 1111.19 77.4 
XV. (a) jPinnacle Avenue Outlot Sewer ........................ 27 .. 117.17 2!1 161.44 334.8 So.:17 wu changed JuDe 19. 1888. 
XV.lbJ Plnnaclo Aveuue OUtlet Sewer ......................... 27b 117.17 2!1 1111.44 334:8 

XVI. HI. Hope Avenue (JnUet Be"er ......................... 29 215.77 28 243.02 &99.11 
XVII. l0rllll.lh Street OuUet Hower ............. _ ............... 31 1l8.2~ 30 \l'J.27 667.8 . 
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Dralo&ilo • Flood 
Dlolrlct. OaugcI. 

I. laud 2 

II. Saud. 

111. 5 aud G 

IV. 7au.18 

VII. (h) 12 (b) 

VIII. 16 aod 17 

lL 17 aDd 19 

X. 17 lIod 18 

XII. 20 aod 21 

XlII. 2'laod 23 

XIV. (b) 2hod 26 

XV. (b) 26ao.121 

XVI. 28aod 29 

:nIl. 3U aod 31 

TAULE No.2. 

SnOWING Characteristics of the Sevl'ml Sewers at the Flood·Gauges. 
------ _. - --

Aetna! 
Bottom 
81. po. 

----
1 ID 3&1 

1/12&1 

1/,.3 

1/62' 

If.!OO 
1/183 

1/185 

1/18 

1,91.6 

Ir.us 

1/181 

1/165 

1/593 

1/.!08 

Wid 
or 

ae.,e 
11 

,to Fro 

31 

1.9 

S.I 

'.00 

3.25 

2 .• 

2.( 

1.50 

2.00 

1.83 

2.00 

2.00 

2.1 

2.00 

I Tolal Iv~ree'I"ioO 
of Iuvert. Shal'O of 

Hcigbt. 

Roof. -----

I Feet. Fect. 

I O.GO aewidrde. 5.50 

0.0 nat. 2.00 

0.0 l:IoD1lcirl~!e. 5.il5 

0.0 .. G.OO 

1.0 .. 5.05 

I 0.0 .. 3.GS 

I 
0.0 ., :I.GS 

0.0 I\at. 2.20 

I 0.0 .. 2.50 

I I· .. ~:~····· '·lIS··bll,,,,1 2.50 

Illl 2.00 .. I 0.0 3.00 
I 0.0 .. 3.00 

I .. 0.0 3.00 

- -- -_ .. _----------

Co-efficieut 
or HOUKh· naHAlIJU. 

ursa. 

0.015 Brirk ionrl; romalo.ler II rubblo mlaoor, ID good 
coodltloo. Grlde appeara to be regular. 

0.020 Flat elrth or pllok bottom; rubble m"uorJ ID poor 
cODdllioo. Grade probabl, Irregular. 

0.017 Flat plaok bottom: rubble m"oOrJ 10 a .. enlRe coo· 
dltioo. Grade I. probabl, lomo .. hat Inellular .. 

0.017 Flat rlick, boltom; rubble mlaoorJ 10 aTenge coo· 
dllioD. Grade problbl, lome .. hat Irrellular. 

0.01.; IBrlck 10Yert; rubble maeoor, ID llood coodllloD 
(oe .. ). Gnde app.I .. to be rellnlar. 

0.011 Flit rooky bottom; rubble muoor)' 10 a .. erage coo· 
dltloD. Grade I. lome .. hat Irrellular. 

o.on FlIt rocll, bottom: rubble muoor, 10 anrase coo· 
dltloo. Grado II 80me .. bat Irregular. 

0.017 Flat rock or bard earth· bottom; rubble maaoory 10 
anrage coodllloo. Grade problbl, Irrellollr. 

0.017 Flat plaDk bottom; rubble mlllOor)' 10 anrage coo· 
dltloo. Dlachargo b, t .. o plpeL See lurl'aco 
Ilopel of water. 

0.015 Ceweot pipe, craoked 10 lOAD, placel. Grado ma, be 
.ome"bat Irregular. 

0.017 Flat plaok bollom; rubblo maaoDr, In average COD· 
diliOD. Gndo lnellular. 

0.017 Flat pl,.,k boltom; robblo muoor)' In anrage coo· 
ditioo. Urado Irrellular. 

0.011 IFlat rock, bottom: rubble muoor, 10 &Yerage COD· 
dllioD. Gndo irresolar. 

U.OI1 iFlat pllok bollow; rubble muoDr)' 10 a1'Onlle COD· 
ditloo. Grade probahl, Irrellular. 
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TABLE No.3. 

Sammm iluration nnd nnalysis of intensity of the principal rainCnlls nt Rochcster, N. Y., Crom October 1st, 1887, 
to October 1st, 1888. 

- - .. -- . 

Duration. D pth Fall 11 'A18umec1rateal Equivalent 
DUll:. !laIn Ikg2n. Bain Ended. • e. or Fall. in Depth Fallen. 

RElUBES. 
are. Min. Inch ... Inches, per 

huur. Inchea. 

------

I 
DCCl'wher lull •• l&ll ...... !i.au A.ll. ;.00 A.lI. I--:JO O.I~ 0.069 O.IU& lIodelale min. 

7.'~1 11.001 
2-

UO l 0.035 U.u70 1.lghl rain. 
9.00 10.00 l-UIJ 0.:110 u.alO Heavy rain. 

10.011 1I.()J1 l-UO O.UI O.U3O fl.(J:lO LiGht rlliu. 
I 11.30 12.tJtl :II. 0-30 , 0.030 11.015 Light rain. 

i I.UO 1'.:11. 2.00 i·.lI. 

I 
1-00) II.OIG U.015 Drizzling rain. 

i 7 -011 0.5'5 0.5" 
I 

.............. 
• 8.40 •. 1I. 10.40 ~.li. 1-31'1 11.073 0.110 LlHht rain. April Glh. I~S3 ............. i 

S.4U 10.!U 0-30 U.23O U.2W 0.120 HCAv1 rain. 

I 
-----

2-00 .............. ........ ...... 0.230 

•• , U'. " ............... 1 4.05 P.Y. •. 131' .... 
O~l 0.160 0.Ct.l1 Moderate rain. 

'.13 '.26 0-13 0.300 0.1165 Hen1 rain. 
•• ~>fI '.46 0-20 0.0-.10 u.OO7 DrizaUDg rein. 
4.t6 6.00 O-It 0.226 0.260 u.!1.58 Heavy rain. 
11.00 11.18 0-18 0.020 0.005 Drlzzllnj( rain. 
6.ltI 5.30 o-I~j 11.250 0.050 Heaw1 rain. 
lI.ao IU7 0-17 U.02O 0.000 Drinllnll rain. 
G.47 6.U5 0-18 U.040 U.UI~ Light rain. 

0 
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TABLE No. 3.-( rontilllll!u.) 

Dnratlon. l'eplb Fallen. Aspumed Rate 
D~n. alln B~gan. Rain Ended. or Fall, In 

lucbes, vcr 
Era. MID. IDCbel. hour. 

-------._--
.luDe 28lb, 1888 .••••••••••• 7.00 ~''', 9.00 ~ •• 

2~1 0.100 
9.00 0.15 0-15 0.760 
!I.U 9.25 0-10 0.100 
9.25 10.00 0-35 0.2tu 

10.00 I 10.20 0-20 1.000 O.ROO 
10. "lO 

I 
10.25 ~51 0.100 

10.35 10.tO ~5 
I 

0.2111 

! 
10.~0 10.50 11-10 0.~5U 
111.50 II.OS 0-15 I 0.120 

; --.-
I 5-25 l.a~O .............. 

.luly llIb, 1888 ....••••.••• t.55 1'.:.1. I 5.151'.:11. 0-20} n.U:! 0.150 
5.25 5.~ O-lS 0.760 

............. -\-............. O-:J:i 

.luly 18tb, lR88 ........... 9.roO ~ ... 9.5' ~."'. '-I I 
O.WO 

11.00 11.25 I 0-25 0.100 
ll.25 n.M 0-10 0.760 
11.35 12.20 1'.". 0-,5 0.656- 0.200 
12.35 1'.". 2.25 I-SO 0,1611 

3-U ........... .............. 
Angust itb, 1I11III .......... 1.00 A.". 1.12 ~ .... 

0-
121 1.000 

1.12 2.16 1-03 0.t31 0.180 
2.15 2.50 0-35 O.OI!O 

------
1-60 .............. ............... 

E'lulvllent I 
Deplb FoileD. 

IDcbes. 

.--
0.200 Lillbi 
11.100 Helvl 
0.017 Light 
O.HO !\lode, 
0.261 Henl 
0.008 Ligbt 
0.020 llode, 
0.125 U'I"] 
".030 ·l.lllbt 

------
1.317 

0.050 ~IOtlel 
0.100 HelY] 

-----
0.2'0 

0.033 lIeav] 
0.0'2 r·ll:ht 0.125 Bca'fi 
0.1110 Mooe: 
0.303 ·Mode, 

0.1113 

0.200 HPa.~ 
0.1t19 Mode; 
o.on LlRbt 

---------
O.t36 

raiD. 
raiD. 
·aID. 
,Ie rain, 
raiD. 

rain. 
,Ie raiD. 
raiD. 
aln. 

Ie raiD. 
ralu • 

rain, 
rain. 
rralD. 
te raiD. 
te raiD. 

rain. 
10 raiD. 

raiD. 

BZ:.I&BD. 

~ 
00 

:0: 
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== t" ... 
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to:! 
~ 
M 
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r 

AUlllld IOtb. 1t!88, •.•••••• , ~U5 3.10 1-06 O.tH O.tlO lI.tlt Uea\') rHoin. 
11.30 lI.t5 0-15 n .• 't, l.fil i tI.tfl' .Very hr-a\"y ram. 
6.15 G.:JO o-u tI.,Ni' O.~:;ti 'Lur..&. )(11(1,'r41e raill. 

.. 

1-35 I 1 . 
O.Dl:l ............... 0.91:! 011 weat Hide. 

AlIgu,1 JGth. lesS ......... 1 During nlGbt 0.533 .............. 1 On ,·",1 .Iole. 
lunkno"n .. ··1 ............... 

August 11tb, ISbS ......... 4.CO ..... 5.00 ~.K. 0-10 0.22'2 1.333 tI.2~2 IIt:ny r.lin. 
5.00 :1.33 (}-~6 0.171 o.atlo 11.175 )[lId'·I'i.lc mill. 
5.35 (i.nO 0-23 O.16~ 0.3MB 0.M2 lhllt.·ro.tu ra.lu. 
ti.UU 7.00 1-00 ! O. ~21 0.111 '1.I~1 Light rdiu. 

2-10 0.(.80 .............. --;;.;:Sjj~ I 
.\III1U81 :16th. , 18S8 ....... I hl.2!! I· .... 10.42 1' .... 0-141 0.79' 

3.2HO 0.';'.17 .Vt!ry 111'uvy tolhl\\1icr"ith hail. 
10.n 10.50 0-081 0.350 _._~.~'7 __ IMOder"tu rain. 

O-:n .............. .............. U.~~4 

!lcl'teUl!Jer 16th. 1t!88 ...... 1 2.110 P .... :I 51) I· .... 0-501 0.'31 0.410 I 0.391 IU"'VY rain. 
2.51) 3.13 0-25 U.l00 U .Ul:! Ligbt rain. 

-- .-- -- ............................. \ 1-15 O.,~ 

- ----==.-=--::':-=---=...-=-: --:- ".- ~~:-:. -:---:-

• Av.'raga ,·"llIe; un weal Ihle deptb ..-.. 0.81~ inebeo. and on eut .;'Ie. o.t~. iucbee. 
t Not IIniforUl oy.r territory. 
t About one·nnb w"" ball. tbu! leaving .tel'tb of "aler ellulyaleut to " rale or about 2.;;41 ioche. (lcr IlUur. On Ihe cut si.lo tbe del,th of .. aler 

llrecipltaled " .. 0.71lIDcbea wben "eigbe,1 un Ibe morDiog of Au!:u.t :11111. 

:&; 
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50 KUICULING ON UAIXFALJ, A!SV DISCHAUGE OF SEWEllS. 

TABLE No.4. 

SHOWING duration of the mn.ximum intensity of the principal rainfnllq 
nt RocheRtcr, N. Y., from October 1Rt, 188;, to Octoher 1st, 1898. 

~: - .. -" f= _.:l 

"" -., 
e'" ,,"' e1: .• u ,,= .-::; 

-----,------1--
, I R. M'I December 101h. !tI87. '\'. 0.310 1 1 00 Prcee.led hy Iwo hOllr.·lIght raiD and followed I'r 

I 
ODe aod 0. hair hOlln' IIl1ht rain. l'nlforml,. 
dl.lrlbllted. 

AJlril 5th.lflSq ........ ; 0.2(1) 0 30 ('rcCI'dc,! and f"lIowe4 b)' IIsht rain. wUog from 
I \ onc bOllr 10 ODC aod a half houra. Unlforml,. 
I .lIltrlllllted. 1\1",. 41h, 1898 ........ '1' 0.300 I 0 13 Preced",1 hy elRht mlDules' moderate raiD IIu.l fol. 

Inwed b)' twcnt)' minutllll' drlzzllnlJ rlln. Unl· 
I , forml,. di.trI1l1lIcd. 

AI",. 0111. 1888......... 11.31~ I 0 :I.; Bud.leu hen",. ahowor, followed b)' drizzle lut· 

1\(",. 1~IIJ,18~ ....... 

~I.'" ~6Ib, 1888 ....... 

.111 01' 2d, 1888 ........ 

June 24th, 188R ....... 

Jlloe 2"h, IR88 ... , •• 

.11100 ~8Ih, 18~8 ....... 1 

i 
I 

July lllh, IBIlK ...... \: 

Jnl,. 181h, 11!l!~ ....... . 

Ausolt 'Ih, 1888 ..... i , 
AUlult 161h, 1888 .... 1 

I Augult 17lb, 1888 .... ; 

AUIIU.t 261h, 11!88 .... 

III Inll onr. hOllr. llll'<'rtlon from B. W. to N. E. 
0.:1'8 I 11:1:; Nut ullifurmly 11I.lrI1lulod. (n extremll culern 

lliatrielo mnllllllm Inlenoll), w .. ani,. 0.33 

0.300 

1.000 

o.{OO 

1.600 

2.0211 

U.800 

0.7no 

0.7':;0 

1.000 

I.GIG 

3.~OO 

~.GU\1 

IJ:JO 

II 15 

1130 

() ~fl 

020 

" IG 

11111 

o 12 

o 15 

1110 

1111 

lo,·hr. prr hOllr. 
Preee.ICll by twcOI,. mluutoa· moderate ralo, Ind 

f"lIowc.1 hy len mloules of IIl1ht rain. NOI 
v.'ry 1I0lform. 

l'recedl'd by .hort, bcav)' Ibower, and /lneen 
ruiIlUI". IIl1hl rllu, lod rollo\Ylld b,. .hort, 

I 
light min 11II1.lri1.<lo. Unlrormly dlotrlbute.1. 

~l1d.lell hray)' ohower, followc.1 b)' lin,. mlDlllel' 
IIl1ht min Iud .Irluio. W", a IIttlll hc."ier 
OD Wt'Kt fli,l(1. . 

'IRu.ldeD h.a,·,. _hower No.1, follo,.,ell by Iwenty· 
"""cu ruilllllrs of IIl1ht rlln IDd drizzle. AI" 

I l'~reDtly 1I0iform, 
'Su.III'·" I .... v,. .1I0wer No.2, followed hy Iwrnt,.. 

I rll:hl lIIinuh", of IIllht r.ID. APll&renll,. uol· 
fOI'lIl, 

;Prorr,1<'d hy oh'\fp .holTer aDd fort),./I"e mlnule.· 
liI:hl aUlI nlOIh'rato mill, .nd Inllowed by len 
1111011100' huht min. auct thco h,. ohlrp 8bower, 
"pparolllly e\'rnly .Ii.trlbllte<l. 

Prer",II,,1 I,y IwnDly mIDute.· U101lcnte ",10. Not 
\'rry uuir.,rm. 

PrecerlCiI loy Iwcnty·nvll mlnllle.' lillht rain, .nd 
follo"",,.1 II,. forly.lh·. rulnutn' modcr-~ta rain. 
:\1111'1. beav,er liD WC8t tb.n e,,"lside. 

SIII1I1ell b •• ,·y .bower, rollo,.,ed b)' ODe hour's 
",ooler.to rain with IIl1ht Ihowllro. Probably 
1101 yory lIuirorn •. 

ill.1IIell h.a'·r obower, fo\lowell hy IInoen mlDutea' 
Illoder •• lr raiD: three bouro' preTioDal,. h.,."y 
mill. SIOllIolform. 

Su.!,,"n I", ".~. Mhow"r, flll\nwe.1 by oDe hour'. 

I 1I10<l"ralr ruill. IlI\ioed BomA houl'l (lre,·iouol,-. 
Apl'.rl'nlly 110110'10. 

SllIldru b,'.'·y .hower with hall, f,,\Iowed hy 
.I~ht milllllr.' moderale rain. FBlrly tlnl' 
formly I".lrll,"tod. Deductlog h.i1, rato would 
hn "h",ul ~.;; lochea. 

8oplctD~r 16th, 18118. U.'~tJ UW Snd.len hen), tala, foUowcd by Iwen~,..lIve 
mlnllle.· 1I11ht rain. Hili rained some bou .. 
I'revlou.ly. ApPlreDtly IInlform. 

------_ .. --- -_ .. 
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TADLE Xo. 5. 

SHOWINIl the mn~imUhl flow' 1\1111 percl'ntn~e of rain rail llisc]mrgell eluring the periotl of !inch flow ill the Clit
forlI Street IInel Avenue n outlet l<ewer at Gongo No.2, at intersection of A\"flnue n alllI Han·i,. Avelll:e. 

Trihuttuy llmiu'Lgc area = 35ti.9! at'res. Tillie requiretl for pn.'i~ag.! of stOl·m·wnters through longest line of 
II 'wers nhove saitl gauge = 34 minutes, which shuuhl be incren.'iell by about ten minutes for concentration ill 
sewers. Co-efticient of l'Oughness: II = 0.1115. 

--- -------- ---=--=-:-.--- =-~..=.:.~==:.--:-::-=-=--. . -::':-.-: -====.:===--=-~-==--==- -===--===-~.::::=-:=.:=~-==- ::--=-=:-; 

DATE. 

Maslmorn 
IIIIon811yof 

RalufaJl. 

IlIrhoq flor 
HUllr. 

1H'1'I'011.·r 101b. IRS1... 11.31 
AI,rll Sill. IHIIK... 11.2& 
)lKY llh. ll<AA... 11.:111 

!lIh. I""~.. l.al.; 
12tb, ItIIl"... 11.:111 
:If.lh. IH>lH... I.IHI 

Jnnc 2,1, l~tIIl... II. til 
:l'lh. 1~>111... I.~';; 
2'lb, IIIHlI... 2.~2 
~Ih, INUI... 0.14l 

Jnly lillo, 1"!IIt... 0.76 
181b, ItI!!!!... 11.75 

Ansnd "h. IHIIH... 1.00 
lUlb. I"I!H... I.r.UI 
11110. IHIIH... I.:l:Ja 
:If.lh, ItI!IlI... 2.~0 

SPptem1lf'rlGlb, IBIIII... 0.&7 

==-~-::::..:;.-:- .. -.-==-=== 

! Dnration of fir 'rlflitallnn I CrORR .,'C· ]'Ioan. I Cn.~mclrotfor : &10 at I I hooal Ar,'" UYIIr:U1hc 
. Uu'"". "" Dn',,,,, I "m". ,,, ... "". '" ,,' ! Inlonolly. Area. Sewer. BI"'h Arca. .\,In(lI .. ISlnfIC Velocity Ie, 
I IS) "rWalnr 
----- ----.- - - -----~ .. --- .. ---- Sllrrace. 

in 0 = t\f'n. i ell Lie Fel·t , 
I Mhmk'll. ..er Second. . H'll1 l\ro FI"'I.. FC<'10 

. -.----1.-
: 

I ! roll 110.11& 3.U. 0.122 1,3n !l3.2l 
!III ~.;.fi1 2.44 O.SFO ., RlI.!kl 

I 13 1117.117 I 2.1~ O.5:I~ " H7.05 
35 4r.!!.4" I 13.73 I.I~ 1/'00 1113.00 

! 3IJ WI.1l7 2.91 O.fi~ 1/~U2 91.15 
I 13 31ti.!1& I G.HI o.lm .. ~H.tO 

n U~.71! 2.23 1I.~n .. H7.70 
ao lI.~a.2O 1.r.a 1.0115 ,. 9!!.(l1I 
20 93;;.111 lOll! 1.106 .. 11I1.1iO 
20 ~~;; li2 1.~a 1.1I0~ .. 9'J.1!O 
15 2.1.2& 4.3~ 0.798 .. 95.20 
10 261.68 4.43 0.RD1 " 95.'11 
11 :nS.9' 3.18 U.14S .. Sl.PS 
15 676.15 11.48 0.8117 .. 87.2~ 
10 t7~.R1 1I.2G 0.8.3 .. 87.00 
It "!lUIS 6.72 0.96& .. !)!I. 00 
~o 161.15 G.U 0.946 .. 98.115 

.. - --- - -
• Pr~·'·ll, .. l alul foll"w('11 by lichirr fain. " lie ... ), .bow~r flrtlcellcl\ hy IiKhlBr ... 10. 

Mixi wnm 
r DII-!!ewel 

chalrg "til'· I P,·rr.ntilln or 
---

Cuhic 
fll'r S. 

---
15 
8 , 

17 
11 
:10 
7 

411 
roH 
411 
19 
2U 
111 
21 
25 
as 
3:l 

Feet 
.:nud. 

n"lnf.lI 
IliMrbarKod. 

---,-----_. 
'15 1:1.K" 
!II 111.'· 
31 6.H. 
III 1r..U 
~:I II.'" 
71) 11.6· 
~I 1i.51 
12 7.U 
H2 Ii 31 
12 1l.3-
!l3 1.tll 
~ 1.6-
5' t.61 
U &.11 
HI) u.5t 
3:l &.111 
2:; 19.HI 

-

I SUlhlell Rhnwer f,,1I0t<NI 1,), Ii~btrr raill. I lolenllty rOIlKhly elUmlllrol, IlellllCllnl! hall. 
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TABLE No. O. 

SHOWING tho maximum flow and llerceutllge of rninfo.ll Ilischargell <luring the pl'riOll (If sneh flow in til£' North 
Avenue sewer at Gauge No.8, at the angle in North Avenuo ncar HYl'lWlllW Street. 

Tributary drainage area = 128.67 acres. Time requireu for p:1S8age of :;torm-wat£'rs t11l'ough longpst Iinl' of 
sewel'll allove saill Silage = 18 minutes, which should be incroaseu l,y 0110ut eight minutes for conccntmtion in 
sewere. Co-efficient of roughness: n = 0.017. 

DATI!!. 

PI'~elUbcr 111tb, 18117 •.• 
April :ah, III!I.~ ... 
11.y 4th, 1811>1 .•• 

~Ih, I!II<:I .. . 
12th, IHKlI .. . 
~~ah, 18811 .. . 

JUDO ~'I, 1"118 .. . 
~&th, IKIld .. . 
:lSth, 188>1 ... 1 

July 11Ih, 18811 .. . 
l~th, 1888 .. . 

August Ub, 18811 .. . 
10tb,IIlIl8 .. . 
I1tb, ISill. .. 
2Gtb, II!H8 •• 

September 16th, 1888 ••• 

lladmum 
10tcuIUyof 

ltatofaU. 

Iocbe. per 
Hour. 

0.31 
U.~' 
0.30 
1 . .,0 (?I 
O.;~I 
I.IMI 
n.w 
2.0l 
U.tIO 
U.76 
0.75 
1.00 
1.618 
1.:133 
2.50 
0.11 

Duratioo or I Prcc\pltAlIllo 
Rllu It 00 IJraiuage 

llaslwum Area, 
Iuloo.llf· 

Minute •• 

(~I 

311 
t:I 
:IS 
:~I 

t:I 
1:; 
211 
2U 
15 
10 
n 
15 
IU 
Ii 
I5U 

Cuhic Frl·t 
pcr SecoDd. 

:r.I.OO 
:l1l.1I~ 
~.G1 
I~M.67 
3>4.61 

12ij.G7 
51.t1i 

:~17 .19 
1("~.!)G 
!l7.81 
00.50 

IlH.67 
207.07 
171.60 
:m.7S 

GIl.49 

• Precedcd BOil rullowed byllgbler ralo. 
t Slllhleu shower Mlowcl\ by IIsbler raiD. 

Cr ..... 8PC· I I\le.u 1 
Hllual .\rca lI~II"'nlie I 
or Flo .. iu U,ulillo 1'1 or , 

Sewer. \" 611~h Art"a. .\111\1'(.'11 Slll}!I' 
't" .. rW;lt,:r 

-' -----~ ~. I tintC.,·c. 

Co·rmd,·nl lor 
Veloletly leI 

ill r . ....: C \. 'rl. 

S'lU3fC Feet. F"cl. 
1 ____ -

3.tll! 
2.40 
l.G! 
!t.Gt4 
!!.t\I) 
9.r.1 
2.aG 

1:1.51/ 
8.28 
5.'.!'l 
'.:tl 
4.56 
7.5~ 
5.118 
11.~0 
6.:12 

0.r.:10 
1I."li:! 
114% 
l.tI:15 
1I.51H 
1.0!lt1 
O.4;m 
1.4'16 
1.017 
0.1M8 
11 •• 111 
O.i:.!1i 
0.:'69 
11.171 
1.107 
U.927 

I 
1";110 

1 7110 
1 'fdlU 
l'inn 
1;6"0 
I. :~M1 
1,!:~) 

1/700 
1;~OO 

ii. it) .:! un 
i.L:!;; 
M.II:1 
it.un 
:I~.ltO 

11.Htl 
tlj.~5 
1'1i.ti5 
Nl.U:i 
'!l.HO 
kll.40 
~:;.1iIl 
RI.70 
KIi.~1I 

MaW 
• I 

~IK'irullm 
Sew.'r 

[lls,,·lJar&.:e. 
11/' PC'r~enla"(' ttr 

UatDrall 
----.: m.l'h"r!:cll. 
Cnhi., FI ct 

PCI':). \.'01111. 

:J.~7 ~Llo 
.... 11 IS";;. 
:i .;1; ll .... 

a:J.ill :!I;.:n 
Ii u'J la.:i-

:i;j:1I :!5.~ 

".1;1 ~.lIl 
il ~G 21 1 t 
:!:J.:;.a 'lit.,· 
J:i.U 1:;."" 
ll.'~ I:!.:l0 
1~ ,:; 1u.Ol 
25.'3 1~.5' 
II.:I! s.n 
:l~.2~ 1~.2t 
:J;l.I~ :JK.~t 

--- .- ..... . "-_. _. - -.. ..-.---

II Bc&Yy .bu,u'r prcl·cd.d by Iigbler raiD. 
I loleu.ily rUllllhl,. c.lilu:>!e,l, 

01 
~.:> 

::0: 
r-: .... 
C"l 
III 
t"' .... 
Z 
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o 
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5: -Z 
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·.l·AJJLt; No.7. 

RuowlNO tho lIIulmnm flow anll porcent-go tlf raiufllll di8chargcd during tho period of loch flow, in till! E:l!lt Mllio litreet 
sewer at (lauge No. 18, at intersectiou of EllSt Main antI Unioll Htroeta. Tributary tlraillage art"\ = 25 .12 acres. 
Time re'loired for pllSsage of storm·water through longest line of sewers ahove laid gauge = 10 minllh!s, which 
shouM be incrcllsed hy about six minutes for coul'eutratiou in sewers. Co·elllcient of roughness: /I = 0.017. 

n,.("f' 
Apri 
Hay 

Jnne 

Jnl)' 

Angn 

. - .. - - -

Mulmum 
IUlenollyor 

n..iurill. 
VATL 

,IIICheo per 
Hlmr. 

, 
"I.rr IlIIh. 1887 .• 1 0.:11 

.itb.IJII!1I··1 0.2& 
Uh,IKI<lI .• 11.311 
!Ith,II9!II .• 0.7;; PI 

12ih, IMII!! .• 11.30 
261h. I!WI .• LlNl 

2.1, III&! •• 0.411 
2Uh.I8H8 •• :l.U 
!!Hth,lrIIIIl •• IUlll 
lItb.I!WI .• 0.76 
Idth, 11!8H .. 0.75 

• t &lb,llIII8 .. 1.00 
Illth,III!IH .• 1.G16 
I1lh,11!8>I •• 1.33:1 
2Gth,III!IH •• 2./10 

DlIl":ltiOD of I . 
RaiD at rrcCIPU:luon 

![ . on n .... lD-
lumulU age Are .. 

Inten.it,. 

.. _---
I Cubic F.'ot 

~liullto9. II)er Secou.1. 

IItI 7.Hll 
30 O.OJ 
1:1 'l.5' 
35 18.11.1 
30 7.51 
U 2.~.12 
IS 111.05 
211 65.111 
20 20.111 
IS I!I.UH 
10 IH.83 
l:l :15. I:! 
III CO.GG 
10 3:1.,7 
11 G2.HIl 

.- .' 

• Precede.1 au.l rol1o .. e.1 hT Iigbter raiD. 
, Sudden .hower, rollo .. e.\ byllghtp.r raiD. 
tl H.'a'·Tohower, preee.led h,l/lIbter raiD. 

C, 
110 
or 

: 
-
S'III 
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TABLE No.8. 

SHOWISG the mllximum flow nnd Ill'rcl'Iliage of rainfall tli!whnr:.:ed during the l,el'iotl of such tlow, in the CO'lrt nnd Willinm 
Streets outIpt sewer at G:luge XII. HI, at iutersection of Alexnnuer ::itreet nnd University Awnue. 'Iributnry tlminage 
arl'n = 13:L!l6 al·res. Time relluirtlJ for passage of storm-water through 10llgest line of sewel'llllhovo saill gauge = 
15 minute!', whit:h shouhl be incr,'llsed by nbout eight minutes for coucentration in sewers. Co·ellicieut of roughness: 
1/ = 0.017. 

._______________________ _ 4. ___ • __ •• _______ • _________ ._ 

DUE. 

1l"(,l'lul.ll'r Jllth, 1!'1.~7 •• 
.\l,ril 5tll. lKKd. 
~hy {lh.ltiIIH"

1 !llh. IHXII .. 
1~lh. I"llH •• \ 
21;lh. 1"''1~ •• 

Juu,' 

July 

AUlluat 

201.I><JIl! •• 
21111. IIIIIH •• 
~HII.o. I'I~II .• 
11111.1""''1 •• 
11I11.o.IIIlIH .. 
{Ih. I~H~ •• 

11;11.0. I""" .• 
171b. I""" .. 
2G1b.lt!IIlI"l 

-----

MaximullI 
lu"'Il~ih til 

H:Ulllail. 

ludll'R per 
lIulll'. 

0.:11 
U.:!t 
II. at) 
0.1J (?) 
0.:10 
1.00 
O.t" 
2.li:! 
O.HIl 
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lI.i:; 
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TAIJLE Su. D. 

HUtlWINO th~ maximum Itow Bnll pcrl'entago of rllinfall lli:lchargcll .hlring tho periOtl of lIuch lIow, in tho Grillith 13treot 
hewer at GuuKe No. 30, at inter:;ection III Urillith Street anti nroudw8~·. 

'!'rilmlllry Ilmiullgc urea = !12.2i II"res. Tillie I'e'luiretl lor passago of storm·water throngh lllngest lillC of :seWer:! a!,o\'e 

sai,l gau:;e = lfj Illiuutl's, which lIhouhl be increased by about eight miuute:! for coucentratioll in sewers. 
Co·dticient of ronghncss: II = 0.017. 

• * -- - -- _. -. _._-- ---- ------ -

lJUr:ltlou or Il'r~"'I'il"ti:ll r Cross •• ",· 

--------

Maximum A1ean MnximuJU 
IulcD.ttyof llalu at I ou Vral1l3" 11110111 Arca lIy.lraulic S ..... r 01.· 

llalufail. ~t.1I11111l11 I Area. lie i uf .)'·Iu ... lu lla.llue (rJ .. r .\11"ple.1 Cu·elfirl,'ot ror ~barll~ W). IPerccnla':lI ur 
D .• TZ. 

1uleh·1I1· i Sewer. ,ucb Area. Slup" (') or Veloelly 1<1 iu llailllnilDi.-\V"t,·rS .. r· 
v .-' .v'ii. char" ..... ----- - .. --- - ---_.- face. 

lncb •• p~r 
~iuute •• Cubic Feel 

S'ju"re Feet. Feet. Cuhh~ Feet 
lIuur. ; lief St.-';IJlUI. per !lcCOUlI. 

I 
.. _---- - .----... -_. - ------

V"l·clUb.r 101b. 1l1li7." 0.:11 ,;u 211 la ~.(I!I 0.5111 lI:1'lO n.2 7.43 !!ti.~ 

A\'rll 5tb. IKlIlI •.. o ~l 311 2"l.U 1.48 0.4:15 .. 'ill.!) '.61 ~'O.K· 

~"Y 41b. O.au 13 :!i.fi:l ~.I~ O.iI!!1 .. 71.5 7 .8~ :!tt.2· 
91h. 0.7.il?J 3.l ~9:!"J ~.IO O.07~ .. i~.a 17.91 2G.Ot 

121b, uau 311 ~;.(j:.t 1.50 O.l'l9 .. .1.0 ~. 70 11.1" 
26tb, 1.00 13 9~.27 :.I.7G 0.~1tO .. ";6.5 10.1\.1 11.1· 

Juno !!tI. 1I.4U 15 ;I~.W 1.16 0.31.1 .. ,;S.I 3.2:1 1I.1l 
2"b, :l.ti:! :!II 211.1<3 G.OO 0.750 .. 1I1.~ 28.45 11.113 
2Klb. US() :!II ~a.~' 5.I'd O."~ .. K1.1 27.6li 37.~· 

July 1I1b. O,ili I;; 70.1& a.~11 0.6~1 .. 71.0 IJ.!l1 19·4It 
ll1lb. 0.05 IU GO.:!'l 2.0J 0.5O'J .. 74.U 7.14 111.3-

. \UIl"ol Ub, ... / IOU 1~ 9l.21 :1.12 

I 
O.OO'J .. 17.' a.l1 13.lIt 

tGtb, 1.616 15 14~.1S 6.00 0.750 .. 81.~ 211.45 1!1.11 
l1lb. '''1 1.333 10 l~a.116 ~.78 0.;111 .. 76.6 10.9l 1I.9t .'" 
2mb. ". ~.:,o U 2301.15 G.OU 

i O.~ 
.. 81.2 211.45 t2.3J 

Seplember 161b. 0.41 ~u 43.3.:1 3.70 O •• .. .8.8 16.1& 37.~, 
I 

.------_.::.=- .. - . ...:,;.==..:...._. .~-.-~.-- :-- -- ----------.-----

• Prec •• I.d au,1 r,.II"w~.1 h11i~blcr nlu. t lulellolly ruugbly catlnoaled. 
lSulld. u .b",,..r. f"Uu ... ~<I hI IIGbter raiD. 5 Sower rao UDder bead. ligures IIlvUD aro for mnlmum ,Ii.· 'I Uc~\y .bowcr. l,rccetlc,1 by lI.:bl.r raiu. cbarllo wltboUI h •• d. l,revluuo tn surcbarse. 
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TABLE Xo. 10. 

SHOWING the computed porcentnges of the hellvie.-;t \'lliufaU .1i9,~hllrge,1 from five dilf.!reut city Jistricts hy the respective 
outlet sewers, lluring the pel'iotl of maximum flow. 

DATE. 

D~r.llIbcr Illlh, IH8~ ................................ .. 
Aprn roth, III!I.' ................................ .. 
lillY tlb," ................................ .. 

91h, 

Junb 

Jul, 

• Pr~c~,le,lllnol r"lIllw"el loyli;:h"'r raill. 

'( 'm.,n, I Duration oC PltllCE~T~OES OF 1I.u~.·ALL D."·UAaO;ED. 
., IX, . I n .. tn.' 

1111<'11"11\ nf ~I' 1---------------------.---------
natura·,1. i iu':~~';~~';,' ! I ! 

I l'iatrict I, I Dislrict IV, . Pi.lrie·l X. ; Dblriel IX, ,Di.lrlrl X\'II, 
----- (]:lUge 2. OauR:e M. Hauge 1M, ' GOlnge 19. I Uall~e :tIl. 

luchra I'~r 
Hlilif. 

lliullh' •. 
,\rl'a : :lSI •. !)! Area:.: l:!ti.Gi .\rt=a = :!!i.t:! .\rca ..:. l:J:l.UG',\rc:l -:.lI.L:!i 

~I .\m.. _~:~._ L~:~l Aer ••. 
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26 
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31.~ .............. 

n.r. 
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29 •• 1 

2~.G 
ItI.7 
37.5 

, IlIleuolty roughly ,'aUID_letl, d",llIcllllg bllil. 
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t Suol,l.u .hllwe·r, (011" ..... 1 loy Iilllel.r ralu. 
I! Uea", Ibower, pr.-eed.,1 by IIKbh-r fIlin. 
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nl~CUSSION. 

Dy HeDor.I'" HElmw, :II. J\m, Soc, C, E, 

1'ht'l'c i1l uo ,lollht tilat nil cn!{inem's who BI'C eogngctl au mnni· 
cipnl \\'ol'ks nrc "ery IUllch intel'ested ill Ihe IIl1hjcd which Oil!! l,eell ~o 
nltl," trcnt",l h," :Mr, I\uicillillg', It1< illlporlnu('c is c1enr fro 111 the fo,.-I 
Ihnt if wc millie ollr MI1\\'t'I'S too Inrg-e \\'0 spen,l IUore mouey tilall 
lIeCellSl\r~', an,l if ill hui!t "1' citieM we mo.kc thcm lila SWI\U thny nrc 111'1 
I" CRl1l1e conRi,lerILbh' clllmRge by /Ioodillg- \'ellllrs, Thl1l'tlCOI't' we nrl' 
"cry nuxiolls to koow as lIenrly nM l'osllihlo the mnxillllllu ,\URutit." 
oC rnin·\\'ntcl' for which \,,'ovision is Ueel1RHl\ry, I hllve mYII"\( l,eell 
)larUcl1llll'ly ioti!l,tlstc,l in thc Rnhjcl't, nOll 111\\'0 of tell mgcl1 Iml,due,'l'~ 
10 mo.kc cspcrimelltM I'cgllr,lillg the 1\II\01111t oC minCnll cutering 901l'1'1'S, 
"('r," little pll~iti\'t' infornlnlioll ill known abollt it either in ';~II' cOlllltry 
or ill ElII'ope, Thero IICCIU~ to he ,1iflicll1t~' il1 con"illcillg' ROml' IIIl1l1i· 
ripn\ I'ullllcilmen thnt t.he alltomntic min.gnngl', COl' insi.tml'll. ill 1111,'" 
thillg hilt a costly 8cientific plny.thin:.;; thllt wns nl1 ohjectioll I 111'1\1'11 
lIIa,lc some ~'enl's ng-o, 

YOII wil1l'cllIclober there \\'1\9 Il cnnllllittcl' apl'ointoll 1,," the Hllt'id," 
\;1111 spnl' to II\'ge IIpOIl COlIgl'e~~ the impOl'tlLu,'e of hnvio:; tho l:;ig'na\ 
Her"icc HIII'CIlII nse alltonll\tic rnill'~l\ug"lI in the I'rinciJll\1 citieR, nll,l n 
C'ollllllllni(,lltioll \V1\9 IIcnt to "·n.'1ItinJ,tton 111<1dll:,:- f,,., all I\Pl'r'lpri:llillll o( 
~:! 000 fllr thill PIII'polle, 'fIti!! SIIII1 wl\.~ 1I0t gl'llllte.l; hilt, Olm(,1'II1 Gre,'h~y 
hM \1I!01l 0111\111011 fro III his nther flln,ll1 to h:WIl 801110 of thosc :';I\u:,:-cl< 
crectell, nnd r 1001io,e tllI'rc a .. (' ROIIIO ""I'kill/.{ 1I0W, 

HI! hllM 1lJ,\CI rccently cIIl\(','ln,) 1\11,1 JlllhlhlItc,l ill thc "\\"'lIth!'\' 
Hevillw" tho I'C91\1t~ of a largc III II II bill' of fltmy IIhller\'(\tioll~ \\'hi"h 
"how whl\t hen\'" rninfl\lIf1 we hrwe ill 1\ vcry Hhort 1111ration of time, J 
thollght before thnt a fnll nt tlll' I'IItc nC ,1 illchp.lI nn hOllr WI\R \,(!l'y rarc. 
hut I hnvo COIIIC to tho ('on('lullillll thnt wc WlIlIl 1I1\\'e roml,. storms wil h 
at len,t 911Ch illtellsity. I III\\'e hel'c all ('xtrnct (rom Ihl1 .. HI',·icw," ill 
which r inc\IIIICll min(llUs of on'r 3 illChclI in nil hOllr, 2 inches ill halt' 
an hour, ao,l 1 inch in t~'u milllltl!H. 

III Xow York, Dr. Drapor, of the Ohfler\'l\tor~' nt the Park, IlI\s kept 
All alltollll\til~ rcgiHtrotion since 181-10, nntI fl'IIW this I hl\"(l tnkl'll thl' 
IIln:timlllll intellsity of 8torms CIII' n f,'w lIIinlltcM, iu 111"\('1' to 11etcl'min!! 
the Jll'Obablc ma:l:ilDlllU quantity oC wat,'r l'ol\t'hin~ tho huuKe drnins, 

If wn reduce thl'_~e nmollnt.l\ to a minfnll o( inciteR por hOllr, Wl~ IIII'·C 
four Htorm8 ill New Yllrk t'it,. 8illel1 11:11:10 which cxceetlc,l tho rnte 
of 4 inchcR 0.11 hom, contillllinll', nt thill I'Rt,'. nt 101\.~t livo minll/,I'II, t\\'o 
"tormR e:tcoodiog the rate oC G iut'hl" 1111 hour Cor nt 1(,l1IIt three millutes. 
11111 one BtOl'lU exeoe(ling the rnl.e oC 7 iuch,!~ nil honr for two minutes, 
FOllr timcs within the hut ci!;1tt ~'el\rs IIIL!! t1l1'rc becn a Cnll nt thc rnte (If 
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58 DlSCl"SSION ON 1l.\IXF.\LL .\Xf) DlSCUARGE OF SEWERS. 

5 inchcs au hour Cor nt Ien~t five minutes, Rnfficiently long to ,nIlow tht3 
water Crom tho I'OOCR to get into the house drains. 

Complnint.OJ have ortell hc~n nuule to thn 801\r,l of Henlth thnt tho 
Ilrain" Wl~ro too slllnll nullnn iD\,:c'ltigntioll wa'! made by tho Department 
oC Pllblin Works to tinll 01lt wliether they were or not. The result in
llicatc(l that (j·inch pipe.OJ l1rllillin~ 1\ property haying 25 feet front.. lai,l 
I~t n gl't\(le of : inch tl) the root, wer.' l:Ll'ge enough to tnke n rninfall 
havinl-t tho inton~ity of (j inclll'll ppr hom. 

Thn ))'~l'llrtlll""I, of l'nloli" Wllt'k~ 111\.'1 11I1I.ln gnu~inSR of the tlowin 1\ 

largo !'cwel', b11t I rl'grct to sn,\' thai nR the reHult.'! havo not ;yet been I'e
port.1111 to thl1 COllllllillAion('r, I nm lIllt a.blu to Sh'o nny .leta.il~. But the 
largo figures tlmt !\Ir. Kuichling IIns I\rrive!lnt are fully verifiell hy the 
ohscrvntions ma.le here. It iH ccrt.l\in thl\t we hnve generally under
e~tilllatell the quantity of wntel' that comes into the sewers in our most 
I'IIPUlO1l8 citier<. 

The ganging-s I ref,'r to w('ro mal1e in n IBstriet oC New York which iR 
1'retty llenHely built lip, It. hn.'! beC'n fonnll that three times !luring the 
h\St ~·ea.1', when the mmdmlllJl rainfl\lIs were not over .G of an inch in 
ten 1!linutI'H, more thl\n 11lnhic foot per seconll per acre reached the 
sewer. That is ('onsi.lrrnhl~· more thllll is given by the formulns we 
ha.\'e heen in the hnhit of lIsing. 

In connection with tIlil'l worlt I triell to cnllect nIl the relative Ilata 
that were availnble, anll procet'll somewhat on the metholl nllopted by 
)11'. 1\[c:\£ath in II. pa.per rl'll.l1lefore this Society Dl'celUber 15th, 1886, by 
recording the elenll'nb! of Mewet's thnt were, aUll tho!!e that were nevel', 
oyertaxed by the Ilf!nvie!!t rain!!. Thl'n, by clrll.wing a line between the 
plottings of the two reRn1tH, we oht.nin the npproximntel:apncity which 
the ~nwers onghL t.o hl\\'e, I 1111\'0 collntl'.la IInmber of HllI'h dntn, anll 
al'l'angell them in tabull\r flll'ru, which [ thiult intlica.tc very closely the 
mnxiwnul flow from the Ilt'l\vie!!t mins. 

These relmlt.'! ahow thnt HOlUe of our sewers have beeu built too 
In1'ge, a.nll otherli too small, 

The CII,\In,-!l[ny I nslt l\Ir. Hl'rillg if it is intcndell to puhlish the 
resll1ts of hi!! eXI't'riments when Ihp.,' a.re l'omplPtnl ? 

1\Ir. HmuslI.-'1'IIO," will I," 1'1'I'Rlllltl'll to Mr. ]). Lilwher Smith, Com· 
mis!lioJIC'l' of Public ,,'ork!! 111111 )[nmhl'l' of the Society. In 0. coO\'el'
~I\tion with him he Ruiil that Ih ... 1,·tail .. 1l matter woullll'l'ohnhl~' l,e n. 
better subject Cor n lll~por tu lou pre~ul\tcll til tho Hociet~' than to print h 
in thll CommisRiOlll'r's Alllllmi Hcport, 1\'1 thn pultlic aro not pnrticuJ.uly 
iuterested in techuil·a.l Iltltllil!l of this IlI\tllrt', 

I think there is olle point in )[1'. Kllichliu~'s formuln which presents 
1\ I itt In .1itlh~l1lty .. HI' intrn.lllcc!! tho ch:mellt of timl'. ~ow, thl\t is 
mther tlillicnlt to lix llpOIl in pructil~e. neco~nizing thiH, I hietl 
nnother piau, 0111' which I thought DlOl'U l'rnctit'nble, Bud thl\t is by suh
stituting the nvera~e slope of the gronull, The tliagrlllUs are a.rrnngell 
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TUCSON ~LOOD PE~~ 

Project Name and Location: CRA~CROFl WRSH TRIBUrARY 

Drainaqe Concentration POInt: A 

Watershed Area iA! at ConcentratIon Point: 24.3 acres 

Length of Hydraulically Lonqest Watercourse (Lc): 2165 ft. 

Le~gth from Center of Watershed Area (Lca) along Lc: 110(1 ft. 

Mean Slope (Sc) = (Lc/Uo,:! = 0.0]:300 ft./ft. 

BaSIn Factor CNbw): 0.022 

Runoff CoeffIcIent (Cw): 0.75 

Z-Factor (~) = 0.444 Nbw (Lc Lca)oo.~ I ISC Cw)A.4 = 2.556 (future) 

Time of Concentration (Tc): 5.0 minutes (future). 

At Tc, 1(1C)-year Ralnfall IntensIty (11 12/(1+(1.05 Ie) 9.b inchesihour. 

100-year Flood Peak 1 i5 cfs tfLttLtre) 

Degree of Urbani~ation: Moderately Urban 

For Other Return Perl ods: 
NOTE: Use Pima County Method (WIth City Rainfall) If lime of 

ConcentratIon is Needed for Lesser Return Periods 

25-yearl 114 cfs 

10-year: 79 cfs 

2-year: 35 efs 

Prepared By: Company: 
CURTIS LUECK UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

Date: 
20 FEB 89 
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TUC5UN FLUDD PEA~. CO 1 ~I .; 1. '3. 

Project Name and Location: CRRiCROFl WASH lRIBU1AR~ 

Drainage Concentratlon POlnt: A 

Watershed Area (AI at Concentration POInt: 24.:':; Clcr-es 

Length of Hvdraulically Lonoest Watercourse (Lc): ':::165 ft. 

Length from Center of Water-shed Area (Lca) alono Lc: 11 •. " .. t t. 

Mean Slape (Sc) = (Lc/!> '2 = ().07'3(H) ft./ft. 

Basin Factor- (Nbw): 0.032 

Runoff Coefficient ICW): O.b5 

Z-Factor- (::) = ').444 Nbw iLc Lcal .. :;. I ISC [wI .4 = 

Time of Concentr-~tion (Tc): 5.0 minutes (future). 

At Tc, lOn-vear- Rainfall Intenslty (1) = 12/il ..... I.(15 lc) q.6 lnches/hour-. 

IOO-year Flood Peak Cw 1 A 15:: cfs (fL.tL\r-e) 

Degree of Urbanl::atlon: Suburban 

For Other Retur-n Perl ods: 
NOTE: Use Pima County Method IWlth Clty Ralnfall) lt flme ot 

Concentr-ation lS Needed for Lesser- Return Perl ods 

25-year: 91 cfs 

IO-year: 61 cfs 

2-vear: ~.,. 

.,;..--' cfs 

Prepared Bv: Company: 
CURTIS LUECK UNIVERSITy OF ARIZONA 

Date: 
2') f-EB 8':;> 
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lUCSON FLOOD PEAK LorM '.,11 •. 3. 

PrOJect Nam~ and Location: CHOLLH WASH 

Dreinage Concentrat10n P01nt: MISSION RU~D 

Watershed Area IA} at Concentrat1on Point: 813.0 acres 

Length of Hydraul1cally Longest Watercourse <Lc): 17213 tt. 

Length from Center ot Watershed Area (Lea) along Lc: 8001.1 ft. 

Mean Slope (Sc! = ,Lc/I)2 = 0.01500 ft •• ft. 

Basin Factor (Nbw): 0.032 

Runoff Coeff1cient (ew): 0.70 

Z-Factor L::) = 0.444 Nbw ILc Lca}·.3 I (Sc Cw)···.4 = ,,4.·_;,)8 (f~\tL\re) 

Time of Concentrat1on (Tc): 37.0 minutes (future). 

At Te. 1(1I)-year F:a1nfall Intens1ty (1) = 12/11+1).('5 Tc) 4.2 inches/hour. 

IOO-year Flood Peak Cw 1 ~I= 2~96 cfs Ifuture) 

Degree of Urbani~ation: Suburban 

For Other Return Periods: 
NOTE: Use Pima County Method (with C1ty Rainfall) if lime of 

ConcentratIon IS Needed for Lesser Return Periods 

25-year: 1438 cfs 

lO-year: 958 cfs 

2-year: 359 cfs 

Prepared By: Company: 
CURT I S LUECk. UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

uate: 
:..::0 FEB 8Y 
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ruCEiOI~ I-' LODD PEAf'" L lJ I "I ''; 1 • :. 

PrOject Name and Locatlon: CHULLH WASH 

DrainaQe Concentratlon Point: MISSION ROAD 

watershed Area (AI at Concentratlon POlnt: 81l.u acres 

Length of Hydraullcally Lonqest Watercourse (Lcl: 1721~ ft. 

Lenqth from Center of Watershed Area (Lca) alonq Lc: 80(1) ft. 

Mean Slope (Sc) = (LC/ll"2 = 1).1.11500 ft.ift. 

Basin Factor (Nbw): u.022 

Runoff Coefficlent (ew): u.75 

Z-Factor (~) = 0.444 Nbw (Lc Lca) .3 I (Sc Cwl".4 = Ib.257 (future) 

T1me of Concentration (Tc): 22.0 minutes (future). 

At Tc, 1(IO-year Ra1nfall Intensity (1) = 12/(1+(".1.15 Tc) 5.7 inches/hour. 

100-year Flood Peak Cw i A = 3484 cfs (future) 
====== 

Degree of Urbanlzatlon: Moderately Urban 

For Other Return Periods: 
NOTE: Use Pima County Method (with C1ty Rainfall) 1+ Time of 

Concentration is Needed for Lesser Return Per10ds 

25-year: 2265 cfs 

10-year: 1568 cfs 

2-year: 6"17 cfs 

Prepared By: Company: 
CURTIS LUECf~ UNIVERSITy OF ARIZONA 

Date: 
20 FEB 89 
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w~rERSHED AREA (~cr~s)= 6118 
Area 15 too large Use Pima Ccuntv Method. 
Aree 15 too L.rqe -- Use PIma Lcunty Methcd. 
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HYDROLOGIC DATA SHEET 
FOR WATERSHEDS OF LESS THAN TEN (10) SQUARE MILES 

Projed ~m an'l Location: Aim Was~, T'Jmn, Al 

Incr'!le~tal Change In(r!I!"tal C~ang! 
In ~en91~ (L:I - it. :n Elevation 'Hi! - it, 

!47.,) - !OO.,;: ~~.:: 

8al:r, =ac\or .r,b): .')2: 

BUO ~,). 73 

P24 '24 Houri In. 
Pb (0 HQlJrI In. 
PI (I HOIJr I In. 
P2 (2 Houri In. 
P3 (3 Houri in. 
Runoff 10 Qmfall Rat:o ie): 
(Pervious Area51 
(lmrvioUf Ar,al l 

IW!lghted, Cwl 
Tiu 01 ConC!nlral lOfI !lln): 
Rainfall Intenllty Iii al Tc (in/hn: 
Runolf Supply Rate (Qi at Tc 'Inihri: 

Peak Oifcharg,: !.008qA (cll): 

PEAK DISCllAIfiE (ch): 

I~O 

4 .~O 
3.4') 
, .' .. 1.-

2.85 
3.')4 

0.64 
O. Q5 
tJ.a0 

161.51 
\.08 
OJ7 

5342.7 

0.59 
'J, q5 
0.77 

\7' .16 
o.eq 
0.6B 

~4214 

3.2~ 
:.64 
: .)\ 
, " 
2.37 

O.~3 
O. q4 
l. ;4 

IQ7.54 
0.70 
0.52 

3191 

:0 

,).4~ 

O. Q3 
O.6q 

~2~. 24 
0.54 
0.37 

~285 .8 

2286 

Job ~IJlt·!r: r.cr,e 
~at.~: 1': ;'H ~c 

81: Cljr~ 1; : I ,,'JEJ 

57.39 

~, ~O 
!.?8 
!. 52 
1.67 
I. 78 

0.37 
I). Q2 
').bS 

~53. 59 
').42 
1).27 

\m.b 

1694 

,'. 

': .22 

O. ~b 
3:6.o! 

0.:6 
o I 1~· 
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HYDROLOGIC DATA SHEET Job ~u.o!r: ~ont 

vite: .1\1 Feb 39 FOR WATERSHEDS OF LESS THAN TEN (10) SQUARE MILES 

PrOject Hue and LocatIon: Cholla ~a5h, lucson, 41 

Natershed Area (4,: 812 acres 

Length 01 Natercourse (Lc 11 17212 It 

lncre.e~tal Change 
In Length ILII - It. 

I~crel!~tal Cnanqe 
In Eie,atlon ,HI I - H. 

~!an Slooe (SCI: 0.01104 It.dt. 

Soli eN 

Bv: Curtis C. lutC' 

~atersheD I yoe(s/: Suburban 

i.ength to Center oi 6ravlty ILca): aooo It 

Cover Density: 25 I 

SOl I Groues: c 

Caver Tvoes: desert brush 

Bi51n Factor (nb): .022 

Adjusted Curve HUlbers ICNfl 
........ _-_ ......... _- ...... ------------

,RIOOI ,R501 ,R25) IRIO) IR~,' ,R:) 
______ .. _ ......... 00 ..... _ ...... _ .. ______ .. _ .. ___ .. __ .. _____ .. 00 .. __ .. _________ ....... _ ......... __ .. ___ .... _ 

P24 (24 Houri In. 
P6 (6 Hour) In. 
PI (I Hour) I". 
P2 12 Houri In. 
P3 (3 Hour) In. 
Runoff to Ralnlill Ratio (C): 

(PervIOUS Areasl 
(l.aerYIOUS Arus) 
(wtlghhd, ew) 

Tile of Concentration (11nl: 
RaInfall IntensIty (II at Ic IIn/hrl: 
Runoff Supaly Ratt (0) at Ic (In/hr): 

Puk Dilchugu I.OO8qA (ch): 

PEAK DISCHARSE (cf.). 

86.00 89. ZI 88.55 87.71 B6.00 as,51) az. :7 

Stort Recurrence Interval Ivrs' 
.... _ .. ---.. -_ .. --.......... _ ...... -- -_ ...... -_ .... 

100 50 2S lu 
----_ .............. -.. -- -----.......... -_ .... _ .. __ .. -_ .. _ .... _ ... - .... _ .. - .. -- -----_ .... 

4.20 3.72 3.24 2.70 2.40 J. 80 
3.40 3.02 2.64 2.2b 1.98 J. 50 
2.57 2.29 2.01 J. 73 1.52 1.17 
2.85 2.54 2.22 J. ql J. 07 J.28 
3.04 2.71 2.37 2.03 J. 78 1..0 

O.bO 0.54 0.48 0.39 0.32 O.li 
0.95 0.95 0.94 O. oJ 0.92 O. qo 
0.71 0.b8 0.0:; M7 0.52 0.41 

28.77 31.56 35.27 40.49 411.01 o~. 99 
4.18 3.53 2.89 2.27 1.83 1.15 
2.99 2.39 1.82 1.30 0.95 ,j.47 

2446.:; 1953.7 1489.:; IOb2.3 m.l :i81.8 

~~0 
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HYDROLOGIC DATA SHEET JOD HUloer: none 
Date: 20 Feo 89 FOR WATERSHEDS OF LESS THAN TEN (10) SQUARE MILES 
By: Curtis C. Lueck 

Project Nue and Location: Craycraft Wash Tributarl, Tucson, AZ 

Drainage Concentrahon POint: Outlet 

Watershed Area IA): 24 acres 

Length of Watercourse ILcl: 21b5 It 

Increlental Change 
In Lengt~ ILl) - It. 

Increlental Chanoe 
In Eleyatlon (HI1 - ft. 

21b5.0 490.0 - IOO.lj =:)90.0 

lIun SlaDe ISCIl 1).18014 It.lft. 

P24 (2' ~ur I In. 
Po (0 Hour) In. 
PI II ~ur) In. 
P2 (2 Houri In. 
P3 (3 Hour) In. 
Runoff to Ralnhll RatiO ICI: 

(PervIOUS Areas) 
<Ilpervious Areas) 
(1Iflghted, C.) 

Tile of Concentration Illnli 
Rainfall Intensitv (I) at Tc Iln/hr): 
Runoff Supply Rate (01 at Tc (In/hr): 

Pllk Di schar gel 1.008QA (c/5) I 

5011 CH 

Watershed TYDels): Suburban 

Length to Center of 6riyill ,Lcal: 1100 It 

Sal! 6rouDsI C 

BaSin Factor Ino): .022 

Ad)usted Curve Nulbers ICH') 

,RIQO) IRSO) (R2S) (RIO) 'RSI IR21 

89.35 88.55 87.49 33.85 

Storl Recurrence Interval Iyrs) 

1110 so 25 10 5 
...... _- -_ ..... -_ ..... -_ ........ -_ ........... _-- -- -_ ..................... _ ........ - .... _- -_ .. -_ .. _-

4.20 :l.72 3.24 2. ib 2.40 1.80 
3.40 3.02 2.04 21 ~o 1. 98 I. So 
,.57 2.29 2.01 1. 73 1.52 1.17 
2.85 2.54 2.22 1.91 l.b7 1.28 
3.04 2.71 2.37 2.ln 1.78 1.30 

O. b2 0.57 0.511 0.42 (0.34 v.19 
0.95 0.95 0.Q4 0.93 0.92 0.90 
0.77 0.74 O. ;Q 0.b5 0.01 0.51 
5.00 5.00 5.00 5.0)0 5.00 5.00 
9.10 8.10 i .11 b.12 5.37 4.13 
7.01 5.99 4.97 3.98 3.25 2.12 

Ib9.5 144.B 120.3 Qb.2 7B.7 51.2 

a 
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